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Editor’s Note

Erdal Küçükyalçın

Dear Readers,
I am proud to be able to present you the fourth issue of GPJ which was
made possible with the continued support and generous funding of Toshiba
International Foundation (TIFO), and the collaboration of Japanese Studies
Association of Turkey (JAD).
As far as the pandemic is concerned, not much has changed since our
last issue. Humanity is still under stress, economies around the world have
approached a total standstill, all sectors including transportation, tourism,
education, entertainment etc. have taken their shares from the lockdowns.
The situation reminds us of science-fiction movies in which humans try to
find a way out of the dire conditions caused by a catastrophy. A new world
seems to be in the making. Thanks to the efforts of energetic innovative
leaders in many fields, we started seeing light at the end of this dark tunnel.
As vaccination proceeds, I believe it is time for us to begin thinking about
the aftermath of the pandemic. The rise of A.I. as well as IoT, Industry 4.0 or
Machine Learning is on the edge of changing the world we used to live, for
good. Mass production of driverless vehicles will start within a few years.
Many of the routine jobs traditionally done by humans will perish in the
near future. We will need to cultivate new skills in order to adopt ourselves
to this new World. This fact in turn, will change the very nature of education
and schooling. We will have to think about novel ways to redesign our
education systems in line with the changing needs of the “new normal” and
raise creative leaders equipped with multi-skills. This is the new challenge of
mankind…
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With these in mind, I would like to introduce you the content we prepared
for this issue. You can find the abstracts of the articles in the following section.
The first article “State, Political Parties, and the Nation: Triangular
Political History without a Center of Gravity” by Prof. Yuichiro Shimizu, is a
translation of “Kokka, Seitō, Kokumin: Rikken Seiji no 130 nen” published in
2019. In this important article, Prof. Shimizu is focusing on the relationship
between the state, political parties and nation in Japan and is giving important
insights on how Japanese democracy had evolved during the 130 years since
the establishment of the Meiji imperial constitution.
The second article by Doruk Akyüz is titled “An Ottoman Staff Officer at
the Russo-Japanese War (1904-1905): General Pertev Bey’s Impressions and
Evaluations”. The article introduces an Ottoman officer who was dispacthed
to the battlefields of Port Arthur as a military observer embedded to the
Japanese side. Akyüz shows how deeply influenced Pertev Bey was by this
experience and how he had tried to reform the military tactics of the Ottoman
army in line with Japanese practices (albeit in vain). The article brings a fresh
perspective to the eye-witness accounts of the Western military observers of
Russo-Japanese War.
The third article is written by Semiha Karaoğlu and it takes up the subject
of Russo-Japanese War from a different angle. In “Railroads of the Glorious
Empires in the late 19th Century: From the Great Game to the Russo-Japanese
War of 1904-5” Karaoğlu explains how important a role the railroads had
played in grand strategies of rival powers in Asia, and how massive efforts
for building railway lines across the continent during the Great Game had
led to a pitched battle at Port Arthur, a confrontation that would leave a deep
mark on global politics.
The fourth article by Jennifer Norris, “Tracing the Royal, Romantic and
Demonic Roots of the Nio Warrior Guardian” concentrates on the Nio (or
Kongo Rikishi 金剛力士) door guardian figure in Japanese culture and traces
its roots in ancient India and even possible connections with Hercules cult
brought by Alexander’s armies from the West. Her study reveals the cultural
and historical significance of the sacred weapon vajra and vajrapani (The
vajra bearer, guard/attendant of Shakyamuni) in the evolution of warrior
god iconography. Norris’ article brings a unique perspective to the study
of warrior cults across Asia and offers promising new frontiers for future

research in art history, symbolism, as well as history of martial arts.
The fifth article “Yōkai as The Edge of The World” by Kōda Retsu, is a
translation of the article with the same title published in Japanese in 2016. In this
study, Prof. Kōda touches the very core of Yōkai Studies as a field of research
set by Inoue Enryō in his Lectures on Yōkai Studies. Kōda guides us through
the myterious realm of the yōkai to reach the philosophical foundations of
the field, offers us a brand new way of investigating fundamental concepts
as well as a novel perspective to reconcile the fixated views of scholars and
“carriers-of-cultural-memory” on the existence or non-existence of yōkai.
This article is a powerful contribution to the field of Yōkai Studies.
Finally, we have two book reviews in this issue. The first is an evaluation
by (Em.) Prof. Selçuk Esenbel of Japon Turancılığı (Japanese Turanism), a
book published in Turkish by Sinan Levent in 2016. The second is Japan’s
Contested Constitution by Glenn D. Hook and Gavan McCormack, published
in 2001 and reviewed by Can Öçalan.
We have selected these articles because we think they offer new perpectives,
novel approaches to global scholarship.
With the continued support of TIFO, we feel stronger than ever and we
believe that Global Perspectives on Japan (GPJ) with its sustainable growth,
is becoming one of the main outlets for new research in Japanese Studies,
and has already established itself as an Open Access journal with valuable
content. I want to express my gratitude to all parties involved and my team
members who have shown perseverance during harsh times.
I invite all our readers to join our community by submitting articles for
our fifth issue.
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Greetings from a lovely spring night in Istanbul…
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Abstracts
State, Political Parties, and the Nation:
Triangular Political History without a Center of Gravity
Shimizu Yuichirō
Last year, Japan celebrated the one hundred and thirtieth anniversary of the
establishment of the Meiji imperial constitution. As the first constitutional state in
Asia, Japan’s experience soon garnered the attention of the world. As in the postwar era where Japan’s model of high-speed economic growth proffered a model
for developing countries, in the pre-war imperial world, Japan’s experience with
constitutionalism provided encouragement to those nations, then colonies of the
European powers. Yet this history of constitutionalism was by no means a story of
unalloyed successes. Rapid modernization and economic growth in no short order
destabilized Japan’s traditional order, giving birth to an unstable social structure.
How to design the relationship between the state, political parties and nation has
remained a major question which has continued up to the present. Clarifying how
the three parts of the triangle (state, parties, nation) have evolved over the last one
hundred and thirty years provides important insights into how the development of
Japanese ‘democracy’ has differed from the experience of the Western democracies.
Keywords: Modernization, democracy, constitutionalism, state, political parties


An Ottoman Staff Officer at the
Russo-Japanese War (1904-1905):
General Pertev Bey’s Impressions and Evaluations
Doruk Akyüz
In this paper, I discuss the influence of Japan’s military westernization on Ottoman
conceptions of East-West relations, Westernization, and military reform, from the
perspective of an Ottoman staff officer. Colonel (later General) Pertev (Demirhan) Bey
visited Japan and the battlefields of the Russo-Japanese War as a military observer
between 1904-1905. His experience on the battlefield dramatically influenced his way
of thinking. In the successful Japanese example of military modernization, as he saw
it in action against Russia, and found the answers to the long debate among Ottomans
about the path for modernization in the face of threats from Western powers. He
saw the Ottoman Empire and Japan as sharing many commonalities. Both faced
13
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a threat from Western modern states and their militaries. In reaction, elites and
decision makers in both nations had sought to adopt Western practices, doctrines,
institutions, science, knowledge, and cultural elements in order to reach the level
of their threatening contemporaries. The Japanese military victory validated in the
eyes of Pertev Bey, and many of his Ottoman contemporaries, the Japanese method
of modernization. Japan replaced the West as the model of modernization for him.
This led him to pen a report and unsuccessfully champion the Japanese example of
military reform to Sultan Abdülhamid II. When he was given decision making power
during the First Balkan War, tasked with planning the war against the Balkan allies,
his experience in Japan played a central role in the war plan he presented, which in
turn determined the contours of the Ottoman experience in the war.
Keywords: Pertev Bey, Russo-Japanese War, Japan, Japanese, Ottoman Empire,
Ottomans, westernization, modernization, observers


Railroads of the Glorious Empires in the late 19th Century:
From the Great Game to the Russo-Japanese War of 1904-5
Semiha Karaoğlu
Railroads have been an inevitable part of countries’ expansionist and imperialist
policies throughout history. Easing commodity distribution as well as human
mobility, railroads also provided the transfer of knowledge and became a means
of intelligence sharing. In this view, one can plausibly observe that nations are
inclined to allocate budgets for railroad construction in order to extend their power.
Moreover, they also followed expansionist policies by constructing ‘transitive’
railroads, connecting extensive regions, or even continents. Hence, investigating
railroads sheds light on world history, for it enables one to comprehend the ultimate
motives countries had before embarking upon such endeavors. The present research,
therefore, analyzes railroad construction, focusing on the nineteenth century. It
commences by introducing a brief history of the railroad construction around the
globe. Then, it moves on to the Great Game theory and analyzes how the rivalry
between the British and Russian Empires increased the speed of constructions with
imperialist and expansionist policies behind them. This research also elucidates
what impacts railroads built by the Russian Empire had on the Empire of Japan,
and how it led to the escalation of the Russo-Japanese War of 1904-5. Moreover, it
focuses on the conflicts taking place between the Russian Empire and the United
States, in connection to their impacts on the British Empire. In conclusion, the paper
demonstrates a trend of how railroads shaped world history, taking into account the
14
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example of the Russo-Japanese War of 1904-5.
Keywords: Railroads, Great Game, Russo-Japanese War, Japan, imperialism, Lüshun,
India, Britain


Tracing the Royal, Romantic and Demonic Roots of the Nio Warrior Guardian
Jennifer Norris
The Nio (or Kongo Rikishi 金剛力士) door guardian or dvarapala symbolic figures that
guard the famed Todaiji Temple of Nara, trace an ancient history from primitive
roots in the narrative figure of the Vajrapani, attendant of the Buddha Shakyamuni
across Asia, and even further back. The origins of this figure remain relatively
vaguely defined in comparison to the intrigue caused by contemporary and
medieval applications of the figure, and this research clarifies some apparent historic
connections evidenced through visual symbolism to connect the vajrapani to royalty
through the vajra, through dvarapala positioning, associations with the vajra and other
aesthetic traits. The study suggests a possible transformation from the channavira, a
decorative chain associated with fertility, depicted in early versions of the vajrapani,
with the evolved, inhuman musculature of the more modern Nio guardian figures.
This study then branches from Grunwedel’s association of the vajrapani with Mara
by positing a possible aesthetic connection between early depictions of Mara’s army
(tempters through which the Buddha has to pass in order to achieve enlightenment)
and the Nio through channavira symbolism, mudras, positioning and body postures
of predominantly the Sanchi Stupa. The Nio figures, while seemingly outlying icons
of Mahayana Buddhism, have found resounding significance in modern and historic
martial societies and religious orders. Clarifying their branching ancestry from the
earliest vajra bearers, along with their cultural and historic significance will inform a
modern understanding of their symbolic value, and the cultural understandings of
existential circumstances that they confer.
Keywords: Buddhist symbolism, Nio, Mythology, Vajrapani, Vajra, Kongo Rikishi,
Mahayana
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Yōkai as The Edge of The World
Kōda Retsu
Today in Japan, people continue to show considerable interest in yōkai. In the past,
a yōkai craze centering on MIZUKI Shigeru’s work GeGeGe no kitarō, had swept the
country. However, more recently in 2014 the role-playing game Yōkai Watch (launched
by Level-5 Inc. in 2013) was turned into a television anime and is boasting explosive
popularity. In addition, while kaidan (yōkai stories) used to be transmitted orally, now
they have appeared on the internet, and unique tales continue to be spun. In this way,
by continuing to encounter yōkai in some form or another, fixed images of them have
been formed amongst people today. In most cases, these images are of grotesque
things with a specific appearance, for example, an ‘umbrella-shaped ghost’, a ‘painted
wall’, or a ‘haunting cat’. However, these popular images of yōkai are hindrances
when engaging in academic research on the subject. Compared to those found at the
popular level, researchers’ definitions of yōkai are not uniform. The aim of this paper
is, while referring to efforts to reconsider the concept of yōkai in contemporary folklore
studies, to decipher INOUE Enryō’s philosophically motivated Yōkai Studies (or,
Mystery Studies), and above all, to inquire into its limits and possibilities through his
late-year “Mutual Inclusion” theory. By taking as an unconscious ontological premise
the non-existence of yōkai, yōkai research in contemporary folklore studies has come
up against the ontologies of folklorists that speak of actual existence of yōkai. For
this reason, we must newly inquire into the ontological premise of the yōkai concept.
However, this requires not something that results in an ‘anything goes’ perceptual
relativism, but rather a pluralistic methodology that allows the co-existence of
diverse ontological viewpoints while unifying them on a meta-level. In this sense, the
perspectival conception of the interrelated structure of matter, mind and principle in
Enryō’s Yōkai Studies and his late period philosophy of the Mutual Inclusion of the
‘front’ and ‘back’ offer considerable clues. A research approach that is not partial to
a specific view of yōkai and makes use of folklorists’ worldviews can provide a metatheory for yōkai research. However, Enryō did not fully traverse this path. In his own
Yōkai Studies, he did not choose to adopt the perspective of the superimposition of
time, space, mind and matter within mutual inclusion, or approach yōkai phenomena
as the edge of the cosmos that is formed within this perspective.
Drawing from Enryō’s ideas, the paper proposes to newly define the concept of
yōkai as the edge of the cosmos. Yōkai are things that continually threaten the concepts
of the cosmos that researchers and folklorists hold. Having inquired to this point, our
questions reverse themselves. Perhaps it is us humans who are interrogated by yōkai.
Keywords: Inoue Enryō, Yōkai, Mutual Inclusion, Folklore, Mystery Studies
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State, Political Parties, and the Nation:
Triangular Political History without a Center of
Gravity *
Shimizu Yuichirō

A Noisy Beginning: The Ideas and Reality of the Meiji Restoration
The Meiji Restoration marked the opening of an ideal. As part of the
pledge made in the Meiji Charter Oath of Five Articles 1868, the restoration
government called for all matters to be publicly discussed, for national
cohesion, and realization of a self-fulfilling society, revealing the new nation’s
willingness to break with convention and learn from the world. Though they
felt aversion towards excessive idealism, it was necessary to put forward
justifications –which would resonate powerfully– for having brought to an
abrupt end to the 260 years of relative peace sustained by the Tokugawa
shogunate. However, the realization of ideals is not easy. More than anything,
for a people who have lived in a stable and conservative society for so long,
the Restoration was violent cataclysm, unparalleled in both the experience of
men and the nation.
In the inaugural year of the Meiji monarchical era, the restoration
government convoked the Kōgisho, 1869. A deliberative body, composed of
representatives from 260 domains, was something which no one had assembled
before. The orientations of members of the Kōgisho –retainers of the domains,
*

This article is the English translation of the following article with the same title in Japanese:
“Kokka, Seitō, Kokumin: Rikken Seiji no 130 nen”, ASTEION, No. 90(2019), pp. 14-28. Translated
by Dr. Andrew Levidis. Prof. Shimizu is currently teaching at Faculty of Policy Management,
Keio University. yuichiro@sfc.keio.ac.jp
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who had been educated and reared on classics of Chinese civilization– collided
violently with government officials who had been educated in the Western
mode. Gathering in tea houses, various factions conferred to build majorities
in the new deliberative body and increase the number of their supporters.
The confrontation between the two groups reached its apogee over the sword
prohibition edicts (Haitōrei), leading the restoration government, increasingly
worried about the future, to dramatically reduce the size of the deliberative
body (Yamazaki 2005). As a result, the government was forced to abandon
the idea of public deliberations as premature.
For people in the street, the reforms of the new government were
vertiginous. When the old social order collapses, information becomes
complicated. A raw silk farmer who borrowed to expand production in
anticipation of higher prices could be hit by a deflationary national policy.
And as a consequence, the land which served as collateral for the loans
would be lost (Matsuzawa 2018). In the absurdity of a rapidly transforming
nation, the people became more and more discontented. Where did the selfactualizing society go? What is one to believe, in order to go on living? The
new nation, which began in ideals, was soon beset by frustrations at the
distressing realities of the massive transformations instituted by the Meiji
government.

In the original language, ‘kenpō,’ i.e., ‘constitution’, carries the meaning of
‘building up together’, yet the constitution of the Greater Japanese Empire
did not aim at ‘building up together’ with the masses. While a number of
private bills were drafted, Itō Hirobumi and his fellow drafters of the imperial
constitution were shut off from the outside world. Perhaps as a reaction to
the experience of the Kōgisho, and as a desire to avoid the contention of the
‘hundred schools of thought’ (hyakka sōmei)1 of the beginning of the Meiji
period, constitutional framers placed much emphasis on what was realizable
or practical as they sought to curb the excessive idealism of the early years of
the restoration.
Under the imperial constitution, it was the emperor who sustained the
consciousness of ‘unity’. Having assumed the throne at a young age, the
Meiji emperor came to be seen as a singular presence; however, the peoples
adored the Tokugawa shogun much more than the young emperor. Indeed,
in the twenty-years before the promulgation of the imperial constitution, the
new Meiji government worked to establish a system for an emperor-centric
government, ruled directly by the throne (Kasahara 1995). The Emperor,
through his attendance at daily deliberations on constitutional drafts, used
the process of drafting a new constitution to both confirm its centrality to
the Meiji state, and simultaneously to affirm his own role as sovereign and
patron of the peoples.
Although the constitution which came out of this process was limited to
76 articles, within this albeit circumscribed legal vision, freedom of speech,
religious freedom, and the right of political participation were all granted.
Supposedly, under the emperor’s sovereign rights, a system of the separation
of powers was created to ensure that no dictator could arise. In addition to
the cabinet based on a committee structure, the constitution established the
Imperial Diet as a cooperative body, thus the foundation for the theory of
public discussions was established.
As a place where the people could come together in the name of the
emperor and despite having the essence of a parliament, the early experiment
in parliamentarianism did not always enjoy the support of the people. The

The Light that Illuminates the Stage: Establishment of a Constitution
In the midst of this challenging environment, a ray of light beckoned with the
establishment of the imperial constitution, promulgated in 1889. Twenty years
after the Meiji restoration, the masses of people whose voice could not reach
the national government found expression through the new Imperial Diet.
This innovation raised expectations at the inauguration of new avenues for
political participation, while the establishment of the basic or fundamental law
of the nation provided a sense of certainty that the affairs of state operated on
a fixed basis. Including the ‘Itsukaichi constitution’ (Itsukaichi kenpō) –one of the
constitutional drafts made at the beginning of the Meiji– the writing of a great
number of private constitutional proposals can be interpreted as a broader
manifestation of the desire for stability and participation in the new state.

18
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hyakka sōmei 百家争鳴: A phrase used to refer to a place or period in which many scholars and
thinkers share their ideas freely —ed.n.
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suffrage in the Lower House was restricted to men over the age of 25 who
were able to pay the national tax of 15 yen or more, meaning, in practice, most
parliamentarians were drawn from landed men of influence. Institutional
designers had in mind that the 1%, according to their assets, who were men of
responsibility and fixed stance, could represent the interest of the 99% of the
people. This kind of thinking drew from the Confucian ideal that “(w)here
there is constant production, there is constant will.” As an ideal, however, it
was shallow.
Before the Meiji restoration, society in the Edo period worked under a
rural self-governing system of taxation. Since the amount of taxation paid
was set for each village, men of influence were required to take care of the
village. With the abolition of the rural self-governing system following the
Restoration, there was no institutional responsibility to look after the interests
of the village, aside from that which flowed from morality. Thus, there was
no responsibility to think of the interests of the 99% of the common people.
Eligibility for elections had similar requirements. There were of course
the cases of Ozaki Yukio and Inukai Tsuyoshi who qualified due to their
influential positions in the countryside, but for the most part, members of
the Imperial Diet were drawn from the land-holding classes (Inada 2018).
Disposed to the intentions of the landowning classes, the political parties
and Diet clashed with the hanbatsu (han-clan) government and constantly
clamoured for reductions in the public burden. In this way, the Diet operated
not as a forum of the peoples, but as a vehicle of private interest, where
political representatives of the landowners clashed with the government.
With Diet members not representing the whole body politic, what could
the masses hope for? Here we can see the spirit of self-help inspired by the
enlightenment reformers (Keimōka); that is the ideal that if one makes every
effort, they will be rewarded. People gave their all to education. When the
school system expanded across the country, various places competed to build
schools and attract excellent teachers who would enthusiastically educate the
youth. To students of surpassing abilities, they provided financial resources,
and opened avenues for them to attend the higher school system and imperial
universities.
How was one to succeed in life? Through the constitution? No, the state
organized this quite splendidly. In the second title of the constitution,

immediately after stating the rights and obligations of imperial subjects, it
is stipulated by law that subjects could be appointed bureaucrats or military
men depending on their abilities and qualifications. In the pre-Restoration
society, positions were doled out based on status, with only samurai enjoying
the privilege of serving as military men or bureaucrats. It was thus a major
reform, which garnered great attention and interest. Itō Hirobumi correctly
proclaimed this “the principal fruit of constitutional government.” (Shimizu
2019).
Young people of excellence were able to advance to middle school, study
at higher schools, and upon graduating from imperial universities, the path
to becoming a bureaucrat lay open. Thus, these young bureaucrats, acquired
their ‘samurai status’ as a result of their efforts, and not as a consequence of
their family backgrounds. Of course, it was an era when only a few select
boys – around 10% – were even able to proceed to middle school.
In the villages, there was perhaps one every few years who proceeded
to higher levels of education and then went on to study at university. Of
the talented villagers who struggled and worked hard, there were among
them youths of surpassing talent who would rise ever higher, becoming
high-ranking bureaucrats. For this reason, bureaucrats came to be viewed as
figures of trust, and of course, with yearning.
Even without school-expenses, there were a variety of avenues to become
a military man. With a clear mind and sturdy body, one was able to proceed
on a stipend to military schools. Without concern for living expenses, the
road to becoming an officer was open. As in the backgammon style game of
Sugoroku, one could rise and stand as either a minister or military general.
Five years after the promulgation of the constitution, the Sino-Japanese
War (1894-05) was produced by the rising nation with the rising youth. The
war was waged by young bureaucrats who had left the higher education to
support the state administration, and young generals trained in the military
schools who now led soldiers on the front lines of battle. Through fighting
a common enemy in a full-scale foreign war, by volunteering to become
soldiers, and working hard to raise money for the battle, the masses became
a new nation (Makihara 1998). For his part, the emperor moved the imperial
general headquarters to Hiroshima, and victory in the war ensured that his
dignity as a national leader remained untarnished. With the emperor at its
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core, each organ of state worked along their own will. The organic nation
designed by the drafters of the Imperial constitution, was complete.

public opinion, there was a growing recognition of the need to move from a
confrontational to a coordinated parliament of national policy. To integrate
the public will with state governance, it was the bureaucrats who studied
constitutional politics at the imperial universities, who led the effort to
scrutinize the experience of foreign countries.
In the face of these institutional changes, the Liberal Party made a
major about face. Their choice was to present the Liberal Party as a ‘ruling
party’ aligned with the government. Under the system of divided powers
embodied by the Meiji constitutional order, it was the state and the military
which wielded the strongest institutional power. In order to counter these
institutional powers, the Liberals believed that they should be united into a
majority party. For this reason, at the end of the nineteenth century, political
parties consolidated to confront the government forming the short-lived
coalition government of Ōkuma Shigenobu and Itagaki Taisuke, known
colloquially as the ‘Waihan-naikaku’ (Okuma-Itagaki Cabinet) in 1898. The
experiment collapsed after just four months as a consequence of internal
conflicts. Despite this, their intentions behind the coalition –to forge a
political party which would extend its reach in to the administrative and
parliamentary organs of state– came to dominate the political imagination.
The partners in the birth of constitutional politics were Itō Hirobumi
together with the talented members of his staff. By calling on a wide
spectrum of talent from the business and media worlds, in addition to
imperial bureaucrats, politicians and industrialists, their aim was to promote
the establishment of a comprehensive centralized party. It was from this
idea that the most famous of the imperial conservative party, Rikken Seiyūkai
(Seiyūkai), was born in 1900.
Although the Liberal Party served as the base of the Seiyūkai, it had a very
different character from political parties up to that point. The party’s program
reads, “We will defend the constitution… and perfect sovereign governance,
as to national duties, we aim to preserve the rights and freedoms of each
individual.” The Seiyūkai was created as an instrument of constitutional
government to perfect sovereign governance.
When compared to past political parties, its uniqueness and innovation
immediately stands out. The Liberal Party, which composed the nucleus of
the Seiyūkai, aimed at “expanding freedom, preserving rights, promoted the

Competition Among the Actors: Political Parties and Bureaucrats
As in any natural organism, evolution is inevitable. The change came first from
the base, the masses. The citizenry, having played a major role in the SinoJapanese War, gained a new sense of ownership, and consequently, voices
demanding greater political participation rose. Throughout the country, the
campaign for the right of universal manhood suffrage gathered momentum.
There was also a crisis of the political parties. In this dawning era of massified
politics, being a representative of the land-owning classes threatened the
parties with irrelevance. Questions abounded: Should the party pull close to
the government and become a ruling party uniting the masses directly with
the state? Or should the parties adopt the stance of rigorously criticizing the
government to establish a new government which drew its legitimacy from
the masses? The response was, of course, divided. The former position was
adopted by the Liberal Party led by Itagaki Taisuke and Hoshi Tōru; while
the latter position came to be broadly adopted by the Progressive Party led
by Ōkuma Shigenobu.
Even up to this moment, there are parliamentarians who expressed interested
in a politics oriented towards the masses. However, the constraints implied
by the equation ‘voters = landowners’ did not allow them to go any further.
In single seat constituencies, the ancien regime maintained powerful influence,
and unless one maintained their relationship with local men of influence, they
could not hope to be elected. It was for this reason that parliamentarians urged
the abolition of the single-seat district, and its replacement by a multimember
district system (Shimizu 2016). Under this system, the entire prefecture would
form one large electoral district, diluting the influence of local mean, and
allowing parliamentarians to fight over policies.
In response to the people’s desire to extend the suffrage, the state lowered
the tax payment to 10 yen and adopted a multimember district system.
From the hanbatsu government’s side, the intention of adopting a favourable
attitude towards the multimember district system was related to the difficulty
of forging a mass party under such a system. Against the backdrop of a rising
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advancement of well-being, as well as aimed to improving society”; Okuma’s
Progressive Party aimed at expanding rights and well-being of the masses.
The Kenseito, which is the ruling party of the short-lived coalition government
of Ōkuma and Itagaki, describe their political aim as, “Admiring the imperial
family, championing the constitution, establishing the party cabinet and
clarifying the political accountabilities.”
Does the Seiyūkai’s manifesto mark the retrocession of constitutional
politics? To be sure, from a present perspective it may well seem a democratic
recession. But what we need to think about is its context as it existed at the
time. Even though Japan had been victorious in the war against the Qing
Empire in 1895, the revision of international treaties –which had been an
issue since the end of the Edo period– remained incomplete, while tensions
with Tsarist Russia, a powerful European empire, were gathering. Turning
to the Pacific Ocean, the United States, which had emerged victorious from
the Spanish-American War in 1898, annexed the kingdom of Hawaii and
colonized the Philippines. There was, without question, a pressing need for
an organization to bridge the structure of divided powers at the core of the
Meiji state.
Until this point, it had been the hanbatsu leaders who were the force able
to unify the Meiji state. The prime minister was the first among his peers, and
rotations for positions of power were carried out between the two dominant
powers, Satsuma and Chōshū, of Itō Hirobumi (Chōshū), Kuroda (Satsuma),
Yamagata (Chōshū), Matsukata (Satsuma). It was not a real governmental
change, but rather can be better understood as the administrative rotations
in the hanbatsu government. By the third Itō government, the limits of this
system were glaringly obvious, as the struggle with the political parties over
their request for tax cuts began to threaten orderly operation of government.
Establishing the Seiyūkai was the solution.
The role of the Seiyūkai was to cover the government, parliament, and
the industrial worlds, and connect them to the masses. It is for that reason,
that Itō Hirobumi accepted the leadership of the party (Itō 2000). The biggest
difference at the time was adoption of the multimember district system.
With the multimember district system, the prefecture became the unit of the
constituency, and if one could not garner votes from across the prefecture,
rather than just a specific area, they could not be elected. The voices of local

men of influence were weakened, and there was a need for cohesion and
coordination between the party branches. The Seiyūkai responded flexibly
to this new situation. A vertical party organization known as the centralprefectural-regional branches were thus established wherein branches sought
direction from the party central headquarters over adjusting the candidates
and votes to ensure cohesion.
The emergence of consecutively elected Diet men (i.e., professional
politicians) symbolized their growing dominance over the party organization.
Most of the members of the early parliamentary period were landowners
who –other than pushing for tax cuts– had little interest in national affairs.
Since they regarded the seats as an honorary position for which they would
be awarded with honors, there were few winners within the “distribution
of honor” from one local man of influence to another (Mitani 1995). No
professionalized political party would be able to be forged in a situation
where parliamentarians retired after just one term of office.
What the Seiyūkai hoped for were politicians who were regional business
folk. For landowners who lived stable lives on the land, sweeping changes
were viewed unfavorably, while business folk flourished in a rapidly changing
environment and were more willing to reform. Despite an acrimonious
break with the powerful financier Shibusawa Eiichi, which ruptured the
Seiyūkai’s relationship with the business world, the party continued to attract
a wide variety of business folk in the regions. Participating in politics and
restoring the economy was, for these men, a matter of life or death. They were
enthusiastic, motivated, and importantly, a proprietary class.
There were others, too, who harbored high-spirited motivation. There were
the middle-ranked bureaucrats. They had proceeded into education carrying
with them the hopes of the local community, going on to study at university,
and, once in the ministries, stood at the core of operations as managers and
counsellors. Many of them were the children of local notables, or those who,
as an adopted child, went to school with direct or indirect support. These
were men reared in an atmosphere surrounded by politics.
At universities they studied politics, law, and economics, and at the
cutting edge of political ideas was the imperial British parliamentary cabinet
system. Under this system, parliamentarians elected by the voters form the
government, and there is debate and a degree of coordination over policies
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and their implementation. Many saw this as the ideal which the nation
should aspire. Their careers were enmeshed in national politics as chiefs
and vice-ministers, before finally entering the political world. The principal
beneficiary of this talent was the Seiyūkai (Shimizu 2007).
In the countryside, there was reason to welcome the bureaucrats-turnedpoliticians, who enhanced their home regions, as their representatives. First,
name recognition was indispensable to victory in large constituencies. As a
high-ranking official in the central government, there was no one of importance
that these bureaucrats did not know in the prefecture. Additionally, there
was a strong regional network based on the middle school’s alumni.
Of course, many had been away from their home regions for years at a
time. Underpinning their intimate connections were fraternal bonds, and a
view of the regional political economy as a cooperative body. At the time the
eldest son, if he was seen as first-class, would not be permitted to advance to
education in the imperial capital, Tokyo. Even if he was eventually permitted
to go, it was considered as a matter of course that they would return to the
regions and take over their house of birth without ever entering government
service. In other words, most of the youth who became bureaucrats were
the second and third sons, while the eldest son inherited and took over
the running of the family business in the local region. It is clear that elder
brothers in the regional cooperative economy, saw much profit in terms of
“pork barrel” contracts through supporting their younger siblings move
from the imperial bureaucracy to the Diet. Here, there are many complicated
motives and ideas, but in the standing of men of influence in elections, we
find a simple and harmonious structure operating.
The Seiyūkai established connections between government, parliament and
business worlds, which allowed for the creation of an informal mechanism
for the transfer of power. Even when the Seiyūkai was in opposition, the
government explained in advance its budgetary policies, and worked to
make it the ruling party (Fushimi 2013). In this manner state administration
would operate smoothly and national governance would be able to enter a
period of stability.
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A New Scenario: Taishō Democracy
Peace, according to the Seiyūkai… Even though constitutional politics
proceeded gradually, in fits and stops, one would be hard pressed not to
admit that democracy was advancing. Still, even if the tax requirements were
further eased, voters would still account for only roughly 2% of the total
population and only 5% of the adult population. Satisfying the request of the
5%, with the aim of stabilizing governance, was the mission of the Seiyūkai.
On the other hand, reformist politicians such as Inukai Tsuyoshi, who had
been mentored by Ōkuma Shigenobu, began a movement to represent the
voices of the masses. He broke with Ōkuma who was accused of abandoning
the people, and together with reformist allies, launched a new political
party, the Rikken Kokumintō (Kokumintō) (Iokibe 2003). They were devoted to
constitutional politics, in contrast to the Seiyūkai, avowing that their patron
is ‘the people’. Their party declaration, read in part “As the mass movement
accelerates and develops, the people seek to achieve the true meaning of
constitutional government, they seek a more appropriate interpretation, one
which is envisions national prosperity,” as they appealed for a constitutional
politics centered on the general interests of the masses.
The movement for universal manhood suffrage moved into full-swing
after the Russo-Japanese War (1904-05). The dead and wounded were ten
times the amount of the Sino-Japanese War, and a special tax to cover war costs
increased the hardship in people’s everyday lives. Even with victory, life was
not richer, and the burdens only grew. Dissatisfaction with the government
grew in every quarter across the country. Fortunately, or not, the Seiyūkai was
not the focus of this criticism. They sometimes served as an opposition party,
and when they took the reins of power, launched administrative reforms,
which presented their image as flexible, and importantly, on the side of the
peoples.
Factions within the Kokumintō, impatient to gain power, formed a
breakaway party, the Rikken dōshikai, which united under the secondgeneration leader of the hanbatsu, Katsura Tarō. The new breakaway party
raised its banners in a declaration “…articles of the imperial constitution
must be vigorously adhered to… the responsibility of ministers of state must
be made strict and clear, and rights of subjects should be preserved.” As is
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clear from the name of the new political association, it was envisioned by its
founders as ‘the second Seiyūkai’.
Yet the rump Kokumintō continued to fight under the leadership of Inukai
Tsuyoshi. Katsura, who was from the hanbatsu, sounded the warning about the
growing trend towards party government, and as a consequence he turned to
the mass media, launching a large-scale government campaign. In response,
the slogan “Protect constitutional government, abolish the hanbatsu,” was
raised by the first movement to protect constitutional government in 1913.
Popular politicians such as Inukai and Ozaki Yukio were active in the
movement which came to be regarded by historians as a major period in
democracy, one which drove Katsura and the hanbatsu from government. By
skillfully drawing on a public frustrated with the government, the new party
forces succeeded in bringing about the collapse of the hanbatsu government.
The problems –as they invariably do– came afterwards. The new gov
ernment was entrusted to Admiral Yamamoto Gonbei who assembled a
Satsuma-han and Seiyūkai coalition government. The Seiyūkai role in the
new government was criticized by Ozaki who left the party, something
which was convenient from the perspective of the Seiyūkai who were ride
of a troublesome and powerful rhetorical voice for party government. The
movement for constitutional government brought down the Chōshū-han; yet,
rather than ushering in a new era of constitutional government. Instead, it
provided the conditions for the political ascendency of the rival Satsuma-han.
As a result, only a year later, they gave up the reins of government due to
hard criticism for corruption involved with the Navy.
Continuing into the second Ōkuma Shigenobu cabinet, the Rikken Dōshikai,
which served as the ruling party, were deeply antagonistic towards Inukai
and the Kokumintō; yet, Ōkuma brought together many of the representative
figures of constitutional politics such as Ozaki and was met with high
expectations amid liberal opinion. The Ōkuma cabinet was the first political
party government widely supported by the masses.
The Ōkuma government, which began as a minority party, led Japan into
the First World War, and it was this moment that led to dissolution and the
national general election in 1915. In the election campaign, Prime Minister
Ōkuma led the election campaign, giving speeches from the window of train
to those who had assembled across the country. Conscious of the need for

new campaigning tactics to adapt to the new environment, a record of the
prime minister’s voices was made and broadcast at political meetings in
many parts of the nation. It was the first time that a prime minister had taken
part in electioneering (in the form of a stump speech tour) with the aim of
supporting the election. In the election, the Rikken Dōshikai emerged as the
largest party, and with the Chūseikai (Impartiality Society) and Ōkuma-haku
Kōenkai (Supporters association for the Count Ōkuma) together formed the
ruling party with the majority of seats in the Imperial Diet. It was a result
which was interpreted as the true beginning of the Taishō democracy.
Can we call this populism? The Ōkuma government carried the hopes of the
people, yet just two months after the national general election, the government
presented Chinese leaders with the twenty-one demands (21-kajyō no yōkyū),
marking a forceful intervention and departure from traditional policy.
Accordance with Ōkuma’s desire to institutionalize the principles of cabinet
responsibility, led to this diplomatic initiative being launched without prior
consultations with the senior statesmen (genrō) (Naraoka 2015). And it goes
without saying, that the policy was a failure. As part of the idea of cabinet
responsibility, ministers are forced to take responsibility.
The result might have been different, had public opinion truly guided policy.
In the subsequent general election held by the Terauchi Masatake government,
the people chose the Seiyūkai rather than the Kenseikai, the former ruling
party which had united when the Ōkuma government resigned. As with the
Ōkuma faction, the Kenseikai was kept at arm’s length from the government.
The Kenseikai carried with them the people, but lost the state power.
Two years later, in 1918, the “first full-fledged political party cabinet” led by
Hara Takeshi-led Seiyūkai was established. Ministers were Seiyūkai members
with a background as bureaucrats; and by making each vice-minister into a
political appointment, the government strengthened the connections between
the cabinet and state ministries to achieve a high degree of policy-making
coordination. In the Diet, a large-scale ruling party was formed through the
introduction of a single-member constituency, while stable parliamentary
operations became possible through cooperation with powerful factions in
the House of Peers (Shimizu 2007).
In terms of military affairs, Yamagata Aritomo and his successor Tanaka
Giichi made compromises and cooperation. As a result, the withdrawal of
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Japanese soldiers in Siberia was delayed, and they succeeded in skillfully
promoting their conversion to the politics of disarmament after the First
World War (Asada 2016).
The Hara government, which was supported by the Seiyūkai as the ruling
party, ran the affairs of state not as a form of massified politics, but more
along the lines of realistic administration. Despite appearing as the apogee of
Taishō democracy, Hara viewed changes in government among the political
parties as premature and instead called for power to shift between the biggest
factions in the House of Peers (Tamai 1999). He also adopted a cautious stance
towards the campaign for universal manhood suffrage, and instead favoured
reduction of the tax payment requirement to 3 yen. For this reason, the Hara
government is also described as ‘undemocratic’.
How should we think about that? During the three years of the Hara
government, industry was encouraged, education promoted, and domestic
policies made great progress particularly in the field of labor relations. Japan
became a founding member of the League of Nations Council and helped
to forge the Washington system of international cooperation. National
governance was carried out on the basis, not of the populism of the Ōkuma
government, but rather on the principles of free delegation.
In the election system, the tax requirement which had been left unchanged
for 19 years was reduced from 10 yen to 3 yen, and the number of voters
doubled from 5.5% of the population to around 11% of the total adult male
population. Around one in five male adults became voters. When the ratio
increases to this point, the sentiment of those excluded intensifies. Hara was
from the Tōhoku region, and every time he returned to his hometown, he
emphasized that the people of Tōhoku should be independent rather than
continue to rely on the government. This reason –and not only political
cooperation with Prince Yamagata Aritomo– helps to explain why Hara did
not proceed smoothly towards universal manhood suffrage. As Hara saw it
the existence of an independent popular will –or its absence– can affect the
fate not only of party politics, but also and eventually the nation itself.
Hara’s time in government was supported by able bureaucrats. No, it
may be more correct to say those who were raised as bureaucrats continued
on as politicians. The Terauchi government –which ruled during the First
World War– dispatched many young bureaucrats to wartime Europe under

the direction of Home Minister Gotō Shinpei. In this new world of total war,
completely different from the one which came before, young bureaucrats
undertook close observations of the massively changed societal conditions.
For his part, Gotō advised the young bureaucrats embarking for Europe to
get out of the libraries and onto the city streets to broaden their horizons,
regardless of the purpose for which they were dispatched (Shimizu 2019).
In Europe these young bureaucrats witnessed the masses were suffering
from the drastically changes of society, and caught in a moment of swelling
reformist ambitions; they learned much about social, labor, economic and
electoral policies and systems, which they brought back with them on their
return to Japan. It was comparable to the Iwakura Mission in Meiji restoration.
After returning to Japan, they set about the establishment of the Social Bureau
of the Home Ministry, and it appeared as if there would be a renovation or
renewal of traditional policy structures unseen since the Meiji.
It is not inconsequential that many of these young bureaucrats hailed
from rural regions. While many of the pressing problems, such as poverty,
were centered in the city, these bureaucrats incorporated the city and the
countryside, Japan and the world, together into a rich comprehensive vision.
After returning to their various ministries from their time abroad, these
young bureaucrats discussed and debated with their colleagues at the local
level, and it is no wonder they grasped the need for policies which answered
the needs of the masses. In an important sense, the Taishō democracy was
realized not only by politicians through legislation, but by bureaucrats
through rationalized administration.
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Whimsical Audience: Party Politics and Political Awareness
Unfortunately, Hara was murdered in 1921. Three year later, the second
‘movement for protection of constitutional government’ was launched in
1924. This movement was not like the first. The governing party, nearing
the end of its parliamentary term, and faced with intensified criticism and
uproar in the Diet, sought to win an election under the banner of “protect
constitutional government, oust the hanbatsu.” In other words, it was not the
realization of democracy but the competition for political power which drove
the movement.
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The Seiyūkai was divided over its support for the government, and the
group which traditionally supports state administration withdrew from
the party forming the so-called Seiyū Hontō (True Seiyūkai). The remnant
Seiyūkai now cooperated with the Kenseikai and formed the Goken Sanpa
(Three Parties Coalition for Protecting Constitutional Government) alliance
which expanded to include Inukai‘s Kakushin Kurabu (The Lawmaker Group
for Political Innovation). The three factions of the Goken-sanpa meant that
for the first time in the history of Japan, as a result of the national general
elections, the largest party formed the government. It was the opening of the
period of ‘normal constitutional government’ (kensei no jōdō).
Contrary to the beauty of the name of Goken (‘protect the constitution’),
the reality of the election was unseemly. Even if each party’s central
headquarters had forged partnerships between the three parties at the
leadership level, at the regional level, it was difficult to overcome longstanding antagonistic relations over the competition for seats; this along
with insufficient coordination over where to stand candidates led to fierce
divisions among the members of the Goken-sanpa (Shimizu 2013). The fact
that the Kenseikai became the largest party was due to their ability to profit
while Seiyūkai and Seiyū Hontō were fighting. For the first time a government
had been established which directly reflected the will of the people; however,
in reality, the will of the people was distorted.
Regardless, the Goken-sanpa coalition cabinet did not collapse. Rather, they
introduced laws on universal manhood suffrage and set out to reform the
House of Peers. Until this had been realized, that coalition remained united
and could not be driven from power. The major reforms of the coalition were
driven by the enthusiasm of party leaders, and most prominently, Baron
Katō Takaaki (Naraoka 2006).
The distance between the state and the people rapidly shortened. The
electorate was now 21% of the entire population, meaning one out of every
two adults had the right to vote. Political parties themselves had undergone
major reforms and were now reorganized and proceeded towards an era of
two major parties. The Kakushin Kurabu, which had advocated for national
politics, with the realization of universal manhood suffrage, lost its raison
d’etre and was absorbed by the Seiyūkai, the party which best incarnated the
poke-barrel politics of the era. Many of the politicians who broke away from

the Seiyūkai to form the Seiyū Hontō were ex-bureaucrats, and they turned to
the Kenseikai, which had a similar structure and merged to form the Rikken
Minseitō (Minseitō). The Seiyūkai promoted policies based on positive finances
through local development, while the Minseitō insisted on a policy of austerity
with an emphasis on centralization. It was envisioned that the era had come
when politics would be based on a choice over policies.
There were still two problems to overcome. The first was the selection
of the head of government. The Imperial constitution did not stipulate a
parliamentary cabinet system, and traditionally leaders were appointed by
the emperor on recommendation of the senior statesmen (genrō), not the
result of the national general election (Murai 2005). As a result, the incentive
was for opposition parties to launch negative campaigns to force the ruling
party from power. If the government should reach an impasse or deadlock,
then in accordance with the ideal of ‘normal constitutional government’, the
senior statesmen would entrust the government to the opposition party.
When a party which did not control a plurality of seats in the Diet were
appointed as caretaker governments, their rule was inherently unstable
and chaotic. To form a new majority, policies which appealed to the people
were devised, parliament was dissolved, and elections were called. As a
consequence of the constitutional government and the parliamentary cabinet
system, the order of elections and forming government were reversed
(Machidori 2018). Parliamentary politics is where the opinion of the public
should find expression; however, the institutional relationship with the
government allowed corrupt practices to taint politics.
Another more serious problem had to do with the people. With the
introduction of universal male suffrage, experts wondered whether the
people would judge and vote for themselves. In response, Gotō Shinpei
and former Home Ministry social bureaucrats launched a “political ethics”
movement which included lectures and screenings nationwide to instil
political education. Serving Home Ministry bureaucrats also accelerated
efforts to raise the level of political education of the role of elections through
pamphlet and poster campaigns (Tamai 2013).
There were other issues which affected the masses. There was, of course,
the justice of the village, as their living community. This meant that the village
would decide which politicians to support. If someone did not support the
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candidate who was delivering money to the village, then it was seen as a
revolt against the village order (Sugimoto 2007). As part of the politics ethics
movement, crude animated films to enlighten the masses were produced.
One such film showed a figure handing over a gold bag and asking for the
right to carry the mikoshi (portable shrine), a politician with one foot in the
grave; in the next scene a young craftsman piling up bricks says, “politics is
power,” and then knocks them down saying, “I did one good thing.”2 This
animate campaign allows us to understand how widespread and deep-rooted
money politics were at the height of the Taishō democracy.
On the other hand, one could profit greatly from cooperation with the
ruling party. Votes could be exchanged for profit. The ruling party almost
invariably won the election, with the opposition party forced to furiously
attempt to bring down the ruling party through muckraking and scandal.
The reality was that the dream of choosing government through elections
was a dream and dream again.
In the pre-war period, the political parties served as vehicles for
coordination and unification in a system of divided powers. There have been
five extrinsic factors which have been pointed out as realistic causes for this
situation. One was that, it was inherent in party politics itself, or in other
words it was the people and the parties (Mitani 1983).

When the defeat came in 1945, soldiers and politicians were purged, yet
the bureaucrats remained. To establish a new constitution, a constitutional
council was required. Home Ministry bureaucrats sought to wipe the slate
clean, abolishing mid-sized constituencies which were adopted with the
right of universal manhood suffrage in 1925, and introducing multimember
districts. The age of voting rights was lowered to twenty and the suffrage
expanded to include women. Under this new system, 81% of representatives
were replaced with freshman faces, including 39 female members. The
new Japanese constitution, enacted through the reconstituted parliament,
a parliamentary cabinet system was enshrined in law, and the people were
finally made sovereign. No more were the Japanese citizenry treated as the
invitees at the ball.
Little over a year later, the electoral system reverted to the mid-sized
constituency. With the rise of minority parties, stable functioning of the
government became a problem, and public will within the Diet was fickle and
lacked guiding principles. One after another, in the large constituency, newly
elected members, especially the communist party member, lost their seats.
When the Occupation ended and the purges of wartime elites lifted, prewar parliamentarians rapidly returned to the national scene. Their jiban (local
bases) had remained intact, protected by their wives and children. Not long
after the right and left of the Socialist Party united, the conservative parties
soon followed suit and consolidated at the end of 1955, with parliamentary
politics pivoting on the Liberal Democratic Party and the Japan Socialist
Party, a state of affairs which came to be known as the 1955 system.
The Liberal Democratic Party is often compared to the pre-war Rikken
Seiyūkai. In terms of the role the party played in the transfer of power, the
similarities are obvious. These connections are also visible in the connections
with state bureaucrats, and in the use of their administrative expertise to
devise national policy. On the other hand, the LDP ability to incorporate
various policies –amoeba like– means that it was no simple post-1945 Seiyūkai.
To meet the ever-expanding demands of the people, the politics in Japan
expanded unstoppably in all directions.
There is no doubt that the main vehicle for uniting the nation and the
people has been the political party. In many ways the structure of political
parties has the characteristic of each nation, in the case of Japan, this is deeply

The end? Or the Beginning? Post-war and the New Constitution
Consumed by internecine political conflict and weakening policy expertise,
the parties were in no position to cope with the massive crisis unleashed
by the Great Depression, and rapidly lost the support of the masses. In
seeking support from the voters, the mainstream conservative parties could
not escape from the paradox that party politics itself was losing support. It
was the armed services –supported by reformist bureaucrats– which were
responsible for the breakthrough in the situation. The Diet also followed suit.
And, of course, the masses supported the war.
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Film Address “Ethicization of Politics” by Shinpei Goto, 1926. https://animation.filmarchives.jp/
works/view/43609
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connected with administration, and in terms of the ever-changing distance
between rational administration and the will of the people. The fact that
political parties are not based on clear legal provisions, is in some sense
reminiscent of the versatile and adaptable thought of the senior statesmen in
modern Japan.
We are rarely aware of the state. Does the historical memory of the pre-war
kyakubun still remain in some forms? Amoeba-like, we watch the unconscious
transformations in the connections between the state and the people made
by the parties. From another perspective, however, this is little more than
a reflection of what 130 years of constitutional politics has taught us, as if it
were an apothegm.
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An Ottoman Staff Officer in the Russo-Japanese
War (1904-1905):
General Pertev Bey’s Impressions and Evaluations
Doruk Akyüz

Introduction
The Russo-Japanese War of 1904-1905 is considered special by some historians
due to its unique features. From a military point of view, it was considered the
first modern war due to the mass use of modern weapons and seen by many
as a rehearsal of the First World War with no lessons learned. From a political
point of view, it is seen as the final stage of worldwide confirmation of the
regional power status of Japan, beginning with its victory against China in
The Sino-Japanese War of 1894-5, the inauguration of Japanese expansionism
over Asia and the attendant strategic rivalry with the USA which would lead
to the circumstances of 1941. Another unique aspect of this war was the role of
foreign military observers. Military observers and war correspondents from
all over the world rushed to the battlefields of Manchuria. While the RussoJapanese War was not the first military struggle to see foreign observers, it
served as a milestone in the actual professionalization of military observation.
Almost every detail of the war was noted down and some countries even
sent a number of specialist officers from specific branches to observe the
actions of the respective Japanese branch (like sanitary services).1 Observers
returned back to their countries with detailed reports and some of them
1
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collected their observations and memoirs into books. Their observations
had a serious role in the post-war development of military doctrine and war
planning. In addition to this, as most of the observers were influenced by the
elements of the Japanese culture of militarism (the romanticized Japanese
version of Prussian militarism), they returned as sympathizers of the Japanese
military ideology and cultural practices and influenced (or tried to influence)
the opinion of their public and army decision-makers towards emulation.
The Ottomans also followed this trend and sent Colonel (later general)
Pertev (Demirhan) Bey as military observer with the Japanese Army. As the
sole Ottoman officer on the battlefield, he had to observe the operation of all
the military branches that he could (naturally naval actions were absent in his
report), though he only witnessed the operations of the Third Japanese Army
to which he was attached. As there was no diplomatic connection between
Japan and the Ottoman Empire, he also bore the task of a civilian diplomat and
contacted with many decision-makers in Japan (most of them were generals),
including the Emperor Meiji. He returned to Istanbul with a medal that was
bestowed upon him by Emperor Meiji himself,2 a detailed report (addressed
to Sultan Abdülhamid II), maps of the war, and nearly 600 photographs that
were taken by himself.3 In 1911, he compiled his observations with evaluations
of Japanese society into a book (mainly addressed to staff officers) under the
name Material and Moral Lessons Taken from the Russo-Japanese War and the
Reasons of the Japanese Victory (Rus-Japon Harbi’nden Alınan Maddi ve Manevi
Dersler ve Japonların Esbab-ı Muzafferiyeti).4
His experience in Japan seriously influenced Pertev Bey, who returned to
Istanbul from the war very pro-Japanese. His post-war writings have a strong
Japanese orientation. This intellectual stamp can also be seen in his decisions
as a military officer. In many ways we could ascribe this to a general trend
of Japanophilia that followed the Russo-Japanese war. However, Pertev

2
3
4

He was decorated again by the Japanese Army in 1907. (Cumhurbaşkanlığı Osmanlı Arşivi (COA),
BEO, 3105/232864)
Unfortunately, those pictures were lost during their transportation from Yıldız Palace to the Ge
neral Staff Headquarters after the dethronement of Abdülhamid II. (COA, BEO, 3876/290666)
Two different transcriptions can be found today. One of them belongs to me and the other version
was prepared by Ali Merthan Dündar. I used my version in this article. See S. Pertev Demirhan,
Rus-Japon Harbi’nden Alınan Maddi ve Manevi Dersler ve Japonların Başarılarının Sebepleri (Ankara:
Gece Kitaplığı, 2016) for Dr. Dündar’s version.
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Bey never gave up his pro-Japanese attitude, even after Japanophilia trend
diminished, and Japanese militarism began to be considered as a marginal
ideology, after the First World War. The second edition of his book, The
Essential Power of Japanese (Japonların Asıl Kuvveti) which was published in 1942
(the first edition was published in 1937), can be considered as the zenith of
his pro-Japanese attitude and he had a similar image of Japan, to those about
Germany held by the pro-Germans of the era. In those days, the extensity of
Japanophilia in Turkey was far from the Russo-Japanese War years and many
Turkish intellectuals no longer had the same sympathy for Japan because of
Japanese expansionism and their atrocities in China.

officially leased it from the Chinese for 25 years. This development was totally
unacceptable for the Japanese since they were waiting for the opportunity to
seize Port Arthur again themselves, and Russia was the primary instigator of
the three powers intervention of 1895.6
Hostilities between two nations rapidly culminated after that year and
Japan started to prepare for war (The Russian empire did not make similar
preparations, though the development of the Trans-Siberian railway was
pursued for both strategic and financial reasons). Russian expansionism
against China in the wake of the Boxer Rebellion of 1900 also raised anxiety
among the other powers. This led to the Anglo-Japanese alliance of 1902, as
part of Britain’s policy of finding regional allies to help guard its imperial
interests. The alliance provided the Japanese with a guarantee that they
would not find themselves isolated against a new Tripartite Intervention as
in 1895. This time it is Russia that was the isolated state. The progress towards
completion of the Trans-Siberian railway, with the potential of upgraded
power projection by Russia into Far East Asia, was the triggering factor for
the Japanese decision to risk war.7
The Japanese attack came in February 1904. Japanese torpedo boats
entered Port Arthur and launched a largely unsuccessful torpedo attack on
the Russian Pacific Fleet, three hours before the official declaration of war
reached St. Petersburg.8 Unlike the unlucky pre-emptive strike, the Japanese
were very successful in the war in general and won almost every battle
both on sea and land. The result was a decisive Japanese victory. The war
was concluded via the mediation of USA President Theodore Roosevelt
(by request of Japan), and the sides made peace in Portsmouth.9 With this
victory, Japan not only satisfied its colonial ambitions, frustrated in 1895, but
also gained enormous prestige and the status of a major power.

The Russo-Japanese War
The Russo-Japanese War can be considered as a colonial war between
two powers who aimed to expand their sphere of influence over the same
territory: Korea and Northern China. For Japan, the presence of Russia in
China and Korea was a matter of national security as well as an obstacle to
their colonial aims in mainland Asia. For Russia, Korea and Northern China
were very crucial for its maritime trade. Russia did not have a warm-water
port on its Pacific coast. The seizure of Port Arthur from China in 1898 solved
this problem, unlike Vladivostok which was ice-bound at least half the year,
Port Arthur was open to maritime traffic for the whole year.5 However, this
event started the countdown of war between the two nations.
The Japanese obtained an enormous victory against China in 1985. The
outcome was highly unexpected by the great powers and the Japanese
territorial gains were considered excessive. France, Germany, and Russia
intervened and forced Japan to give up many of the wartime acquisitions,
including Port Arthur. Japan had no choice but to give in to the ultimatum.
Lacking any great power ally, the Japanese decision-makers opted to be
realists and decided to accept this outcome with patience, as part of their
signal that they would operate along the established rules of major power
politics. However, three years later the Russians occupied Port Arthur and
5
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7 Meirion and Susie Harries, pp. 74-81.
8 Edgerton, p. 99.
9 Meirion and Susie Harries, p. 92.
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Life of Pertev Bey, his Trip to Japan and Manchuria and his Writings
Pertev Bey was born in Istanbul in 1871, as the son of an Ottoman general,
Mustafa Pasha. Mustafa Pasha was the adjutant of the Serasker (supreme
commander of the army) Gazi Osman Pasha (hero of the Battle of Plevna of
the 1877-1878 Russo-Ottoman War). Gazi Osman Pasha himself put Pertev
Bey in the Istanbul Kuleli Military High School in 1883. There he met with
General Colmar von der Goltz, who had recently arrived in the Ottoman
Empire and taken over the organization and conduct of the training of staff
corps officers, and who had a strong influence over the later Ottoman Army.
Among his pupils, Pertev Bey would become the closest person to Goltz
Pasha in time. In addition to being his protégé, he would become the de facto
adjutant of Goltz Pasha. Naturally, this relationship played a crucial role in
Pertev Bey’s career.10
He graduated from the military academy in 1892 and was sent to Germany
in 1894. Goltz Pasha joined him in Germany in 1895 and Pertev Bey served
under the command of Goltz Pasha and General Gottlieb von Haeseler. In
addition to his German-style education in Istanbul, he totally internalized the
German military system in the years of his service in the Imperial German
Army, to a degree where we could call him a product of the Prussian military
école. He returned back to Istanbul in 1898 as one of the most promising
officers of the Ottoman Army, with the rank of major.11
He already held the rank of colonel and was serving as a military history
instructor in the military academy when he was appointed the military
attaché to the Japanese Army in 1904. At first, despite the serious interest of
the Ottomans in the Russo-Japanese War, the Palace did not intend to send
an observer to the battlefield. Pertev Bey seriously desired this duty and
used his connection with Goltz Pasha to achieve it. He requested Goltz Pasha
suggest to the palace to send an observer to the battlefield and to recommend
him as the candidate. This happened, and via the recommendation of Goltz,
Ottoman decision-makers decided to send Pertev Bey to the Japanese side.
They also decided to send a military observer to the Russian side as well.12
10 Doruk Akyüz, Bir Osmanlı Kurmayının Gözünden Rus-Japon Harbi: Miralay Pertev Bey’in Gözlemleri
(Istanbul: Dergâh Yayınları, 2017), pp. 53-54.
11 Akyüz, 54.
12 Pertev Demirhan, Generalfeldmarschall Colmar Freiherr von der Goltz: das Lebensbild eines grossen Sol-
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The palace planned to dispatch both observers at the same time for sake of
Abdülhamid’s balance of power policy; however, unlike the Japanese, the
Russians did not even respond to the Ottoman request.
As a result of this, Pertev Bey was kept waiting until Abdülhamid was sure
that the Russians were ignoring the Ottoman request. He gave his permission
to dispatch Pertev Bey to Japan on 1 August 1904; six weeks later, Goltz Pasha’s
letter had reached the palace. Pertev Bey left the country on August 11th. First,
he went to Egypt with an Ottoman steamer, and from there he went to Japan
with a German steamer. He reached Yokohama on September 25th. He spent
nearly twenty days in Japan before going to the battlefield. Most of the time
was spent on diplomatic meetings. He reached Dalny, a port town near Port
Arthur on 14 October. Two days later he arrived at the battlefield and started
his main mission.13
When he reached the battlefield, the war was in its ninth month, and the
Siege of Port Arthur in its third. He missed a number of battles but was taken
to battlefield tours and informed in detail about the significant clashes around
Port Arthur. A positive aspect of this delay was that the stressful period of
isolation for the foreign observers and correspondents by the Japanese side
had passed (it was still going on at the Russian side). Foreign observers on
both sides were not allowed to observe every battle and had to be content
with period of enforced isolation as a method of preventing spying, or in
order to hide a military fiasco. This policy by the combatants was frustrating
for foreign observers and war correspondents, leading many, especially those
deployed with the Russian army, to decide to leave their missions during the
war. The Japanese had abandoned this attitude when Pertev Pasha arrived at
the battlefield, and he freely joined every operation.14
He was usually attached to the divisional headquarters when the Japanese
were conducting an operation, observed the action with binoculars, and took
notes while sitting in comfort. He was promoted to general in 1905 while he
was still in Manchuria. He was injured by a Russian shell while riding his

daten Aus meinen persönlichen Erinnerugen (Göttingen: Göttinger Verlagsanstalt, 1960), p. 70. Hasan
Enver Pasha, the grandfather of the famous poet Nazım Hikmet, was selected to be sent to the
Russian side.
13 Akyüz, pp. 79-84.
14 Akyüz, pp. 84-85.
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horse on 16th of June. His wounds were slight, but enough to put him out of
service for a while. After the war was concluded, he went to Germany first
and gave a detailed report to Goltz and Haeseler (he also wrote twenty letters
to Goltz from the battlefield) and then he went to Istanbul.15
Pertev Bey occupied the post of the Second Deputy of the Commander
in Chief in the First Balkan War and he prepared the war plan. Failure in
the First Balkan War had seriously crippled his reputation, leading to his
marginalization from active military. In the First World War, he did not
command troops in the field, except for a short time in the Eastern Front in
the second half of 1917, and mostly remained in Izmir and Istanbul. He was
sent to Austria as a military attaché at the end of 1917 and remained there
until the end of the war. He also did not join the Independence War of 19191923, occupying instead the post of the Inspectorship of the Military Schools
in Istanbul. He retired in 1931 and afterwards served as a member of the
parliament for three terms. He died in 1964.16
Through his lifetime, he wrote twelve books (two of them German) and
numerous articles both in German and Turkish. He planned to publish his
memoirs in eighteen volumes, but only the first volume was published. This
volume only comprised his journey to Japan and Manchuria and finishes
with his landing on the battlefield.

the obsolesce of monarchical absolutism as a political system. According to
Pertev Bey, the Japanese had started a new era with their victory:

Approaching the Russo-Japanese War
Pertev Bey approached the Russo-Japanese War like many non-Western
intellectuals and the Young Turks in general. He took this war personally and
considered it as a struggle between the East and West. He regarded the Japanese
victory against a European major power as a victory of the East against the
whole West, a sign of the end of Western Imperialism and the awakening of
the parts of the world that had been victims of European imperial expansion.
In terms of domestic politics, just like the other antagonists of Abdülhamid’s
autocratic rule, he considered the Japanese victory as proof of the superiority
of a constitutional regime over an autocratic monarchy, and an indicator of
15 Akyüz, pp. 85.
16 Akyüz, pp. 56-57.
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I think the Japanese ended the era which was started by Mehmed
the Conqueror’s conquest of Istanbul and inaugurated a new era in
world history by defeating the biggest empire of Asia and Europe.
The passage of time and the future will prove that the 14th Hijri
(Islamic) century (1882 to 1979), which now we are living, will
be the “Century of Asia” and the world will witness many more
amazing events from the perspective of the awakening Asian
nations.17
For him, Japan had perfectly inspired the people who were living in the
outdated autocratic regimes to demand and obtain modern constitutional
government like in Japan, as well as the people who were living in colonial
rule to revolt against their conquerors. He evaluated the unrests in India
and Egypt against British rule, and the Persian and Ottoman constitutional
revolutions, as the outcome of the inspiration created by the Japanese victory:
“The Japanese victory seriously inspired awakening in China, excitement
in Persia, ebullitions in India and Egypt, and of course the rise of our own
freedom and constitutionalism.”18
Pertev Bey linked up the necessity of constitutional regime with military
power via the ‘Nation in Arms’ concept which was expounded by his mentor
Colmar von der Goltz and a product of Prussian militarism. He argued that
the Japanese constituted a perfect example of the concept of the nation in
arms with their renewed regime and excellent education system, which
imbued their youth with the bushido code. For him, samurais were excellent
warriors, but the old shogunate regime had limited the military service only to
the samurai class. With the Meiji Restoration, military service was extended to
the whole nation, and the warrior virtues of the samurais became integrated
via universal education to the youth, a process that would turn them into
excellent potential soldiers. He regarded the declaration of the constitution
17 Doruk Akyüz, Bir Osmanlı Kurmayının Gözünden Rus-Japon Harbi: Miralay Pertev Bey’in Gözlemleri
(Istanbul: Dergâh Yayınları, 2017), p. 235.
18 Akyüz, p. 235. Later, he also considered the declaration of the Turkish Republic in 1923 as part of
this era. (Pertev Demirhan, Japonların Asıl Kuvveti: Japonya Niçin ve Nasıl Yükseldi? (Istanbul: Cum
huriyet Matbaası, 1942), p. 58)
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in the Ottoman Empire as a nation-wide unifying factor in the same vein as
the Meiji Restoration, which led to the dissolution of the samurai clans and
the unification of the whole country as a single state (the constitution in Japan
was declared twenty-one years after that, in 1889). He believed that with the
new constitutional regime, the non-Muslim citizens of the Ottoman Empire
would happily volunteer to take part into the military service. He stated “The
extension of military service to Muslim, Christian, (and) all citizens, today, is
a sign that the Ottomans will form a tremendous nation in arms again. This
nation in arms will be formed by education and training in peacetime and
will be the basis of a powerful Ottoman Army in military campaigns.”
As he mentioned, the only missing piece on the way to this goal was an
education system infused by a militarist culture like the one in Japan.19

As Pertev Bey regarded the Russo-Japanese War as a struggle between
the East and West, he stated that Westerners supported Russia (while the
Muslims as “Easterners” supported Japan) and estimated that Japan would
lose because they considered the Japanese as inferiors like the other Asian
nations in stating “(the Japanese) astounded many European states which
regarded them as being in the position of a baby and toy”20 and “…(u)nlike
the Europeans who supposed the Japanese as not battle-worthy, (but) toylike (little) people, the whole nation is raised with military doctrines for
centuries.”21
Pertev Bey’s views may not be accurate, but they do resemble the ideas of
the Young Turks and in general, the other Ottoman intellectuals’ views on the
war.22 On the other hand, Pertev Bey was correct that most Westerners thought
that Japan would lose the struggle when the war had started. However, he
was wrong about the source of this viewpoint. Western people did not guess
wrong about the outcome because of their racist approach as Pertev Bey had

stated, (although that does not necessarily deny their racism) but simply
because they regarded Russia too big for Japan to handle. In particular, the
European military professionals considered the Japanese Army much more
modern and superior than the Russian, but not powerful enough to overcome
the vast resources of Russia and its endless manpower. Interestingly, similar
ideas about size had led most western observers to expect a Chinese victory in
the 1894-1895 war. That perspective indicates a bias towards quantity existing
in European military opinion of the era, rather than racism. In addition to the
above reasons, the Russian railway construction had aroused a worldwide
fear just before the inauguration of the war.23 The Trans-Siberian Railway
was about to be completed and one of the founding fathers of geopolitics,
Halford Mackinder (1861-1947) stated that when the railway line would be
completed, Russia would be able use its vast resources and easily transport
its troops between Europe and the Far East, and that with this capability, it
would be the Mongolian Empire of the 20th century.24 This, of course, was
one of the factors that led to the Japanese decision to go to war at this point
of time, rather than later.
In his writings, Pertev Bey ignores all of the above factors, and focuses
on just ideational factors tied to military effectiveness and ambition between
Russia and Japan, factors in which Japan was noticeably superior. However,
even Japanese generals were not sure about victory before the war and shared
similar concerns with their European counterparts. Field Marshal Oyama, the
Commander in Chief of the Japanese forces in Manchuria, considered that
they had an equal chance with the Russians if Russia would get caught offguard with a surprise attack, and as in the case of his European counterparts,
Russian railway construction, funded by French capital, was the greatest fear
of the Japanese.25 As Mackinder stressed, the Japanese considered that Russia
would be invincible when they completed the Trans-Siberian Railway, and
the estimated date of its completion largely determined the timing of the
Japanese attack. When the Japanese declared war on Russia, 99% of the

19 Akyüz, pp. 231-232, Renée Worringer, Ottomans Imagining Japan: East, Middle East, and non-Western
Modernity at the Turn of the Twentieth Century (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2014), pp. 161-162.
20 Akyüz, p. 160.
21 Akyüz, p. 214.
22 Worringer, pp. 133-134.

23 Edgerton), pp. 101, 103.
24 Halford Mackinder, “The Geographical Pivot of History”, The Geographical Journal, Vol. 23, No. 4,
April 1904, pp. 434-436.
25 Edgerton, pp. 98.
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railway line was completed.26 It is no coincidence that Mackinder’s article,
The Geographical Pivot of History, in which he stressed the threat posed by
the Russian railway construction, was published just one month after the
Japanese declaration of war. Nobody in Japan was as optimistic as Pertev
Bey, and none expected a great victory before the war.
The general fear of Russian industrial growth led many Europeans to not
support Russia, in the same way that many in the Muslim world embraced the
cause of Japan. Furthermore, those who had a racial approach, for example
German Kaiser Wilhelm II, mainly considered the Japanese Empire as the
‘Yellow Peril’ which was emerging as a serious rival and threat to the Western
powers, rather than the land of inferior people.27 Biased, orientalist approaches
to Japan were very common in the Western world at that time; however, when
it comes to comparing Japan with Russia, even the people who had negative
feelings towards Japan regarded the Japanese as a more modern, therefore
more superior, nation than the Russians, even before the war.

perspective, Japan represented the perfect example of Westernization, and
even for some, it replaced the West as the model to copy.
Pertev Bey was one of the persistent supporters of this perspective and
like other Ottoman intellectuals, he considered the Japanese victory to be an
outcome of this correct form of modernization. According to the perception
of Pertev Bey, Westernization was a dangerous but necessary tool, and if
it was not used correctly, it might lead a nation to its demise. For him, the
traditions of a nation were a unique treasure, and losing them would result in
the total devastation of the nation. The Japanese people were able to perfectly
set boundaries to the extent of Westernization and constituted an example for
other non-Western nations with their success.28
He systematized this view using a ‘lessons to be learned’ analytical frame
work. This framework helped to narrow down the concepts and variables
of interest, differentiating what was useful from those aspects that were
redundant or harmful. This permitted the to focus on only the ‘necessary’
important parts of modernization while ignoring the rest. For him, foreign
examples and concepts should not be considered in their totality but should
carefully be examined so that only the necessary parts could be isolated and
imported. In this way, the extent of change could be controlled, avoiding any
harmful and unneeded changes that weaken the nation. He considered this
understanding to be the key element underlying the Japanese miracle. With
their strict discipline, the Japanese perfected this method and never fall under
the spell of Western pleasures, never wasted time, were never corrupted, and
eventually triumphed.
However, despite making these negative statements against the West,
Pertev Bey cannot be considered as a traditionalist or an enemy of Western
civilization. As Renée Worringer remarked, like the other Young Turks,
who had sensitive approaches towards westernization, Pertev Bey gladly
accepted that he was enlightened by Western civilization and learned the art
of war from Europeans (particularly Germans).29 He represented himself as
an admirer of Western music, dancing, intellectual thinking, military history,
and always preferred Western-style clothing. He had no communication

Japan as a Model of Modernization
For the Ottomans, as was the case with many other states and polities in the
Middle East and Asia, the main question of modernization was attaining
a military and state apparatus that could resist the threat of European
imperialism. The Japanese victory against exactly that type of threat, at
least in Ottoman eyes, was considered as the final test on the way towards
modernization, and passing this test also meant successful finalization of the
modernization period. In addition to this, the Japanese example was regarded
to be an answer to a long debate on whether a total repression of the local premodern culture and institutions and their replacement by Western culture,
science and institutions was a necessity for modernization or not. Many
Ottoman intellectuals and decision-makers considered that Japan exemplified
a modernization that incorporated local core traditions and the social identity,
imported only the necessary technical and scientific knowledge. Within this
26 Ian Nish, The Origins of Russo-Japanese War (New York: Longman, 1994), pp. 18, 242.
27 Worringer, pp. 9, 54. On the contrary to other European nations, Russians in general considered
the Japanese as inferiors, and their knowledge about the Japanese nation and the army were simp
ly wrong. This approach was one of the main reasons for their defeat. (Edgerton, pp. 100-102)
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problems with Europeans, never considered himself as an outsider among
them, and even considered Colmar von der Goltz as a “father”, especially after
his real father died in 1904.30 He never objected to the presence of elements
of Western culture in non-Western countries, but feared that if not checked
by state action, they might come to replace the original cultural elements that
belong to those countries, weakening national cohesion.
Selçuk Esenbel remarks that the Japanese and Turkish intellectuals
that had considered Western history as their model, saw the multicultural
mixture, which was an output of the modernization process, as incoherent
in comparison to the classical West or considered that it has its distinctive
characteristics, which provide a different, but positive alternative than the
West in approaching modernity.31 It seems that the perspective of Pertev
Bey suits the latter interpretation. He considered this mixture of cultures as
crucial for survival and, as a person who was familiar with both cultures,
achievable. For him, importing German military doctrines and institutions
to Japan was extremely crucial, but preserving the old Japanese military
traditions was crucial too, and this cultural mixture produced an unstoppable
power.32 He usually was reproachful of attempts to use Turkish traditional
cultural elements in order to reject interaction with Western culture. As an
admirer of classical music, he complained that Turkish folk songs had never
been performed by symphony orchestras and considered this an example of
backwardness due to isolation (but still considered as a cultural treasure).33
He was justly sensitive about the ratios of the mixture and considered that
if the local and the foreign elements were too low or drained, the output would
be useless. From his perspective, Japan replaced Europe as a model exactly
because of its ability to perfectly balance the mix in their modernization
program. He assumed that Turkish and Islamic military culture also shared
many common elements with Japanese bushido, and consequently it should
not be hard for the Ottomans to increase the power of their army to the level

attained by the Japanese. He remarked that Muslims have the same selfsacrifice tradition as the samurai in saying “We also know that ‘martyrdom’
(şehadet) and ‘holy war’ (gâza) which are part of jihad, have a great spiritual
influence on soldiers…”34 "For Muslims, ̀ it is not hard to understand the
reason for giving no value to life. Our own life has no importance to us since
we believe in the afterlife and fate.’”35
Pertev Bey also stated that the Japanese had made an excellent decision in
not abolishing bushido principles together with the samurai class, and thanks
to this decision, now they were ingraining the warrior features of samurais
into the Japanese youth by education.

30 Pertev Demirhan, Hayatımın Hatıraları: Rus-Japon Harbi 1904-1905 (Memoirs of my Life: RussoJapanese War 1904-1905) (Istanbul: Matbaa-i Ebüzziya, 1943), p. 84.
31 Selçuk Esenbel, Japon Modernleşmesi ve Osmanlı: Japonya’nın Türk Dünyası ve İslam Politikaları (Is
tanbul: İletişim Yayınları, 2012), p. 248.
32 Akyüz, pp. 214-215.
33 Pertev Demirhan, Musiki Düşüncelerim (My Thoughts on Music) (Istanbul: Matbaa-i Ebüzziya,
1946), p. 11.
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The era of feudalism had ended with the era of shogunate, and the class
of daimyos and the samurai were officially abolished since Emperor
Mutsuhito moved to Tokyo from Kyoto as the sole ruler of Japan. However,
now the rules of bushido are obeyed more than ever, and the people show
their loyalty and devotion which they showed to feudal chiefs in past, to
their emperor, the sole ruler of the nation… The military service which was
only limited to feudal circles is now expanded to the whole nation and now
(the Japanese) can use the excellent virtues of bushido abroad…36

For him, if the Ottomans properly ingrain their traditional military values
into their society as a whole and integrate modern military doctrines, there is
no reason not to elevate the strength of their army to the level of the Japanese,
and this alternative mixture would be even better than the European Armies
since they were not familiar with that kind of self-sacrifice based moral
values.37

Tracing the Prussian Core within the Japanese Army and Society
The Ottoman and Japanese Armies had a fundamental common qualification;
both armies had been adapted to the Prussian military system after an initial
French influence. As a product of Prussian military école, Pertev Bey easily

34
35
36
37

Akyüz, p. 202.
Akyüz, p. 213.
Akyüz, pp. 214-215.
Akyüz, pp. 202, 213-215.
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identified the Prussian elements within the Japanese Army. He observed that
the command-and-control practices and army institutions (like the general
staff and medical service corps) were identical to those of the Imperial German
Army. He stated that he witnessed the same practices when he served in the
Imperial German XVI Corps.38
For him, Japanese victory also meant confirmation of the Prussian military
école. For him, the Japanese had achieved superiority over the Russians
exactly for this reason. He especially drew attention to the incorporation in
the Japanese army of the German Auftragstaktik doctrine, with its focus on
initiative by subordinate command echelons. He noted that the Japanese
possessed the ability to conduct spontaneous movement, and this initiative
at the tactical level caused the remarkable operational inequality between the
two armies.
Spontaneous movement ability is especially important in modern
battles. Because casualties among officers and non-commissioned officers
have dramatically increased in comparison with older battles and the
battlefields have extremely expanded so that a company may now occupy
a 200-300-meter-wide area. Under these circumstances, soldiers may find
themselves out of the chain of command and having to make decisions on
their own. Thanks to the excellent peacetime drills and training, Japanese
troops overcame even the most critical moments. However, when Russian
officers were put out of action, troops became like a herd of sheep without a
shepherd and always fled in disorder.39
A ‘spontaneous movement’ order is only acceptable if the commanded and
commander are trained in the same style, with the same thought. If this
condition is not fulfilled and the commanded and the commander do not
understand each other, spontaneous movement could even be harmful. The
Japanese won the last war (Russo-Japanese War) with a remarkable glory
and honor thanks to Jacob Meckel, the pupil of Helmuth von Moltke, who
taught the modern conduct of war to the Japanese commanders and their
38 Pertev (Demirhan), Mançuri Darü’l-Harbinde On Bir Ay Zarfında Tarafeyn Ordularının (Japonya-Rusya) Usul-i Harbiyle Teşkilat, Teçhizat Hususatına Dair Layiha (1321) (The Report of Conduct of War,
Organizations, and Equipments of Russian and Japanese Armies in Manchurian Battlefield within
Eleven Months), İstanbul Büyükşehir Belediyesi Atatürk Kitaplığı (İBBAK), Nadir Eserler, Beledi
ye Yazmaları, BEL_Yz. B.000043, pp. 3-4, Akyüz, pp. 188, 200.
39 Akyüz, p. 187.
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general staff corps.40

As Pertev Bey remarked, the German system was much more reliable
for the modern battlefield. Russian operations were likely to cease in some
locations of the field, due to command and control problems, while Japanese
ones were usually kept going on under the same conditions.
Besides the military doctrines, it seems that Pertev Bey also detected
the influence of Prussian militarism in Japanese society, yet he had not
mentioned the fundamental origin of this aspect. Like military doctrines
and institutions, the idea of indoctrinating the youth and preparing them for
the military service by education (explained above) was also imported from
Germany.41 Pertev Bey identified the name of the concept; the “Nation in
Arms” (Das Volk in Waffen in German, Millet-I Müselleha in Ottoman Turkish),
but did not describe it as part of Prussian militarism and instead introduced
it as an original Japanese concept.42
Unlike Pertev Bey, British observer General Ian Hamilton (1853-1947), an
officer from a non-Prussian school of military education, failed to detect in
detail the German elements present in the Japanese Army. He mentioned that
the Japanese Army had been strictly modeled on the Prussian organization
model, and argued that this helps to explain some of its characteristics, as
he went on to note that in the second volume of his Russo-Japanese War
memoirs.43 However, he never named those characteristics, as Pertev Bey
did. Also, like Pertev Bey, he regarded the militarism of Japan as a purely
Japanese aspect whose roots belonged to the history of the nation and never
used the term “Nation in Arms”.44

Anatomy of his Report to Abdülhamid II
After he returned to Istanbul in 1906, he gave a detailed report to Sultan
Abdülhamid II (never published). Five years later, he published Material
40
41
42
43

Akyüz, p. 200.
Meirionand Susie Harries, pp. 39-40.
Akyüz, pp. 231-232.
Ian Hamilton, A Staff Officers Scrap Book During Russo-Japanese War, Vol. II (London: Edward Ar
nold, 1906), pp. 17, 133.
44 See Hamilton, A Staff Officers Scrap Book During Russo-Japanese War, Vol. I and Vol. II.
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and Moral Lessons Taken from the Russo-Japanese War and the Reasons of the
Japanese Victory, a compilation of his observations, analyses about Japan, and
his suggestions to the Ottomans. Since both writings are aimed at teaching
lessons, both of them pointed out military and political problems, and
naturally, both of them were politically oriented. However, because of the
occurrence of the Young Turk Revolution, a fundamental political alteration
that happened in 1908 in which the class of Pertev Bey, the staff officer corps,
was the protagonist, these works have a different character from each other.
Abdülhamid was an autocratic leader who wanted to control all political
elements within the country. As the army posed the most crucial domestic
threat to his throne, Abdülhamid was always suspicious about the intentions
of his officers, and probably the army suffered the most from Abdülhamid’s
authoritarianism and paranoia. Because of the fear of a coup attempt like
the one that brought him to power, Abdülhamid tried to design an apolitical
officer corps that was completely loyal to him. However, seeking loyal officers
rather than capable ones and designing army institutions according to this
aim seriously undermined the war-fighting capability of the army. He always
avoided appointing his talented German-educated and military academy
graduated staff officers to the senior command post, retaining instead officers
loyal to him in high posts for long years.45
To ensure loyalty, he attached the general staff to the Seraskeriye, an
obsolete legacy of the French military model implemented in the 1840-1880
period, which was led by officers who had not graduated from the military
academy or war school. In addition to this, he founded the Teftiş-I Askeri
Dairesi (Department of Military Inspection) and Maiyet-I Seniye-I Erkan-ı
Harp Dairesi (Department of Privy General Staff), which were commissariat
institutions aimed to check and control the Seraskeriye and the general staff.46
Besides the leadership, he also tried to keep the army itself in a condition
that rendered it incapable of taking action against him. The army was never
allowed to make divisional and higher-level unit maneuvers. In addition to
this, real bullets were never given for fire exercises, all combat training was
always made with unloaded weapons, and troops were not even allowed to

properly arm themselves with the newest weapons from the inventory.47
Those problems were to come to the surface with the Greco-Turkish War
of 1897. The result was a victory for the Ottomans in the Thessaly front (the
Epirus front was a stalemate, and the Ottoman army was defeated in Crete);
but, the ineptitude of the Ottoman high command was very significant and the
enemy was too inferior to consider this victory as a success. The war revealed
that the Ottoman command and control system was very deficient and troops
were inept at maneuvering. The units always had problems with deployment
and making contact with the enemy. Flanking and envelopment maneuvers
mostly ended up in frontal attacks and Ottoman troops could not conduct
successful pursuits.48 In addition, the Hamidian policies of restricting the
ability of the military were catastrophic at the sea, where the smaller Greek
navy was dominant, a factor that largely explains the minor gains for the
Ottoman military on land.
During the war, in continuation of peacetime policy, the German-educated
officers were systematically kept away from positions of high command.
Pertev Bey was even kept away from the war itself. He was in Germany
when the war broke out. He went to the Ottoman Embassy and requested
to join the war, but his request was denied; naturally, he took it as personal
insult. Like Pertev Bey, military academy officer graduates became seriously
disillusioned with Abdülhamid’s leadership during this war and considered
his behavior as a security risk.49
His post as an observer obliged Pertev Bey to write a report to Abdülhamid
and with this opportunity, he found a perfect platform to deposit his critiques
to him, which his fellow officers usually did not have. It seems he did not miss
that chance and dedicated the first three parts of the first chapter of his report
(general evaluation chapter) to Abdülhamid’s influence on the army and the
general staff. However, he never openly criticized Abdülhamid, but only gave
examples for comparison from the Japanese and Russian Armies with some
suggestions. The Russo-Japanese War provided him a parallel dimension to
draw attention to the realities of the day which he was not able to do by
giving direct examples from Abdülhamid’s leadership. In this dimension, the

45 Mesut Uyar and Edward J. Erickson, A Military History of the Ottomans: From Osman to Atatürk
(Santa Barbara: ABC CLIO, 2009), p. 206.
46 Ibid. p 206

47 Mesut Uyar and Edward J. Erickson, p. 211.
48 Mesut Uyar and Edward J. Erickson, p. 211.
49 Pertev Demirhan, Generalfeldmarschall Colmar Freiherr von der Goltz, p. 35.
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Russians mainly resembled that day’s Ottomans, a nation which had lost its
way, and the Japanese resembled what the Ottomans ought to be.
He dedicated the first three parts of the first chapter to his subtle critiques.
In the first part, titled “The Commanders”, he evaluated the level of initiative
which was given to Japanese generals and admirals. He stressed that the
Emperor of Japan never intervened in the war effort and left the decisionmaking to his commanders. Pertev argued that this liberty was very crucial
for the Japanese victory. In addition to the example of the Russo-Japanese
War, he also remarked that the Prussian King Wilhelm never intervened
in operations during the Franco-Prussian War of 1870-1871, and totally left
the initiative to his generals, and the French lost the war because of the
intervention of civilian bureaucrats and Emperor Napoleon III.50
Pertev Bey was completely correct about the freedom granted to the
Japanese generals; however, he omitted that the Russian generals also
enjoyed more or less the same freedom, which means that the Japanese had
no superiority over Russians in this aspect. Also, his history of the FrancoPrussian War was inaccurate. He was right that the Prussian monarch never
intervened in the war, but omitted that his main civilian servant, Chancellor
Otto von Bismarck (1815-1898) regularly intervened in the operations of
the war and had long disputes with the Commander in Chief Helmuth
von Moltke (1800-1891).51 His stress on the non-intervention of monarchs
in the operational conduct of wars, which covered most of this part (he left
a short section to discuss the skills of the commanders who had joined the
war), was a subtle reference to the Greco-Turkish war and the attempt by
Sultan Abdülhamid to control almost every aspect of the army in this war.
The Greco-Turkish War would probably be the best example of that era of
the ill effects of monarchial intervention in the conduct of war. However,
he avoided mentioning the Greco-Turkish War by giving opposite (but less
accurate) examples for political reasons.
The second part is devoted to the discussion of the general staff. This
time, he openly criticized the Ottoman Army (but not Abdülhamid himself)
and gave no negative example from the Russian Army. He remarked that

Japanese staff officers occupied every post which was necessary for their
career, and he considered this practice crucial for the formation of a capable
staff officer. Then he criticized the Ottoman system where staff officers were
never assigned to field command, and instead given redundant bureaucratic
positions. He stated that a staff officer corps with no field experience would
have no value in wartime and suggested copying the Japanese example of
assigning staff officers to every level of troop units, according to their ranks,
joining maneuvers, the conduct of map maneuvers (war games), and other
tactical and operational based educational activities. In addition to the
condition of staff officer corps, he also criticized the Ottoman General Staff.
He suggested disbanding redundant branches which were not relevant in
a modern general staff and prepared a suggested new general staff branch
schema.52
In the third part (titled The Infantry), Pertev Bey touched on the issue of
training and maneuvers. He remarked that Japanese troops had excellent
training and their performance was so good that the soldiers knew what to do
even when their officers were taken out of action in the battle. Like soldiers,
officers had serious experience, thanks to the continuous field and map
maneuvers. For Pertev Bey, peacetime maneuvers and hard training were
the most crucial factors contributing to the Japanese victory. In contradiction
to the Japanese, the lack of realistic training, the dominance of obsolete
methods of command and control among Russian troops, and the lack of field
experience of the Russian officer corps led the Russians to a bitter defeat.53
The other parts of the chapter (Cavalry, Artillery, Engineer Troops,
Uniform, Logistics, Sanitary Services, Ammunition, and the Future of the
Russian Empire respectively) contained general evaluations and lessons
learned, with no critical approach to the Ottoman Army and Abdülhamid
himself (except a short reference in the part devoted to the artillery, in which
Pertev Bey complained about the low-level training of the artillery corps).
In this chapter, Pertev Bey totally discredited the Russian Army (though
this was not a unique perception since most other foreign observers shared
similar denunciations) and represented the Japanese Army as the icon of

50 Pertev (Demirhan) 1906: 1-3.
51 Edgar Feuchtwagner, Bismarck (London: Routledge, 2003), p. 174.

52 Pertev (Demirhan), 1906: 3-5.
53 Pertev (Demirhan), 1906: 5-6.
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perfection, whose practices needed to be copied. However, in other chapters
(which were left for his observations with fewer evaluations) he was not as
critical of the Russians as he was in the first chapter. Indeed, later in this
report he noted many tactical and operational mistakes on the part of the
Japanese. Those chapters are very accurate and contain vivid descriptions of
the battlefield.
Pertev Bey had very different remarks in Material and Moral Lessons Taken
from the Russo-Japanese War and the Reasons of the Japanese Victory, compared to
his earlier report to Abdülhamid. Since it was written after the Young Turk
Revolution of 1908 and the dethronement of Abdülhamid in 1909, the army
was under the control of the German-educated staff officers, and the problems
that were stressed by Pertev Bey in his original report had all been solved.
There was a large purge of the officers that had been promoted to command
position by Abdülhamid, and the staff officers now were able to occupy their
long-desired posts. The Seraskeriye and the other inspector institutions were
abolished and the general staff remained as the sole administrative institution
of the army. The reform of the general staff, which had been suggested by
Pertev Bey, was completed by Ahmet İzzet Pasha (1864-1937), another protégé
of Colmar von der Goltz. The fall of Abdulhamid also saw the inauguration
of a program of large-scale maneuvers and realistic training for the troops.
Naturally, Pertev Bey did not repeat the tacit critiques and call for reform that
he wrote in 1906 in his new Material and Moral Lessons, which was published in
1911. In the book, he argued that the Ottoman Empire was carefully following
the steps of Japan, and the halfway point of reform was attained with the Young
Turk Revolution and the reforms which followed it. At the end of the Material
and Moral Lessons, he described the Ottomans as an old nation which was being
reborn and argued that the state’s imminent threat of dissolution was about to
end and the future of the empire would be bright.54

modernization in the face of the threat of imperialism. In the same way, his
arguments about military lessons to be extracted from the war reflected the
attitudes of a German educated staff officer and were quite similar to those of
other western-educated military officers.
Pertev’s staff training provided him the skills of an excellent observer.
But when it came to drawing conclusions, he extracted from what he saw,
and critical thinking skills inherent in staff training did not protect him
from committing serious fallacies. In his report, his observations were very
realistic and he pictured the battlefield in every detail. On the contrary, his
evaluations of what he observed were very unrealistic.55 The ever-developing
weapon technology had already rendered the mass infantry assault tactics
used by the Japanese obsolete since the 1850s. The battlefields of the RussoJapanese war confirmed the tactical lessons of the Austro-Prussian War of
1866, the Franco-Prussian War of 1870-1871, and the Russo-Ottoman War of
1877-1878. Infantry assaults against defended positions cause horrendous
losses for the attacker. The war proved that current weapon technology
was dramatically in favor of the defender. Maneuvering, advancing to the
enemy in open ground, and especially frontal attacks were extremely lethal,
and achieving objectives was much harder than in old battles which made a
deadlock on the battlefield very likely.
Yet, Pertev Bey regarded that frontal bayonet attacks (arguably the most
dangerous and hardest tactical operation in battle), were still feasible and
necessary to attain a decisive result. This, he held, was the case even if the
attacker was outnumbered, and he argued that the Japanese victory was a
confirmation of the superiority of the offense at both the operational and
tactical level (but mostly at operational level). He thus did not argue for any
fundamental change in current tactics.56

Doctrinal Lessons from the Russo-Japanese War

55 It can be said that the “Material Lessons” chapter of the Material and Moral Lessons Taken from the
Russo-Japanese War was mainly related to his observations and the “Moral Lessons” chapter was
mainly involved his evaluations and conclusions. In the Material Lessons chapter, he describes
fundamental changes in the nature of warfare and conduct of war, however, in Moral Lessons
chapter he almost totally ignored those changes, confirmed the usefulness of conventional tactics,
and stated that the superior moral values of the Japanese were the most determinant and remar
kable factor of the war.
56 Akyüz, pp. 200-202.

Pertev Bey’s arguments about the war and Japan as a country reflected the
typical ideas of an educated non-Western person focused on the question of
54 Akyüz, pp. 235-236.
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He did draw attention to the lethality of modern weapons and their ability
to stall an attack numerous times (especially if it was conducted against
fortified positions) and approved of every precaution the Japanese took
against these factors. His descriptions of the battlefields are very terrifying.
However, his final conclusion was that the suicidal Japanese tactics had
overwhelmed technology. He ignored the lethality of modern weapons and
argued that the Japanese way was the path to victory. He always praised
the warrior spirit of self-sacrifice, which, he argued, guided the Japanese
soldier, and resulted in repeated determined Japanese attacks until victory
was achieved, no matter how horrendous the losses. Conversely, he derided
the Russian defensive tactics and stance, and attributed their defeat also to
their unwillingness to take the offensive.
Japan influenced Pertev Bey in many aspects, but the moral values of the
Japanese soldier obviously influenced him the most. Like many military men,
he regarded the Japanese victory as the confirmation of the effectiveness of
the offensive tactics on the modern battlefield and concluded that a morally
superior army with disciplined and trained soldiers who are willing to
sacrifice themselves would overcome any obstacle.57 According to this train
of thought, his main advice was to achieve the Japanese spirit, rather than
tactical and organizational changes to the doctrine by which the army fought.
Many of the officers of Western armies came to almost the same conclusions
as Pertev Bey. Almost every observable element was written down in this
war, yet the lessons they chose to extract from their observations was tinged
by a bias that still sought to stress a Napoleonic focus on the offensive spirit.
Pertev Bey stated that “this war taught us almost no material lessons, the
fundamental principles of (the nature of) warfare haven’t been changed”, as a
general evaluation of the war in the introduction of Material and Moral Lessons
Taken from Russo-Japanese War.58 Field Marshal Ferdinand Foch (1851-1929), a
French military theorist who developed the official doctrine (regulations) of
the French Army prior to the First World War (1913 and 1914), wrote almost
the same sentence in reaction to the Russo-Japanese War. He stated that there
was nothing in the Russo-Japanese War that would “affect the fundamental

principles of the conduct of war” in the second edition of his book, Conduite
de la Guerre (1909).59
These conclusions inevitably affected future wars in a negative way.
Military historians today regard the Russo-Japanese War as ‘the war of lessons
never learned’ due to the failures in the First World War. However, erroneous
tactical conclusions from the Russo-Japanese War dominated the conduct of
the 1912-1913 Balkan Wars and they were the main reason for the Ottoman
defeat in detail and heavy casualties on all sides. Pertev Bey was occupying the
post of the Second Deputy of the Commander in Chief before and during the
1st Balkan War and was tasked with preparing the war plan. His plans were
strongly influenced by the conclusions he had extracted from his observations
in the Russo-Japanese War. There was a focus on the operational offensive with
a very sudden and aggressive attack against Bulgaria, to knock it out as soon
as possible, and then focus on the other foes (like the German Schlieffen Plan
in World War One).60 The condition of the Ottoman Army was definitely not
suitable for an offensive operation at that time (especially an energetic one as
Pertev Bey planned), and even its chances in defensive warfare were doubtful.
The task given to the army by Pertev Bey was beyond its ability, and disaster
followed the implementation of his war plans.
After the failure, Pertev Bey blamed deceased War Minister Nazım
Pasha (1852-1913), arguing that conducting an offense against the Balkan
Alliance was Nazım Pasha’s. He claimed that he had suggested defense
and continuously warned Nazım Pasha that the army was not ready for
an offensive operation yet.61 Nazım Pasha was not able to defend himself
from these accusations (both Pertev Bey’s and other officers’)62 since he had

57 James D. Sisemore, The Russo-Japanese War, Lessons not Learned, U. S. Army Command and Staff
College, 2003 (unpublished MA thesis), p. 109.
58 Akyüz, p. 160.
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59 Joseph C. Arnold, “French Tactical Doctrine, 1870-1914”, Military Affairs, Vol. 42, No. 2, Apr. 1978,
pp. 64.
60 There were twelve pre-prepared plans for the operations in Balkans and all of them were prepared
by Ahmet İzzet Pasha. Plan No. V among them was the sole plan which was based on fighting
against four Balkan nations and this plan dictated defense. However, Pertev Bey put into practice
Plan No. I for the Eastern Army, a defensive plan solely against Bulgaria and modified this plan
to attack, and Plan No. IV for the Western Army, another defensive plan against Bulgaria, Serbia,
and Montenegro. No plan was put into practice against Greece because they hadn’t declared war
on the Ottoman Empire yet at that time.
61 Pertev Demirhan, Balkan Savaşı’nda Büyük Genel Karargâh (General Headquarters in Balkan War)
(Istanbul: Alfa Yayınları, 2012), p. 20.
62 Edward Erickson, Büyük Hezimet, Balkan Harpleri’nde Osmanlı Ordusu (Istanbul: İş Bankası Yayın
ları, 2013), p. 111.
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been assassinated by men in league with Enver Pasha during the raid on the
Sublime Porte coup on January 23, 1913.
Pertev Bey’s defense contradicts his arguments as put in writing before the
First Balkan War. In those writings, he argued for an offensive stance as the
only possible option for attaining victory. The war plan put into effect by the
Ottoman army in the initial weeks of the First Balkan War was one based on
the cult of the offensive, and in many ways carried the stamp of the Japanese
experience in the Russo-Japanese war. In the end, whether he prepared the
Balkan War plan willingly or not, the new regime apportioned blame to him,
painting him as an ambitious officer enthralled by the cult of the offensive.
His military career was virtually devastated. He never occupied important
posts in either the First World War or the Turkish War of Independence,
never was appointed to general headquarters again, nor commanded troops
on the battlefield.
As mentioned above, war plans that sought to end a potential future war
quickly via a reliance on the offensive were a general trend at that time. The
Balkan opponents of the Ottomans also relied on brutal infantry assault
tactics, with the Bulgarians especially relying on massed bayonet attacks
(though they preferred, if possible, to conduct them during the night). Of
course, nuance existed. The Serbians made excellent use of their quick-fire
artillery for supporting their assaults, a combined arms approach that had
been seen as the answer to the limitations of the offense as far back as 1864.
All other European officers who had extracted the same conclusions as Pertev
Bey from the Russo-Japanese War were solid supporters of the operational
offense. As a result, they planned the first stages of what became the First
World War with a focus on rapid offensive operations. The result was
debacle, stalemate and trench warfare. The moral factors that they had all
stressed as explaining the Japanese success would come to play a different
role, keeping armies and societies willing to continue an increasingly costly
and long-enduring war effort.

in the influence that the Russo-Japanese war casted on their writings about
political issues. This was the case with Pertev Bey, who extracted from his
observation of the Russo-Japanese War a number of radical conclusions
about Japan, the path to modernization, and military policy. What makes him
unique among many others is that he remained loyal to his initial conclusions
well into the 1940s.
He idealized many aspects of Japan: its social framework, its internal and
external political functions, its military (both its doctrines and its structure),
its religious attributes, and above all its method of modernization. For him,
Japan was an icon of success in modernization, and he recommended that
the Ottoman modernization effort should model itself after the Japanese. In
the end as an (apolitical) officer he could only affect the question of military
modernization. He failed to convince Sultan Abdülhamid to implement army
reforms according to the view he had formed of the Japanese Army.
Those reforms were actualized by the staff corps after the declaration
of the Second Constitution, but that was only because his ideas and views
were widely shared by his contemporaries. The organization and training
reforms he had stressed as playing a role in the Japanese victory gave the
Ottomans a reformed army that (though defeated in the First Balkan War),
was able to hold its own in the First World War and provided the foundation
for victory in the Turkish War of Independence. On the other hand, when
given the opportunity to put to practice his doctrinal conclusions from the
Russo-Japanese War (that stressed the offensive), the result was a disaster for
the Ottoman Army in the First Balkan War. On a career level, his fidelity to
his idealized model of Japan had proved to be detrimental.

Conclusion
Japan and its modernization effort influenced many Ottoman intellectuals,
politicians, and military men. One of the spaces this influence can be seen is
62
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Railroads of the Glorious Empires in the late 19th
Century: From the Great Game to the RussoJapanese War of 1904-5
Semiha Karaoğlu

Introduction
The course of the nineteenth century until the aftermath of the RussoJapanese War of 1904-5 reveals invaluable information as to countries’
railroad development. Railroads built by the British Empire, the Russian
Empire, and the Empire of Japan –the most prominent empires of the
nineteenth century– have changed the currents of world history. Moreover,
worth mentioning is the Great Game theory, based on the rivalry between
the British and the Russian Empires. The Great Game enabled the framework
for a design of more extensive railroads constructed in Afghanistan, such as
the Trans-Caspian railway built in 1880. Moreover, it is plausible to draw
a more general outline by elucidating the retaliation by the British Empire
that resulted in the structuring of the “Harrai Road Improvement Project.”
The reprisal by the British created pressure on the Russian part, leading the
Russians to construct a line developed as the Sind Peshin State Railway.1
Railroads gained momentum and became pivotal for countries’ develop
ment, intelligence sharing, and expansion, with numerous conflicts to ensue.
Consequently, railroad construction enabled the Russian Empire, the British
Empire, and the Empire of Japan to confer prestige on their territorial borders
–or colonies– as the world’s most notable ones. However, it is of ultimate
1
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significance to provide an introduction to the railroads in world history, for
the history of railroads evolved in multiple stages in line with the historical
developments throughout the nineteenth century. Therefore, the present
research aims at exposing the fact that, on the one hand, railroads play a
pivotal role in revealing the intelligence behind empires’ motives by analyzing
the historical development of the railroads. On the other hand, it suggests
that railroads give clues as to geopolitics, strategic locations, and buffer
zones, which are of tremendous weight for empires to strategically advance
their territorial borders, ultimately serving their imperial and expansionist
ambitions. The significance of strategy, intelligence sharing, and geopolitics
are pivotal points to comprehend in the analyses of the railroads as well as
how railroads have allowed countries to manifest their imperialist attempts.
The rivalries among the most glorious empires of the nineteenth century
(the British Empire, the Russian Empire, and the Empire of Japan) unveil
a more extensive judgment. Through the analysis of railroads located in
Central Asia, Afghanistan, and today’s Northeastern China, it is plausible
to discover a sequence, which exhibits a correlation linking the principal
railroads of world history –including the trans rail lines– to the prevailing
Belt & Road Initiative (BRI), which allows a read into the permanence and
ever-lasting imperial objectives that nations have sought throughout history.
Nevertheless, the introductory history of world railroads is imperative to lay
out to further analyze railroads in the nineteenth century.

transport became crucial at the height of increased use of coal for raising
steam and for iron smelting; hilly areas of Great Britain such as Birmingham
were problematic and in the “Black Country of England, or areas of massive
coal production where droughty uplands were prevalent, the transporting of
coal through water canals became more and more impracticable.”3 Therefore,
with the introduction of iron and steel production, along with the steaming
of engines, a new era began. Railroads started to be constructed.

A Brief History of Railroads
It is plausible to state that the first railroads were developed in Great Britain.
While previously, canal building was widespread in Europe (to carry
goods, produce, and food within continental Europe), with the introduction
of the Industrial Revolution and the beginning of a new era, railroad
constructions gained momentum to ease the transportation of goods. The
chief determinant for the development of railroads was the fact that “where
natural interconnection among navigable rivers was lacking, gaps in trade
were likely to develop, most notably at watersheds.”2 Moreover, as canal
2
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Great Britain and Continental Europe
Primarily within Europe, railroads became widespread, and became the
chief means of transportation. As the technology and know-how of railroad
development expanded throughout continents, the United States and Canada
also eased their transportation by diverting their technology from waterbased to railroad-based ones. Among the early European railways were the
Stockton and Darlington Railway and the Liverpool and Manchester Railway
—both the projects of George Stephenson.4 Completed on September 27,
1825,5 the Stockton and Darlington Railway had the characteristic of an
experimental line, the volume of whose passengers grew tenfold only in two
years. Stephenson’s second project, the Liverpool and Manchester Railway,
completed in 1829, took the innovative nature of railroads and became the
first fully evolved railway to be built. The British Empire used this railroad to
carry goods and provide extensive passenger services.
As stated, geopolitics has played a crucial role in the construction of
railroads throughout history, one example of which lies in the case of
continental Europe. It is plausible to state that the developmental stages
of the railroad constructions differed immensely, comparing Great Britain
and France –for instance. The motive behind establishing railroads of both
France and other countries of the continental Europe was similar to that of
Great Britain: creating ease in the transportation of coal. Therefore, France
Inc., 2019.
3 “Railroad History.” Encyclopædia Britannica. (2019)
4 George Stephenson was a British civil engineer and mechanical engineer. Renowned as the “Fat
her of Railways”, Stephenson was considered by the Victorians a great example of diligent appli
cation and thirst for improvement.
5 “Railroad History.” Encyclopædia Britannica. (2019)
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and Belgium also built railroads in locations where transportation through
water-resources did not suffice. The difference between Great Britain and
continental Europe, however, laid in the organizational aspect of the railroad
constructions. Great Britain constructed its lines based on the funding of
its private enterprises, whereas continental Europe’s railroad constructions
received their financing from state-led authorities. Coal mining areas had
a more sweeping priority in the design of the lines since the ultimate goal
behind Europe’s rail construction was to render coal transportation more
effective and sustainable. Therefore, France designed its first line around the
Stéphanoise coalfield southwest of Lyon. In the aftermath of the construction
of this railroad, Belgium constructed the world’s first international rail line
–which ran between Liège and Cologne.
Geopolitics, again, proved to be a crucial determinant in the construction
of railroads since Belgium’s newly constructed rail line invoked tension in
the other countries of Europe in the mid-nineteenth century. For instance,
“by building an extensive system of rail lines, Prussia ultimately forced
unification of the German states under its leadership. Similarly, the Kingdom
of Piedmont, through its rail lines, brought pressure on the Italian states to
join in a united country about 1860.”6 Therefore, it is incontrovertible that
during the mid-nineteenth century, rail lines constructed all around Europe
became a source of tension, competition, and rivalry based on geopolitics
and continental European dynamics. Prussia’s fear of harm propelling its
unification reveals how rail lines used to operate as a threat to many nations
throughout history. Hence, the tension Prussia experienced can be a starting
point in elucidating how geopolitics shaped rail line designs in world history,
claiming a threat to the landscapes and territories of several nations, as shall
be elucidated.

railroad in Canada was constructed by British military engineers in the 1820s.
Among the first railroads were the 1825 Granite Railroad, the Stourbridge
Lion, and the Delaware and Hudson Railroad. St. Lawrence Railroad was the
first in Canada. The Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, Boston railroads, and The
South Carolina Railroad were also railroads constructed to grant the United
States a means of commodity and mobility during the nineteenth century.
As an undertaking of geopolitics, the United States did not aim at expan
sionism in the design of its tracks. On the contrary, those were exertions to
establish a unified network within the United States. Hence, it is plausible to
observe the United States as a more domestic-oriented entity, when compar
ing it to other colonial powers –as shall be discussed in the following para
graphs.

The United States and Canada
With the introduction of British technology and know-how, American
railroads became prevalent, again, towards the nineteenth century. The first
6
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Colonial Power and The Introduction of Railways in India
The political condition and the economic trends of nineteenth century India
induced the British to construct railways all over the Indian sub-continent as
a fundamental part of the imperialist ambitions of the British Empire and a
great challenge against the Russian Empire’s seeking trade control in the subcontinent. Railways, it was believed, would assist the economic development
of India and provide both a market for British goods and a source of raw
materials. It is plausible to establish a division in terms of the motives behind
the British imperial railways throughout the Indian sub-continent focusing
on the late nineteenth century. Railroads constructed between 1832 and 1852
were industrial railways, whereas railroads built between 1853 and 1924
were passenger railways. Railroads constructed during the second period
ultimately served the British Empire’s goal of expanding its influence and
dominance within the Indian sub-continent.
The following excerpt elucidates how the constructions of the railroads
commenced in British India. As is evident in the following paragraphs, it is
possible to see the nexus between colonization, expansion, network building
and railroad construction, imposed chiefly by the empires of the nineteenth
century –the most prominent of which is the British Empire in the case of
India. (Fig. 1, 2, 3, 4)
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A British plan for railway development in India was first initiated
in 1832, but the core of the pressure for building railways came from
London in the 1840s. In the year 1844, private entrepreneurs were
permitted to launch a railway system by Lord Hardinge, who was
the Governor-General of India. The railway age dawned in India
on 16 April 1853, when the first train ran from Bombay’s Bori
Bunder to Thane, a distance of 21 miles, marked by a 21-gun salute.
The mileage of India’s rail network grew from 838 miles in 1880
to 15,842 miles in 1880, mostly radiating inland from the three
major port cities of Bombay, Madras, and Calcutta. Most of the rail
construction was made by Indian companies under the supervision
of British engineers. They built a railway system of strong bridges
and a mixture of broad-meter and narrow-gauge tracks. By 1901
India had a rail network covering 25,373 miles.7

Figure 1: Map of India Railways, 1865
by John Dower. (Source: Illustrated
London News April 29, 1865.)

1832-1852: Industrial Railways
Madras was the center of India’s first railway proposals in 1832.8 The initial
train route constructed within the sub-continent was the Red Hill Railway.
The country’s first train, the Red Hill Railway, ran from Red Hills to
Chintadripet bridge in Madras in 1837. Therefore, it is plausible to observe
that the completion of the rail route took roughly five years. The main use of
this railroad was to transport laterite stone for road-building work in Madras.9
Eight years following the completion of India’s first railway, engineers
started to envision the Godavari Dam Construction Railway in 1845. Built
at Dowleswaram in Rajahmundry, it supplied stone for the construction of a
dam over the Godavari River.10 Both railways were the engineering products
of General Sir Arthur Thomas Cotton KCSI.11
On May 8, 1845, the British Empire incorporated the Madras Railway,
succeeded the same year by the East India Railway. Moreover, as the British
7
8
9
10
11
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General Sir Arthur Thomas Cotton KCSI (15 May 1803-24 July 1899) was a British general and
irrigation engineer. Cotton devoted his life to the construction of irrigation and navigation canals
throughout British India.

Figure 2: Map of Indian Railways in 1871
prepared by the British Government
India Office for the House of Commons
Committee. (Source: Saunders
Geographers.)
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Figure 3: Map of the Railway network in
India in 1893, from Constable’s Hand Atlas of
India by John George Bartholomew. (Source:
Historical Maps of India)
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Empire aimed at accelerating its commercial activities within the Indian subcontinent, an act of the British Parliament promulgated novel constructions,
and on August 1, 1849, the British Empire incorporated the Great Indian
Peninsular Railway. Following these developments, the British Empire
authorized the construction of the Solani Aqueduct Railway in Roorkee in
1851. As the trade-related activities and flux of goods became more widespread
within the sub-continent, the newly built railway originally transported
building materials for an aqueduct over the Solani River.12 The subsequent
year, 1852, the British Empire incorporated the Madras Guaranteed Railway
Company.

1853-1924: Passenger Railways and Expansion
Dedicated by James Broun-Ramsay,13 1st Marquess of Dalhousie, the country’s
premier passenger train commenced operations connecting Bombay’s Bori
Bunder station and Thane on April 16, 1853. The Great Indian Peninsula
Railway (GIPR) built and conducted the passenger line.14 The British Empire
promulgated the extension of the Bombay-Thane line to Kalyan with the
Thane viaducts over the Thane creek15 (India’s earliest railway bridges)
in May, 1854. The first passenger train in eastern India ran from Howrah
(near Calcutta) to Hoogly, a distance of 24 miles (39 km), on August 15, 1854.
The East Indian Railway Company (EIR) built and operated the line.16 That
year, the GIPR opened its first workshops in Byculla. In 1855, the British
Empire incorporated the BB & CI Railway, and in August of the same year,
it introduced the EIR Express and Fairy Queen steam locomotives.17 Built
and operated by the Madras Railway, South India’s first passenger train ran
from Royapuram-Veyasarapady (Madras) to Wallajah Road in Arcot on July

Figure 4: A general map of Indian railways, 1909. Scanned and reduced from personal copy of Impe
rial Gazetteer of India, volume 25 (Atlas), Oxford University Press, 1909, by John Bartholomew and
Company/Edinburgh Geographical Institute. (Source: Imperial Gazetteer of India, 1909)
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13 James Andrew Broun-Ramsay, 1st Marquess of Dalhousie KT PC (22 April 1812-19 December
1860), also known as Lord Dalhousie, styled Lord Ramsay until 1838 and known as The Earl of
Dalhousie between 1838 and 1849, was a Scottish statesman and colonial administrator in British
India. He served as Governor-General of India from 1848 to 1856.
14 “India’s 1st train: When Sahib, Sindh & Sultan blew steam.” The Times of India, 2013.
15 “IR History: Early Days – I.” The Indian Railways Fan Club (IRFCA), 2010.
16 “IR History: Early Days – I.” The Indian Railways Fan Club (IRFCA), 2010.
17 IRCTC Tourism, “The Fairy Queen.” IRCTC Tourism Official Website, 2018. Archived from the ori
ginal on 21 April 2018. Retrieved on 3 July 2020.
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1, 1856.18 The Madras Railway’s first workshop opened in Perambur (near
Madras) that year, and the British Empire extended the Bombay-Thane
line to Khopoli; then in 1858, the empire incorporated the Eastern Bengal
Railway.19 The following year, the Great South Indian and Carnatic Railways
merged to form the South Indian Railway Company. The British Empire,
then, incorporated the Calcutta Tramways Company in 1880,20 followed a
decade later by the East Coast State Railway.

networks to supply goods and provide intelligence sharing within the region.
Although a full-scale Russian invasion was unlikely, the British still insisted
on establishing rail lines along India’s northwestern frontier –now part of
Pakistan. The reason why the British Empire gave such prominence to the
region was the fact that the defense of India’s northwest frontier was essential
to the ‘Great Game’ of politics played across Central Asia by the two rivals.
The following describes the initial decision-making mechanism behind the
rail line building in the region:

The Great Game: How a Rivalry Resulted in Railroads
It is of utmost significance to analyze the Great Game and how it escalated the
construction of more railroads in Central Asia and Afghanistan to recognize
a pattern in the railroad designs throughout history. The Great Game is also
crucial since it provides undeniable evidence regarding then-upcoming
rivalries, such as the rivalry between the Empire of Japan and the Russian
Empire, which resulted in the escalation to the Russo-Japanese War of 19045. With deep historical roots, the Great Game is a compound of the rivalry
between the British and Russian Empires, the fundamental factor being the
British fear that Russians might advance to today’s India –then the British
Raj– to enhance their economic activities and trade relations by reaching for
the resources lying on the Indian sub-continent. Deprived of trade routes
which would permit them to practice additional commercial ventures and
purchase products such as silk, spice, cotton, and tea –principal goods
manufactured in the British Raj– the Russian Empire aimed at advancing
towards Afghanistan, with a view to arriving in the Indian sub-continent.
Fearing such an advancement by the Russian Empire towards India via
Afghanistan, the British Empire carved the idea of using Afghanistan as a
“buffer zone” among its policies at the height of its colonizing process.
In this view, the rail lines throughout Afghanistan and Central Asia, as
well as the financing and construction process of them, became one of the
strategic necessities of the British Empire. It is, therefore, plausible to see
a British Empire hard at work in constructing railroads and establishing
18 “Legacy of First Railway Station of South India.” RailNews, 2013.
19 “Eastern Bengal Railway.” Grace’s Guide to British Industrial History, 2019.
20 “History - The Calcutta Tramways Company [1978] Ltd.” Calcutta Tramways, 2014.
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In 1857 William Andrew, Chairman of the Scinde, Punjab & Delhi
Railway, suggested that railways to the Bolan and Khyber passes
would have a strategic role in responding to any Russian threat.1
No action was taken until 1876, when Britain decided to keep at
least one route into Afghanistan open all year round to permit the
rapid deployment of troops from Karachi to counter any threat to
India. Orders were given that a railway should be built to Quetta,
near the Afghan border, and this developed into a scheme to reach
Kandahar.21
The strategic importance of Afghanistan and Central Asia, therefore,
resulted in various railroads initiated and constructed by the British Empire.
Nevertheless, the escalation of the Second Afghan War (1878-80) delayed
the construction operations for the railways. With the start of the war, novel
necessities with utmost urgency emerged, leading to the decision of the British
Viceroy’s council on September 18, 1879 to make do with a line through the
Bolan pass usable only in fair weather. The details of the construction are as
follows:
Work began just three days later, and after four months the first 215
km of the line was complete, opening from Ruk to Sibi in January
1880. On 27 March 1880 the Morning Post commented “after three
and twenty years of apathy the necessity has been realised and now
these railways are being constructed.” The railway was built to the
1676 mm Indian broad gauge.22
21 Grantham, Andrew. “Railways of Afgahistan: Afghan Railroads, Past, Present and Future.” Railways and the Great Game, Accessed on 17 June 2020.
22 Grantham, “Railways of Afgahistan…”
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Figure 5: Northwestern Railway map scanned and cropped, from personal copy of the Imperial Ga
zetteer of India, Oxford University Press, 1908 by J. Bartholomew. Retrieved on 11 November 2016.
(Source: Imperial Gazetteer of India, Oxford University Press)

The ultimate goal, as is evident in the quotation (vide supra), was to create
a network via railway line or telegraph, which reveals, once again, how vital
intelligence sharing was for the British Empire. Therefore, geopolitics was an
inevitable component of the railroad designs in terms of the British Empire’s
open-ended rivalry with the Russian Empire and its conflict with Afghanistan
due to the empire’s increasing dominance in the region. (Fig. 5, 6)

Trans-Caspian Railway
The Russian Empire, along with Britain, was also active in playing the Great
Game. Turning Afghanistan into a chessboard where both empires would
position their pawns with certain motives behind their moves –Britain’s
legitimately claiming supremacy and dominance over the British Raj and the
76

Figure 6: Map to Illustrate the Travels of General Ferrier in Persia and Afghanistan” from Caravan
Journeys and Wanderings in Persia, Afghanistan, Turkistan, and Baluchistan; with Historical Notices
of the Countries Lying Between Russia and India by Joseph Pierre Ferrier. Second Edition 1857 by
Joseph Pierre Ferrier [Source: The University of Texas at Austin - Perry-Castañeda Library Map Col
lection: Afghanistan Maps (Historical Maps)]

Russian Empire’s striving to acquire access to Indian commercial activities.
The expansionist policy of the Russian Empire towards Central Asia
became the empire’s priority, for it deemed such enlargement as a means
of participating in Silk Road commerce. Consequently, the Russian Empire
started establishing the Trans-Caspian Railway (also called the Central
Asian Railway) in 1879. Although the railway “originally served a military
purpose of facilitating the Imperial Russian Army in actions against the local
resistance to their rule, when Lord Curzon visited the railway, he remarked
that he considered its significance went beyond local military control and
77
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threatened British interests in Asia.”23
From a strategic point of view, it is beyond doubt that the Russians
required a means of communication, for they, besides international competi
tion, were dealing with the Russian revolution in the second half of the
nineteenth century. Therefore, at the height of growing internal conflicts
with dire consequences, the Russian Empire utilized the Trans-Caspian
Railway additionally for the transfer of knowledge and information sharing.
As is evident in the map below (Fig. 7, 8), the rail line included Tashkent,
which was an important bastion for the Red Army.24 Therefore, the strategic
significance of the rail line also manifested itself when troops of the British
Indian Army participated in some of the battles along the railway line
during the Russian Revolution. The original documents published by the US
Department of the Treasury, Bureau of Statistics exhibit the detail line route
and what implications it would, consequently, have on the Russian Empire
in terms of geopolitics, economy, and trade-related activities of the empire:
The eastern extension of the trans-Caspian system, begun in 1895,
extends that line, which is already a thousand miles in length,
350 miles farther eastward to a point near the western border of
the Chinese Empire. One of the western dependencies of China is
the vast section known as East Turkestan, while West Turkestan,
which adjoins it, is a part of Southeastern Russia. The transCaspian railway, stretching eastwardly from the great Caspian Sea
a thousand miles, formerly terminated at Samarkand in central
West Turkestan. By the project of 1895 work was begun for an
addition of 350 miles eastward from Samarkand, carrying the line
to Andijan, in the province of Fergana, upon the eastern border of
West Turkestan and bordering upon the Chinese possession of East
Turkestan. While East Turkestan is a sparsely settled territory, the
possible importance of this extension of the Russian system to the
borders of China at this point is very considerable in its strategic
and future commercial possibilities. Stretching eastwardly from
Andijan, West Turkestan, the terminals of the line now being
23 Gerace, Michael P. Military Power, Conflict and Trade: Military Spending, International Commerce and
Great Power Rivalry. Routledge, 2004: p. 182.
24 Joshi, Nirmala. “Reconnecting India and Central Asia: Emerging Security and Economic Dimen
sions.” Central Asia-Caucasus Institute & Silk Road Studies Program, 2010: p. 27.
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Figure 7: A map of the Central Asian Railway in 1922. The railway ran from Krasnovodsk to Kokand
and Tashkend via Askabad, Bokhara and Samarkand by Hawley, W. A. (Walter Augustus), 1863-1920.
(Source: Oriental Rugs, Antique and Modern)

completed, lies a comparatively level section, through which caravan
routes have for centuries extended, connecting China with Europe
across this arid district.25

Trans-Siberian Railway
In the aftermath of the construction of the Trans-Caspian Railway, the Russian
Empire had grown more ambitious since the Russian mindset dictated that
‘political power came from economic power’. The Russian idea of reaching
out to the British Raj did not vanish. On the contrary, it grew even more
persistent once the Great Game surged in the relation to both countries.
Deprived of natural resources and colonies like those of the British Empire, the
Russian Empire carved another idea in mind: constructing another railroad.
25 Department of the Treasury, Bureau of Statistics. “The Russian Empire and the Trans-Siberian
Railway.” U.S. Government Printing Office, 1899: p. 2505.
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Figure 9: Route of Trans-Siberian railway in Turkmenistan. (Source: The English School)

Figure 8: Route of Trans-Caspian railway in Turkmenistan. Retrieved on June 18, 2020. (Source: The
UN Cartographic Section.)

Yet, this time more comprehensive, more connective, and more resilient. An
influential minister in the Russian Government, Sergei Witte, established the
Trans-Siberian Railroad as its pet project. Firmly believing that Siberia was
an underexploited region of the Russian Empire, Witte thought that such a
convoluted railroad would result in (1) the exploitation of the Siberian region
along with the harvest of its natural resources and (2) expand the empire’s
commerce with East Asia. The ultimate motive behind the Russian Empire,
as stated, was to eliminate the barriers to the trade routes and to not lose
competitiveness with the British Empire in the world scene in terms of trade
and commerce of Indian-based goods and produce. (Fig. 9)
Seeking expansionist policies, the Russian Empire’s long-term goals
by establishing such an impeccable railroad did not, as has been the case
throughout history–remain hidden. The Russian Empire’s salient enterprises
of expanding its borders drew criticism from the other two most prominent
80

empires of the globe during the late nineteenth century, namely the British
Empire and the Empire of Japan. So much so that the Empire of Japan
regarded the expansionist endeavors of the Russian Empire as a grand
threat to the imperialist concepts created and promulgated by the Empire of
Japan. Although not as widely mentioned as the strategic issues regarding
the Liaodong Peninsula –or specifically the Port Arthur– the Trans-Siberian
Railway is also among the reasons as to why the Russo-Japanese War of
1904-5 escalated. Attracting the attention of the Empire of Japan, the Russian
Empire created an atmosphere in Eurasia where tension among the three
glorious empires mounted, if not putrefied.
Witte’s ideas dovetailed with those of Czar Alexander III, who saw the
growth of a Russian population in Siberia as a way to secure the country’s
eastern border. So, in 1891, Russia broke ground on a railroad that would
connect one side of its immense bulk to the other. This, from the Japanese
point of view, was quite alarming. Prior to the Trans-Siberian Railroad, Russia
seemed like it was mostly focused on European affairs. The more the country
turned its eyes east, the more worried Japanese policymakers became about
Russian intentions.26
26 Beauchamp, Zack. “The Trans-Siberian Railway reshaped world history.” Vox, 2016.
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Beauchamp’s words (vide supra) reveal how the Russian Empire created a
new loop where the Empire of Japan would fill it with territorial and commercial
rivalry, further escalating the tensions between the Russian Empire and the
Empire of Japan –both seeking ways to expand in East Asia via railroads. The
rivalry and competition between the Russian Empire and the Empire of Japan
in the late 19th century were at its most severe, given this fact. Coinciding with
the aftermath of the First Sino-Japanese War, China’s ceding Taiwan, Penghu,
and the Liaodong Peninsula to the Empire of Japan trigged the Russian Empire
to a greater extend, resulting in the Russo-Japanese War of 1904-5, as shall be
discussed in the following section. (Fig. 10)
In an academic debate as to the strategic value of the Trans-Siberian
Railroad, scholars Felix Patrikeeff and Harry Shukman bring up a novel
perspective by implying that the territorial ambitions of the Russian Empire
in terms of its commercial activities had always been Western-oriented. As
the empire long sought to be in closer relations with the European markets
–particularly after the development of the railroads in continental Europe,
the Empire of Japan, previously, did not deem the Russian Empire as a
strategic threat. “As long as Russia’s center of gravity remained well to the
western, European part of its territory, it posed no threat to Japan’s territorial
ambitions,” scholars Felix Patrikeeff and Harry Shukman argue. “But when
Russia embarked on the construction of the Trans-Siberian Railway, Japan
was alarmed.”27 The nexus between the railroads and the Russo-Japanese
War, therefore, once again, outlay the significance of strategic locations
and geopolitics in world history as the determinant factor behind empires’
motives of connecting regions to one another.

Railroads of the Glorious Empires in the late 19th Century

Figure 10: Historical map of the Trans-Siberian Railway. (Source: Trans-Siberian Russia)

It is reasonable to commence with the background of the Russo-Japanese
War and what led the Russian Empire and the Empire of Japan to wage war
one another. Both the Russian Empire and the Empire of Japan, as has been
mentioned throughout the paper, were two of the greatest empires in the

early twentieth century, both having carried out imperialist and expansionist
policies in the Asian continent and having a territorial claim to Asia. In
the case of the Empire of Japan, it is commonly understood that the SinoJapanese War of 1894-1895, fought over Korea’s independence, allowed the
Empire of Japan to acquire Taiwan, granting the empire extraterritoriality
privileges. Followed by the Treaty of Shimonoseki, Li Hung-chang and Ito
Hirobumi negotiated, and the Empire of Japan was given plenty of territories,
further allowing her to expand its territorial borders. The terms of the treaty
obliged China to recognize the independence of Korea, over which it had
traditionally held suzerainty; to cede Taiwan, the Pescadores Islands, and
the Liaodong (south Manchurian) Peninsula to Japan; and to open the ports
of Shashi, Chongqing, Suzhou, and Hangzhou to Japanese trade28 as Paine
states.29 However, The Triple Intervention of 1895, secured by Russia, France,
and Germany, subsequently required Japan to retrocede the Liaodong

27 Patrikeeff, Felix & Shukman, Harold. Railways and the Russo-Japanese War: Transporting War. Rout
ledge, 2007.

28 This treaty of commerce and navigation was agreed upon July 21, 1896.
29 Paine, S. C. M. The Sino-Japanese War of 1894-1895: Perceptions, Power, and Primacy. Cambridge Uni
versity Press, 2005.
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Peninsula to China in return for an additional indemnity of 30,000,000 taels.30
Therefore, with the Triple Intervention of Germany, Russia, France in 1895,
the Empire of Japan was forced to return the Liaotung Peninsula and Port
Arthur to China, which would, later on, signify one of the casus belli 31 for the
Empire of Japan.

Port Arthur
Having given the background knowledge as to Japanese Imperialism, it is of
utmost significance to state the geopolitical and geographical importance of
the Lüshunkou District –which is a district of Dalian, in Liaoning province,
China. Also previously pronounced Lüshun City or Lüshun Port, the Russian
Empire formerly named it both Port Arthur and Ryojun. The present research
mentions Lüshunkou District as Port Arthur, for it was the name of the district
during the Russo-Japanese War. The location of the Port Arthur is at the
extreme southern tip of the Liaodong Peninsula. In geopolitical and military
terms, Port Arthur was of surpassing significance both for the Russian Empire
and the Empire of Japan in the early twentieth century. (Fig. 11, 12)
A crucial access spot for both empires, the port harbored pre-eminent
geopolitical value, especially for the Russian Empire, for various purposes.
Explicitly put, it was manifest that the Russian Empire was looking forward
to a warm port for the transportation of its products for a considerable period.
The Suez Canal was an opportunity; however, as the British Empire had the
dominance over the Suez Canal and she also refused access to the Suez Canal
for the Russian Empire –the Russians desired a port that would ease its way
to the Indian sub-continent to conduct trade in India. Without any other
options to access to the Indian sub-continent, the Russian Empire had to sail
along the Indian ocean. Since the Suez Canal opened, the Russian Empire had
been using the Cape Route when the British Empire refused passage through
the Suez Canal. In the 1904-5 Russo-Japanese War, the Dogger Bank incident
(Jackson) forced the Russian fleet to sail around Africa as well, which was not
30 Treaty of Shimonoseki. Shunpanrou Hall, Shimonoseki, Yamaguchi Prefecture, Honshu, Japan,
where the Treaty of Shimonoseki was signed in 1895. See, The Editors of Encyclopaedia Britannica.
“Treaty of Shimonoseki.” Encyclopædia Britannica, Inc., 2020.
31 An event or action that justifies or allegedly justifies a war or conflict.
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Figure 11: Images from the Leonard A. Lauder Collection of Japanese Postcards at the Museum of
Fine Arts, Boston. Unless otherwise indicated, all are by unidentified artists and date from the 19041905 war years. (Source: Massachusetts Institute of Technology © 2010 Visualizing Cultures)

Figure 12: Port Arthur city plan Lüshunkou/Lvshunkou District (Ryojun), China. (Source: Alamy)
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a convenient route for the Russian Empire. Another remarkable fact is that
in the early twentieth century, all the ports of the Russian Empire at the time
were in cold spots, which hindered the mobility of the boats and ships to a
substantial degree. Geographically fit, Port Arthur became a prominent spot
to start and reshape the Russian Empire’s projects. As the construction of the
railway tracks set out –dealt with in more detail in the following section–
the Russian Empire employed too many soldiers at the Port (Arthur). The
deployment of soldiers served a beneficial purpose of intimidating the
Japanese regime –as the Japanese at the time were attempting to establish
their domination in the Korean Peninsula. What is striking is that when the
Empire of Japan tried to oppose the deployment of the Russian soldiers, the
Russian Empire merely shrugged them off and did not pay much heed to the
opposition, which would be another triggering event that would lead up to
the Russo-Japanese War. Therefore, as its location signifies, Port Arthur is an
excellent natural harbor, the possession, and control of which became a casus
bello of the Russo-Japanese War (1904-1905). (Fig. 13)

The South Manchuria Railway
Officially South Manchuria Railway Company, or Mantetsu32, was a
comprehensive National Policy Company of the Empire of Japan, the
principal function of which was the operation of railways on the Dalian–
Fengtian (Mukden)–Changchun (called Xinjing from 1931 to 1945) corridor
in northeastern China, as well as on several branch lines. Strategically of
tremendous significance, the South-Manchurian Railway was geopolitically
pivotal in Asia. The railway granted access to East Asian resources, Chinese
and Japanese goods –silk, cotton, and porcelain, and a more prominent claim
to Asia in general. The Russian Empire built the mainline from Changchun
to Port Arthur, called Lüshun under Russian rule, between 1898 and 1903 as
the southern branch of their Chinese Eastern Railway according to the 1896
secret treaty and the 1898 lease convention between Qing China and Imperial
Russia in the aftermath of the First Sino-Japanese War. Once one of China’s
most strategically vital and economically prosperous transportation nodes,
32 Japanese: 滿鐵
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Figure 13: China-Dalian / Ottoman Map/Siege of Port Arthur (1904-5): [ روتراروپ... برح الشابMap of
the Russian-Japanese War]. Place and Year: Constantinople: Matbaa-i Askeriye, 1905. [Source: Otto
man Military Press (Matbaa-i Askeriye)]

the South Manchuria Railway, the Chinese Eastern Railway, and the cities
along it fell on hard times.
Built at the turn of the 20th century on land forcibly leased from the
increasingly frail Qing dynasty, Russia saw the line as a way to shorten travel
times between Moscow and the Russian Far East, including the strategic ports
of Vladivostok and Port Arthur –now known as Lüshun– by cutting through
China’s vast northeastern hinterlands. Though largely forgotten today, the
railway had an immense impact on the history of modern Northeast Asia and
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history –specifically in the late nineteenth century– the fundamental
factor lying behind empires’ constructing railroads was identical: strategic
empowerment.

Conclusion

Figure 14: Promotional postcard issued by the South Manchuria Railway Co., which provides the
“Shortest and quickest route between the Far East and Europe via Dairen”. The South Manchuria
Railway network is shown in orange. Published by John Barnes & Co. Ltd, London, in the 1920s.
(Source: South Manchuria Railway Co.)

played a key role in inciting the Russo-Japanese War.33 (Fig. 14)
Therefore, it is reasonable to observe a trend wherefrom the final conse
quences of the First Sino-Japanese War until the escalation of the RussoJapanese War of 1904-5, railroads have shaped world history. As was the
case in the railroads constructed throughout Afghanistan stemming from the
famous historical theory, the Great Game, the leading rivalry between the
Russian Empire and the Empire of Japan resulted in (1) construction of a
plethora of railways and (2) strategic battles in the Asian context. Although
the regions, empires, and railroads themselves vary and evolve throughout
33 Te, Ma. “The Railway Relics of the Russo-Japanese War.” Sixth Tone: Fresh Voices from Today’s
China, 2019.
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The evolutionary stage of railroad designs for both the Great Game—
resulting in the railroads of Afghanistan and the Russo-Japanese War have
one idea in common: geopolitical strategy. Afghanistan, Central Asia, and
Northern China –then known as Manchuria– had been home to various
railroads for strategic purposes. India, as another example, also consisted
of several railroads ranging from one corner of the country to another.
There are differing aims behind each empires’ motives for constructing
railroads. However, the ultimate goal remained the same, reaching out to
the strategically or resource-wise significant regions of the globe. The British
Empire, for instance, constructed railways and promulgated the extension of
them throughout the history of the British Raj. The British Empire conducted
such an extensive building of railways, for it envisioned the enhancement
of commercial activities throughout the Indian sub-continent. Furthermore,
it also utilized Afghanistan as a ‘buffer zone’ and turned the region into a
plethora of railroads to ensure intelligence and information sharing, as well
as to conduct trade and shield the zone from a potential Russian intervention.
The second theoretical part of the present research demonstrates that
the rivalry between the Russian Empire and the Empire of Japan, similarly,
resulted in the development of plenty of railways. The Russian Empire, to have
a stronger claim to Central Asia and threaten the hegemony and dominance
of the Empire of Japan, designed the Trans-Caspian and Trans-Siberian
Railways. The Empire of Japan, on the other hand, seized the operation of
the South Manchuria Railway in the aftermath of the Russo-Japanese War
of 1904-5. In 1905, after Russia’s defeat in the Russo-Japanese War, this area
was taken over by Japan as the South Manchuria Railway Zone. Mantetsu
was established in 1906 to operate the railways taken over from the Russians.
Therefore, as is indisputably demonstrated throughout the paper, the
strategic advantage of certain regions has been tremendously instrumental in
railroad designs. Moreover, the strategically significant locations such as Port
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Arthur, for geopolitical and military purposes, marked among the reasons
why such a drastic war as the Russo-Japanese War of 1904-5 escalated.
In conclusion, railroads –especially the trans-railroads and the ones
constructed in strategically significant regions– are excellent sources that
shed light on the events that characterized the turning points in world
history. In this view, Trans-Caspian Railway, Trans-Siberian Railway, South
Manchurian Railway, along with the railroads of Afghanistan and India,
constructed by the British Empire, are not merely means of transportation of
people or goods. They also functioned and operated as strategic moves that
the glorious empires of the nineteenth century which sought to implement
their imperialist and expansionist policies. Especially within the context of
the imperialism of the Empire of Japan, colonialism of the British Empire
and the Russian Empire’s trials of reaching out to (1) Indian and Chinese
commerce and (2) warm water ports, railroads gained even more momentum,
for they acted as mediators of empires’ reaching their goals.
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Tracing the Royal, Romantic and Demonic Roots
of the Nio Warrior Guardian
Jennifer Norris

The Nio (or Kongo Rikishi, 金剛力士) duo that menacingly greets entrants
to ancient Buddhist temples of Japan has a layered and mysterious history
developed through the interactions of Mahayana Buddhism, emerging from
northern India, with ancient Indo-Greek, Central Asian and Chinese and
Hindu cultural influences, as well as the wider mix of culture and commerce
that interacted along the silk road trade routes where Buddhism first spread
eastward. The Nio’s ancient history lies in this mixture and is most readily
traceable through a study of the symbolic attributes in the remnants of
ancient sites marking the religion’s spread. While one might mistake them
as a uniquely Japanese phenomena, the Nio retains much of the aesthetic
material of much earlier dvarapalas, or temple gatekeepers, found millennia
ago in central India, and reoccurring throughout archaic figures found across
modern day Afghanistan, western and central China, and Korea prior to its
appearance in Japan.
Importantly, the Nio are also vajradhara (bearer of the ancient religious
weapon the vajra, or lightning bolt/diamond). Vajrapani and dvarapala are
unique characters in that they not only stylistically adapt to host cultures
across geographical expanses and time, a development that takes place across
the Buddhist pantheon, but they also appear, at least until reaching China,
to uniquely integrate local ruler symbolism, and in some cases the rulers
themselves, assume deified protector-warrior roles. In both mythological
symbolism and practical usage, then, the vajra and vajradhara represent and
facilitate coalescence of the perceived spiritual and mundane world, and a
variety of players and perspectives. This category of vajradhara includes the
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Nio along with a host of other deities, though many other factors influence
their particular roles.
It is important to look at how the weapons make the warrior, contribute
to the perception of what the ideal warrior is, and even help define what
the aspiring warrior becomes, from the influence of martial philosophies
on action to decisions about mechanical martial responses themselves (that
is, the technical development of martial arts systems). Jarrod Whitaker
theorizes that the vajra, known as the dorje in Tibet, “functions as a key tool to
naturalize specific metaphysical truths, while enforcing certain sociopolitical
relationships” and that the religious function of the tool itself acted in part as
a means of subjugating the Kshatriya warrior caste to the priestly Brahminic
caste, entwining their relationship and yet empowering both. This process
initiated in the Vedic varna system long before the occurrence of our subjects
of study, though similar templates of interaction hold and may prove active
in later evolutions of vajra-bearers. This study therefore seeks to analyze
elements of the evolution of the iconographic symbolism of the Nio as a
vajrapani to begin to unravel the character that has been prominent in certain
traditional Asian martial arts, with a particular focus on the relationship to
the king as demonstrated through ornamentation, and the significance of
the channavira chain, a torso ornamentation of divergent symbolic relevance
present on diverse iterations of the vajrapani, including possible ties to the
army of the core tempter of Buddha Shakyamuni, Mara, the ‘devil’ figure
of Mahayana Buddhism, incorporating the embodiment of the channavira
feature in the greater scheme of the Nio's essential physicality.

Who is the Nio?
Any one figure among the Buddhist pantheon may be hard to pin down, given
the high level of local cultural and linguistic adaptation across territories and
narratives, symbolic and ideological development across time that reflected in
the blossoming of a myriad of associated figures. The Nio, as a vajrapani, finds
its earliest antecedent in Buddhism as an attendant to Buddha Shakyamuni,
but can also be found in Hindu traditions as vajradhara, in the form of Indra,1
1

Lamotte, Etienne ‘Vajrapāņi en Inde’, in Mélanges de Sinologie offerts à Monsieur Paul Demiéville
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who famously smote his enemies with the vajra, a weapon identified in the
Rigveda as “his heavenly bolt of thunder Tvastar fashioned”, and in other
cases, designed from the diamond bones of the sage Dadhichi2 and used it to
decapitate the serpentine Vrtra, (a demigod who was blocking the waters).3
Subsequent to its adoption in Buddhism, the figure wound a multifaceted
path, undergoing enormous aesthetic transformation, particularly during
the early years of Mahayana expansion, coinciding with early integration in
Central Asia and China, approximately from the 1st century BCE through
the 7th century CE. The Nio that first entered Japan on the Hokke Sesso plaque
(銅板法華説相図 or Bronze Plaque of the Lotus Sutra) in the 7th century was
a fully developed figure, with little alteration from its renderings in earlier
Chinese cave temples in either stature or positioning (Fig. 1). So, while we
begin with an analysis of the figure as it stands in the exterior gates of some
Japanese Buddhist temples, we also have to take a look back to its transitions
elsewhere.
While the vajrapani became central in the Vajrayana strain of Buddhism that
picked up speed in the 6-8th century CE, centuries after Mahayana Buddhism
had already reached its easternmost destination in Japan, this research
focuses on the Nio specifically, as a derivation of the original Mahayana
vajrapani, though I do look to later manifestations of the Vajrayana vajrapani
to further substantiate a point surrounding the channavira significance. I seek
to expose a number of topics for further research that have not been fully
addressed, including the role of the image of the vajrapani and dharvapala (gate
keeper) symbolism in connecting royalty to martial protection of Buddhism
as it correlates to the potential of the vajra as an actual weapon according to
its style of handling and depictions, and the appearance of a beaded chain
ornamentation on the sculpted figure that appears to integrate into and
alter the anatomy over time, resulting in abnormally patterned abdominal
muscles and other facets that tie the Kongo Rikishi to Mara’s Army as depicted
in Sanchi Stupa I, a central Indian temple built around the 3rd century BC.

2
3
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I, (Bibliothèque de l’Institut des Hautes Études Chinoises XX), Paris 1966, pp. 113-59
“The Great Sage Dadhichi https://web.archive.org/web/20070421195923/http://www.urday.com/
dadichi.html
Thus, was Indra, by wielding the vajra against his enemy “giving life to the Sun and Dawn and
Heavens” in Book I, Hymn XXII of the Rigveda The Rigveda. Translated by Ralph Griffith. 2018.
Global Grey Book 1: Hymn 32. P 30. Lines 2-4.
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Figure 1: Hokke Sesso Plaque with first
recorded Nio in Japan in Bottom Corners.
Edited.

Vajra Legacy of the Vedic Period
Much of the Nio’s iconography can be traced back to a pre-Buddhist origin,
beginning with the mysterious weapon of the vajra itself, but including the
Nio’s posture, the vajra-bearer’s role as a guardian king, and the positioning
of the deities itself as a protector of the Buddha. Analysis of certain aspects
of these features involve a deep-dive into the archaeological past of the IndoAryan groups which first introduced the vajra-bearer Indra to India and
Central Asia, as well as the development of the role between Kshatriya and
Brahmin, two important symbiotic varna classifications, as the classifications
themselves began to develop and become differentiated.4
Some have connected the vajra to the copper bar celt of the Indo-Aryan
southward migration and others to Yamnaya groups who share linguistic
features with the Indo-Aryans. Falk, Das Gupta and Kuznetsov separately
linked semi-psychological, semi-functional weapons found in the Copper
Hoard Culture to the vajra, including copper bar celts (Falk, 1993),5
4

Whitaker, Jarod. “I Boldly Took the Mace (Vájra) for Might: Ritually Weaponizing a Warrior’s
Body in Ancient India”. International Journal of Hindu Studies. 20, 1: 51-94 (2015). DOI 10.1007/
s11407-015-9184-z.
5 Falk, H (1993) “Copper Hoard Weapons and the Vedic vajra”, South Asian Archaeology 1993, Pro
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anthropomorphic figures (Das Gupta, 2009)6 and cudgels found in burial
mounds that were “by far the largest metal object found in a Yamnaya grave”,
held by the status-holding male figure, the focus of the burial mound, dating
approximately 3000-2900 BCE (Kuznetsov, 2005).7 The latter claim indicates
that the object in the Agyo’s (the open-mouthed Nio usually positioned on
the right and most commonly carrying the vajra) hands may trace nearly
5000 years back to primitive Indo-Aryan warriors. Notably, both the
copper bar celts and the tomb cudgels are weapons designed to be thrown
or swung, in accord with Vedic descriptions of the vajra. The shape of the
vajra is transformed over time. After analyzing representations of the vajra
across time, Zin suggests that extant representations of the vajra are more
closely modeled on the Greek kerounos, or lightning bolt, which, interestingly
enough, was also used by Zeus to slay a giant serpentine being.8 Monika
Zin demonstrates a further connection with Vedic literature; in her study of
vajrapani reliefs, she found that determining that the positioning of the vajra
in the hands indicates the vajrapani’s role in a given narrative.9 There are two
main positions, as can be seen in Agyo10 and his counterpart, typically to the
left of the gateway and with a closed mouth, the Ungyo,11 along with their
Chinese, Korean and Central Asian counterparts. In narratives where the
vajra is held in the left hand, the character is standing by, much like Ungyo,
and observing with a readiness to action that hasn’t yet been activated. Aloft,
in the right hand indicates a readiness to fight, as demonstrated by Agyo,

6
7
8

9
10
11
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ceedings of the 12th International Conference of South Asian Archaeologists in Helsinki, ed Par
pola, A (et al), Helsinki 1994, pp 193-206.
Tapan Kumar Das Gupta, “Die Anthropomorphen Figuren der Kupferhortfunde aus Indien”, Jahrbuch des Römisch-Germanischen Zentralmuseums Mainz, 56, 2009, 39-80.
Kuznetsov, P. “An Indo-Iranian Symbol of Power in the Earliest Steppe Kurgans”. The Institute
of History and Archaeology of the Volga Region. Samara, Russia. Journal of Indo-European Studies.
Volume 33, Number 3 & 4, Fall/Winter 2005. P10-11.
Monika Zin, “Vajrapāņi in the Narrative Reliefs, in: Migration”, Trade and Peoples, Part 2: Gandha
ran Art, ed. C. Fröhlich, The British Association for South Asian Studies, (Proceedings of the 18th
International Conference of the European Association of South Asian Archaeologists in London
2005) 73-83.
Monika Zin, “Vajrapāņi in the Narrative Reliefs, in: Migration” pp. 73-83.
Agyo is the open-mounthed, figure to the right when facing Niomon temple gates, who bears the
vajra in a raised hand.
Ungyo is the closed mouth figure typically to the left of the Niomon entryway at temple gates in
Japan, with lowered hand symbolizing forebearance.
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Figure 2: Ungyo (left) and Agyo (right) Hand Gestures of Forbearance and Attack. Edited.

and connected by Zin to Indra’s vajradaksina position12 in the battle against
Vrtra, in which the deity is likewise compelled to take the vajra in the hand,
indicating battle action.13 We can see these echoes in the hand positioning of
Agyo and Ungyo, in which the active Agyo indicates attack, and the downfacing palms of Ungyo indicate forbearance (Fig. 2).

The Kings Guard the Gates
Through a study of Vedic texts, Whitaker concludes that between 1000- 600
BCE, with the development of class divisions between Brahmin priests and
Kshatriya warriors, the vajra was increasingly symbolic of the Kshatriya
warrior class. As the Kshatriya class was thought capable of rule, kings were
ceremoniously handed vajras during coronations, symbolically dedicating
their service to the Brahmin priests and the relationship between Brahmin and
Kshatriya was reinforced by symbolic splitting of the vajra into four pieces, two
held by each side, during the slaying of Vrtra.14 A more extensive study might
be conducted on the symbiotic relationship between the religious and warrior
classes, and the role of consecrated weapons in maintaining relationships, as
12 This is translated from Sanskrit as “holding a thunderbolt in the right hand” according to Sanskri
ta.org, Last modified on 17 August 2012, at 01:47. Accessed https://www.sanskrita.org/wiki/index.
php?title=vajra.
13 Monika Zin, “Vajrapāņi in the Narrative Reliefs, in: Migration” pp. 73-83.
14 According to Whitaker, “… two pieces become the sacrificial post and wooden sword of priests,
and two become the chariot and bow and arrows of Kshatriyas”. Whitaker, Jarod. “I Boldly Took
the Mace (Vájra) for Might: Ritually Weaponizing a Warrior’s Body in Ancient India”. P 54.
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well as study in the symbolism of the features of the vajra, as it clearly doesn’t
attempt to appear to be a deadly weapon in the way that a more functional
blade or projectile might. Yet, we can begin to establish that the relationship
of the vajrapani with the king, perhaps more closely than other deities,
continued past Vedic times and was in fact part of the social understanding
and role of the figure. We can again look to the transformations of renderings
of the primitive vajrapani across time. It is not enough to point to the flowing,
crown-like ribbons or fiery hair that often protrude from the Nio’s mostly
bald scalp, or to reference that their later manifestations as Heng and Ha are
referred to in China as 仁王 or ‘benevolent kings’. It could be that the figures
were societally static, representing kings of old and not contemporarily
relevant, or that the principle evidenced by Whitaker of utilizing the vajra as
a means of connecting the religious to martial class had evolved. We should
examine first the continuation of linkage with historical kings, dating back
to a figure that has not yet been connected with the vajrapani, the Bharhut
yavana, a dvarapala styled after an Indo-Greek warrior, some allege to be King
Menander.15
The Nio, as a dvarapala, shares symbolism with non-vajra bearing dvarapala
that may speak to the function and development of the character. The
earliest example found of a royal door guardian is the Bharhut yavana (Fig.
3), Interestingly, through the Gandharan period the guardian figure would
continue to often be foreigners and Greek. The Bharhut yavana, dating back to
the 1st or 2nd century BCE, is robed in what appears to be a sleeved tunic with
the belly button exposed. There is only one figure, and it is crowned with a
Greek king’s headband,16 the likes of which we can see in other renderings
of yavana (foreigners) at both Bharhut and Sanchi stupa sites. We can see
adoption of royal headgear echoed in the Kizil Cave Vajrapani dvarapala of
the 5th century (Fig. 5) and in the skull and flame crowns of tantric vajrapani
popularized through Vajrayana Buddhism. The wisping bands around the
head, as if blown by wind, are similar to the windswept headbands in certain
Nio such as that of Todai-ji. While the figure is Greek, it doesn’t yet show
much Greek sculptural influence. The heroic musculature hasn’t yet been
15 Banerjea, J. N., and J. N. Banerji. “A BHARHUT RAILING SCULPTURE.” Proceedings of the Indian
History Congress 10 (1947): 65-68. Accessed June 25, 2020. www.jstor.org/stable/44137105
16 Boardman, John. The Diffusion of Classical Art in Antiquity, 1993, p. 112 Note 91
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Figure 3: Bharhut yavana, triple vajra/sankosho, triratna. Edited.

integrated and the figure is of average stature. Absent of a vajra, the Yavana’s
weapon is a sword with wraps crossing over a triratna, heading what appears
to be a staff or stick. This triratna (Fig. 3) is symbolic of Buddhism’s three jewels
the Buddha, the Dharma and the Sangha, a symbol reflective of the meaning
of the vajra as the Dharma, borne by the protector of the Buddha. Structurally,
the stick and three prongs are comparable to trident vajra, albeit one-sided.
The later vajras come in a variety of shapes, outlined by Louis Frederic, who
identifies the three pointed vajras, known in Japan as sankosho, in the material
and spiritual universe, these three points represent the Triratna, the ‘three
jewels’ of Buddhism (the Buddha, the Dharma and the Samgha), the three
mysteries of word, thought and action.”17 This seems to be the earliest extant
example of delegation of the Dharma-bearing symbolism to a foreigner
(as we see becomes popular in the Gandharan period) and to the dvarapala
rather than a more central figure. If there is a connection to later vajrapani,
the Bharhut Yavana may be an early indicator of the habit of adopting local
17 Frederic, Louis. Transl. by Nissim Marshall. Flammarion Iconographic Guide: Buddhism. Paris, Fran
ce. 1995. P65.
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royalty as religious protectors, common to the narrative vajrapani; though the
positioning of the dharma guardian at the door resembles later dhvarapala
vajrapani.
Connections to an incorporated Herakles figure can be identified in the
flowering of Gandharan Indo-Greek influence include the loincloth, lion or
tiger skin,18 wind scarf, musculature and lower-body stance. These aspects
derived from Gandharan art have been covered extensively by Behrendt,19
Brancaccio and Behrendt,20 and Mairs,21 and so won’t be touched on here.
The association of the vajrapani with Herakles during the period of flourishing
of Gandharan art has been well-documented, so we won’t go into detail of
that aesthetic transformation here, except to say that the protective figure
gained significance and predominance among visual renderings of certain
events of the Buddha’s life, particularly conversions. If we are to analyze the
figure from the proposed vantage point of a connection with kings, the choice
of Herakles is not far off the mark. It must be remembered that the IndoGreek kings since Alexander the Great frequently represented themselves
as Herakles in coinage,22 and primitive portraits would incorporate parts
of the Heraklean iconography into their own, predominantly the lionskin
headdress and the club as outlined by Tarn23 and Narain.24 In Nahapana,
of the 1-2nd century Kshaharata dynasty of northern India, we find a ruler
influenced by the Greeks, who inscribed both vajra ‘three jewels’ symbol on
coins, along with his face and depictions of Greek gods (Fig. 4),25 indicating

18 While the tiger-skin was theorized to have developed locally from Chinese tribes, Crowell and
Hsing provided substantial evidence otherwise. Crowell, William and Hsing, I-Tien. “Heracles in
the East: The Diffusion and Transformation of His Image in the Arts of Central Asia, India, and
Medieval China”. Asia Major. Vol. 18. No. 2. (2005) pp 103-154. Accessed from https://www.jstor.
org/stable/41649907.
19 Behrendt, K. The Art of Gandhara in the Metropolitan Museum of Art. New Haven: Yale Univer
sity Press. 2007.
20 Brancaccio, P., Behrendt, K. Gandharan Buddhism: Archaeology, Art, Texts. UBC Press. Vancouver,
Toronto. 2006.
21 R. Mairs, The Archaeology of the Hellenistic Far East. A Survey. Bactria, Central Asia and the
Indo-Iranian Borderlands, c.300 BC-AD 100 (Oxford, 2011); Holt (n. 7).
22 Vasishtha Dev Mohan, Mehta. The Indo-Greek Coins. Ludhiana: Indological Research Institute.
1967.
23 Tarn, W.W., et al. The Greeks in Bactria and India. 3rd Edition. Chicago: Ares Publisher. 1984.
24 Narain, A.K. The Indo-Greeks. B.R. Publishing. 2003.
25 The Coin Galleries: Western Kshatrapas: Kshaharata Dynasty http://coinindia.com/galleries-ksha
haratas.html
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Figure 4: Nahapana coin with 3 pronged vajra. Edited.

that in some cases even non-Greek rulers would use the Greek gods as a sign
of authority. We can understand, therefore, from the association of Herakles
to royalty that extended past the Greeks, that the Heraklean depictions may
not be a deviation from the apparent connection of the narrative vajrapani
to kings. Alexander himself was known to deeply identify with the figure
of Herakles, comparing his own life adventures to the mythical figure and
aspiring to outdo him.26
At Kizil in the Cave of the Statues, the royalty connection continues with
a wall painting the Vajrapani, dating around the 5th century CE that suggests
an Indo-Iranian influence on the rendering of Vajrapani. This depiction has
been associated with the Sasanian god Verethragna (Bahram), who was, in the
same centuries of the Heraklean Vajrapani (148 B.C.), sculpted as Herakles as
a cave temple guardian in Kermanshah, Iran, and from whom a lineage of
6 Sasanian kings took their names between 271 and 591 CE.27 Much like the
Heraklean casting, Verethragna had a close historic connection with royalty
as well. Of the Kizil Vajrapani (Fig. 5), it is stated:
His divinity is indicated by a halo. On his head is a diadem decorated
with beads and disks, with a white and hanging from either side;
rising from it are plumes of feathers at the sides and in the center
a large, ornamented disk. Similar diadems appear in Sasanian artfor example, on a stone relief of the third century A.D. from Sar
26 Arrian, translated by Hamilton, J.R. The Campaigns of Alexander. 1958. England: Clays Ltd.
27 Department of Ancient Near Eastern Art. “List of Rulers of the Sasanian Empire.” In Heilbrunn Timeline of Art History. New York: The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 2000. http://www.metmuseum.
org/toah/hd/saru/hd_saru.htm (March 2016)
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Figure 5: Kizil Cave Vajrapani, Edited, Citation Below

Meshed that depicts King Bahram II as a lion slayer (Ghirshman
1962, figs. 215, 216). Roman Ghirshman has pointed out that a
royal crown decorated with eagle feathers was originally the symbol
of the Avestian god of victory, Verethragna. Verethragna had the
same function as Indra, the Vedic god of war, who was included in
the Buddhist pantheon.28
While the headgear in the dhvarapala vajrapani of Ajanta caves is damaged and
rather difficult to make out, it appears to be a form of royal headgear as well.
The Ajanta vajrapani, along with its corresponding dhvarapala Avalokitesvara
wear elaborate ornamental crown headgear that is so delicately rendered
that it has been assumed that the painters were familiar with palace or court
paintings, indicating another association with royalty (Fig. 6). Harkening
now to an amalgamate of ancient gods, Verethragna, Indra, and Herakles,
and now adopting the form of a temporal ruler, the musculature of the

28 The Ancient Silk Routes: Central Asian Art from the West Berlin State Museums. The Metropolitan
Museum of Art. New York. P68.
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Figure 6: Ajanta Cave Vajrapani Edited

Gandharan figure has turned into a lean form, and the figure is seated with
one leg poised for movement, the right hand raised and holding a flywhisk
with which he attends to the Buddha, the right hand is grasping the vajra
with a fist shaped in a mudra.
It seems that from its earliest depictions, the narrative vajrapani was often
related to mythical and actual representations of existing kings, perhaps
indicating a continuation of the ancient Vedic symbiosis. This is echoed in
the Gandharan representations of the figure as Herakles, to the Kizil and
Ajanta, Central Asian and Indian representations, and even possibly tracing
back to the role of the Bharhut yanava. While the Ajanta vajrapani is no longer
representative of the narrative figure, and has shifted towards an iconic role,
it can be seen that the royal association has carried all the way to the later
dhvarapala vajrapani, including the Nio. Further study into the purpose of
this rendering may be conducted, and with the relative dissolution of the
narrative vajrapani on entry into China, it is left to see how this significance
carries on to the increasingly significant dhvarapala vajrapani.
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The Embodied Channavira
The vajrapani, like many other bodhisattvas, yakshi’s, yakshinis and other
mythological Buddhist and Hindu beings have uniquely patterned
adornments which can identify or reveal aspects of the character, history
or lineage. One common adornment that can be seen draped across the
shoulder onto the opposite hip of figures is the yajnopavita, or sacred thread,
an adornment that was increasingly represented in Buddhist images after the
5th century.29 While most of yajnopanita extend to just past the waist, there
are some examples of extended yajnopavitas found on Avalokitesvara and
Manjusri as early as the 6th century.30 The double chain that is evident on the
dhvarapala vajrapani looks very similar to the single-stranded yajnopavita in its
style of beading and can be found in the attendants of diverse bodhisattvas
as well as a host of other figures throughout the 8th and 9th century. Yet the
double chain seems to have particular significance for the vajrapani. It is found
Longmen Guyangdong Cave during the Binyang Period of the late Northern
Wei between 500-523 AD (Figure 7.4), and in the Tang-era completed between
672-675, Feng Xian Temple31 (Fig. 7.5), long before its widespread use.
The chain is a channavira and can be found in relatively rare instances
when compared to the yajnopavita. The chain seems entirely absent from the
vajrapani narrative assistant to Buddha Shakyamuni role in its renderings
through northern India and Central Asia. Yet, it is evident elsewhere,
possibly indicating a derivation. Some of the earliest extant representations
of the channavira in Buddhist art can be found at Sanchi Stupa I, dating the
first century BCE, where one of the lokapala (door guardian) figures, of the
pillars upheld by four different lokapala, facing and representing protection of
different directions, wears a channavira with a rectangular clasp (Fig. 7.1). The
gateway of Sanchi Stupa III, dating the first century CE, has four yaksas that
quite resemble the lokapala entwined among decorative lintel. Notably only
one yaksa of each pair of four wears the channavira and notably, it has a similar
clasp to the lokapalas of Sanchi I (Fig. 7.2). It is evident that the characters are
29 LaPlante, John D. “A Pre-Pāla Sculpture and Its Significance for the International Bodhisattva Sty
le in Asia.” Artibus Asiae 26, no. 3/4 (1963): 247-84. Accessed October 10, 2020. doi:10.2307/3248985.
30 Ibid.
31 Relying on dates given by Schumaker, Mark. https://www.onmarkproductions.com/html/niochi
na_18.html
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distinguished by their ornamentation, suggesting this is a specific figure that
may aid us in understanding the symbolic genealogy of the Nio. These yaksas
have been labeled genies by Marshall32 and kumbhanda, or dwarf-like spirits,
by Agrawala.33 The non-yaksa dvarapala of Sanchi do not wear channavira, but
have outwardly splayed feet and exposed navels like the Bharhut yavana.
Kongwang Mountain reliefs of the late Han era in China also reveal figures
wearing the channavira though it is rare. About one particular figure, Marilyn
Martin Rhie recounts:

in versions of Heng and Ha, characters that emerged in China much later
during the Ming Dynasty between 1368-1644.35 Yet even when the chains are
reintroduced, as we can see in Heng and Ha (Fig. 7.9) the navel is uncrossed,
the abdomen returns to a realistic contour. The presence of these two means
of dealing with the rendering of the belly of the figure suggests some import
to the positioning of the chain, covering of the navel and nipples, that wasn’t
present in the earliest examples of the chain in Sanchi Stupa I. Though the
import of covering the navel seems more consistent, in works like the Todaiji Nio, flowers that cover the nipples, where in previous iterations the chains
covered them or they were bare, and in later iterations clothing would take
the place, but the covering of the nipples is not as frequent as that of the
navel. Even in the kingly depictions of the narrative vajrapani in Ajanta and
Kizil caves, the navel is covered (Ajanta, see Fig. 6) and crossed (Kizil, see Fig.
5). We can see in the depictions of Heng and Ha, post-12th century Chinese
versions of the vajrapani, who are relatively clothed, the cross patten is still
replicated in some circumstances, and in fully clothed Nio, the crossed pattern
is achieved with the outfit (Fig. 7.12). The Kiyumizu-dera Nio (Fig. 7.7), with
balled musculature extending up the center of the sternum as well, might
suggest the musculature to be indicative of the channavira. Lastly, in newer
versions of the vajrapani stemming from the Tibetan tantric traditions, the
crossed chain has again been introduced with popularity (Fig. 7.13).
One must note that the channavira is not exclusively found on yaksas,
nor on warriors, despite its relatively rare presence before the 6th century,
and seems to have other connotations. In fact, it is often found on women,
including the female Chulakoka Devata36 found at Sanchi. It is also worn by
some of the members of Mara’s army in the Sanchi Stupa I, which we will look
into later at length. Notably, other renditions of the attack by Mara’s army
also include both male and female figures sporting the crossed channavira,
including a relief in Ajanta Cave 26 known as the ‘Temptation of Mara’
where two male figures to the left of the Buddha appear to wear it, as well
as multiple temptress female figures on the right (Fig. 8). Interestingly, as in
Sanchi, not all of Mara’s army figures bear the chain, they are distinguished

Portrayed in a posture of activity or squatting with both elbows
akimbo and fists on his thighs, he wears a large hat on his head
and X-crossed straps cross his bare chest. Such crossed straps
(channavira) occur frequently in male figures in Kushana period
art Ist-3rd century A.D… and this suggests that, despite the
channavira not having a history in Chinese native art, it has traveled
as a symbol, and stayed with a figure holding a squat posture, bare
chested, and with limbs extended. are common in Greek and Roman
art, especially on warrior figures.34
We have already described that Nio-like figures wearing the chain can be
found at Longmen Caves. In one other Tang era example from Longmen, we
can see a dhvarapala figure much like the Nio who doesn’t wear the chain but
instead has the puckered or crisscrossed belly button and the unusual, balllike upwardly curving musculature in the abdomen. This musculature can
be seen in the earliest Nio statues in Japan of Horyu-ji (Fig. 10.3-10.4), among
others. I have yet to find an example of a Nio equipped with both the features
of the balled and upward curving musculature and the channavira at the same
time. The puckered navel can be seen in a 9th century vajrapani. That is not
to say that the new musculature replaced the ornamental cross, for there are
later versions of the Nio in which the ornamentation is again used, especially

32 Marshall, Sir John. 1902. The Monuments of Sanchi. Volume 1. Accessed from: https://archive.org/
details/in.ernet.dli.2015.532798/page/n3/mode/2up?q=mara
33 Agrawala, Prithvi Kumar. “The Kumbhāņda Figures in Sanchi Sculpture.” East and West 37, no.
1/4 (1987): 179-89. Accessed October 11, 2020. http://www.jstor.org/stable/29756817.
34 Rhie, Marilyn. Early Buddhist Art of China and Central Asia: Later Han, Three Kingdoms and Western
Chin in China and Bactria to Shan-shan in Central Asia. Handbook of Oriental Studies Section Four:
China. Volume 12. Brill. Boston, 2007, p. 39.
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35 Schumaker, Mark. https://www.onmarkproductions.com/html/nio.shtml
36 Mankodi, Kirit.L. “The Case for Devata Mahakoka from Bharhut”. CSMVS JOURNAL 16_06_2016.
https://www.academia.edu/26741625/The_Case_for_Devata_Mahakoka_from_Bharhut
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Figure 8: Ajanta Cave Temptation of Mara with
Figures with Channavira. Edited.

by their features and some bear the chain. In one instance, found from 2nd
or 3rd century Gandhara, Mara is himself wearing the channavira and poised
next to the vajrapani (Fig. 9). The channavira is found in Begram (modernday Afghanistan) from the 1st-2nd century CE, worn by a woman thought
to be a river goddess.37 It is also seen on two female figures retrieved from
Sirkap, in modern-day Pakistan, dating to the same time, who are identified
as fertility goddesses because of the presence of the channavira, indicating
an association with fertility.38 Benjamin Rowland, in the understanding that
all human representation in Buddhist art is symbolic, also identifies the
channavira as a symbol of fertility often used in yaksha and yakshini and goes
on to elaborate on the role of such adornments in terms of the demonstrating
Buddhist religious concepts:
Certain attributes of fertility already recognized in the prehistoric
37 Ollivier, Thierry. Musee Guimet. Text by Fred Hiebert. National Geographic Society. https://
www.cemml.colostate.edu/cultural/09476/images/afgh05-023-12.jpg
38 Dobbins, K. Walton. “Gandharan Art from Stratified Excavations.” East and West 23, no. 3/4 (1973):
279-94. Accessed October 11, 2020. http://www.jstor.org/stable/29755889.
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Figure 9: Mara with channavira next to vajrapani. Edited

figurines are still present in the shape of the beaded apron and the
crossed scarves or channavira... the very sharpness and precision
with which these jeweled ornaments are carved connote by contrast
the softness of the flesh parts that are rendered in smooth, unbroken
convex planes. As in the free-standing statues of the Maurya Period,
the conception of the body in terms of a collection of interlocking
rounded surfaces is the sculptor’s device to suggest the expanding
inner breath or prana, as well as the quality of flesh in stone.39
This interpretation suggests the fertility connotation of the channavira visually
connects with demonstrations of prana. Might this interpretation then relate to
the rounded musculature found in the later Nio? It is possible that the fertility
significance is relevant to the vajrapani figure, particularly considering the
39 Rowland, Benjamin. The Art and Architecture of India. Second Edition. Penguin Books Ltd. 1953.
Great Britain. P 49
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forthcoming argument regarding the relationship of Mara (associated with
Eros40), to vajrapani, though the characterization of fertility would seem far
from the protective nature understood of the figure. It is possible that the Nio
is only tangentially related to the notion of fertility through an association
with Mara’s army? The philosophical and religious linkage between fertility,
prana and the Kshatriya or warrior status might also be a point of entry into
further understanding of this potential.

the renderings at Sanchi Stupa I.
According to Mankodi, in his study of Bharhut, “during the second century
BCE, Indian iconography had not yet developed the concept of associating
attributes with divinities”.42 So, were there but one relation between the
Sanchi depictions of Mara’s army and the Nio that developed as dvarapala,
we might discount it as the misfires of an undeveloped symbolic system,
particularly when we see other figures bearing a similar ornamentation to
seemingly indicate fertility. Yet there is another important feature that ties the
Sanchi Mara’s army to the Nio, that of the Om. It has been well documented
that mouth position of the Nio guardians in which Agyo, baring his open
mouth, complements Ungyo, with a closed mouth. Of the significance and
usage of these sounds, Mark Schumaker states:

Mara’s Om and Some Curious Stances
Many believe the popularized Gandharan vajrapani to derive from yaksa,
and this perception certainly influenced later stories developed about the
character. In Tang era China, stories were passed around in which the vajrapani
convinced monks to break religious taboos such as flesh consumption, even
human flesh, in order to gain physical strength. Though, rather than being
seen as going against the dharma, this rule-breaking, monstrous personage
was highlighted as core to the character’s power and uniquely imitated by
his Shaolin adherents. It was even the case that monks would mimic this
behavior in hopes to attain his power, according to Shaolin researcher Meir
Shahar.41 The belief that the vajrapani derived from a yaksa seems to have
impacted its monstrous aesthetic, the Nio bears significant yaksa-like features:
a disproportionate head, distended belly, wrathful expression, threatening
posture, in some cases fangs and encasing in fire to name a few. Yet while
many of the versions of the Nio dhvarapala vajrapani are monstrous, their
branching lineage includes rather lifelike renditions, and it can’t be assumed
that the figures that developed did so in a linear fashion, with clear-cut or
singular influences. It may be that the Nio derived from the narrative vajrapani
figure, as seems to be the conclusion drawn by the tracing of the Gandharan
iconography across Central Asia and China, but in the way that no human
can claim to be the offspring of just one grandparent, the Nio may source from
various figures. One linkage I propose here is that of Mara’s Army, based on
40 Grunwedel, Albert. Translated by Agnes Gibson. Extended by Jas Burgess. Buddhist Art in India.
London. 1901. p 95
41 Shahar, Meir. The Shaolin Monastery: History, Religion, and the Chinese Martial Arts. Honolulu: Uni
versity of Hawaii Press. 2008.
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Each is named after a particular cosmic sound. The open-mouth
figure is called ‘’Agyō,” who is uttering the sound “ah,” meaning
birth. His close-mouth partner is called “Ungyō,” who sounds “un”
or “om,” meaning death… Western audiences are most familiar
with the sacred term “OM” or “ON.” In Chinese, this term is
sometimes written 唵. It is rendered in Chinese as ǎn, in Korean
as 옴 (or) OM (or) AM, and in Japanese as オン (or) ON. These
versions of the sacred term from India remain faithful to the initial
logic behind them -- the term begins with open vowel and ends with
closed consonant, thus representing all possible outcomes (from
alpha to omega, open to closed, birth to death). 43
Sanchi Stupa contains the earliest dated representations of Mara’s Army,
with much attention paid by the sculptors to create animated and expressive
figures, described as “a group of grimacing, thick-featured men, whose
grotesque physiognomies contrast with their elaborate head-dresses and
ornament” (Figure 10.1).44 In many of the later depictions of Mara, the most
outstanding features are of the tempting daughters being offered to the
42 Mankodi, Kirit.L. “The Case for Devata Mahakoka from Bharhut”. CSMVS JOURNAL 16_06_2016.
https://www.academia.edu/26741625/The_Case_for_Devata_Mahakoka_from_Bharhut. P 7
43 Mark Schumaker. 1995-2015. https://www.onmarkproductions.com/html/nio.shtml last edited
Last Update Jan. 14, 2015.
44 Malandra, Geri Hockfield. “Māra’s Army: Text and Image in Early Indian Art”. East and West, De
cember 1981, Vol. 31, No. 1/4 (December 1981), pp. 121-130. Istituto Italiano per l’Africa e l’Oriente
(IsIAO). P 122 https://www.jstor.org/stable/29756586
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Figure 10.1- 10.5: Mara's Army Om and Hand Gestures at Sanchi Stupa 1, Edited.

Buddha, or of the animal-headed monsters armed and attacking. As Malandra
points out, this earliest relief focuses almost entirely on the human figures
rather than weapons, or animalistic features.45 The figures, facing we can note
the figures on the left have closed mouths while the figures on the right have
open mouths. The majority of the left-side figures with closed mouths are
facing rightward, much like Ungyo, and the majority of the right-side figures
with open mouths are facing leftwards, much like Agyo.
There are two figures whose posture we can particularly focus on, the two
whose hands are emphasized. The largest figure on the left with the closed
mouth has a palm-facing outward with fingers pressed together gesture
(shown in rectangles). The standing figure, third from the right on the top
45 Ibid p 123
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row, with an open mouth and bared teeth, has a palm facing to the side
and the right arm raised (shown in circles). While not all of the figures are
wearing channavira, these two do, as well as the two figures facing backwards
whose positioning reveals that the back of the chain has an identical floral
clasp to the front. The two seated figures likewise have a closed mouth on
the left and an open mouth on the right and seem to be complimentary of
each other. The mudra with the outward facing palm and first digit touching
the thumb, held by the large figure on the left corresponds to a mudra held
by a closed mouth dvarapala figure in Maijishan, and again can be seen in
the Todai-ji Ungyo, indicating that the particular mudra has been associated
with vjarapani figures along the route of transmission. The positioning of the
standing figure on the right’s hands will be recognizable to anyone familiar
with the Nio or similar dieties like Shukongoshin in Japan.
The association of the vajrapani to Mara through its role of Indra has
been suggested by Grunwedel on the basis of the figures Mara and vajrapani
uniquely doubling in certain narrative panels and due to the presence of
a Gandharan relief of Lahore presumed to depict Mara’s army in which
“The clubs and peculiar fold of the sleeve are purely Greek; indeed, were
it not for the fangs and the demoniacal features, one would be reminded of
a Hercules.” (Fig. 11)46 Another relief of Gandhara reveals Mara’s army to
have weapons such as the trident, full beards and clothing clearly echoing
Herculean Greek figures. (Fig. 12) In his analysis, Grunwedel continues
to suggest that the vajrapani split into two figures, one, a bodhisattva, and
another, the remnant of Indra, a yaksa that fell in stature.47 This doesn’t
seem consistent with the continued evolution of the dhvarapala vajrapani who
increased in significance over time, nor does the vajrapani aesthetic seem to
emerge from Mara himself, but rather to take on certain characteristics of he
or his demon army. In multiple examples, Mara and Vajrapani are pictured
in the same relief, indicating they must be separate entities. Channavira can
be found in multiple depictions of the assault on Mara from as late as the
8th century Burobudor Stupa in Indonesia where Mara as an archer sports
a channavira, indicating the channavira association wasn’t transferred but
46 Grunwedel, Albert. Translated by Agnes Gibson. Extended by Jas Burgess. Buddhist Art in India.
London. 1901.p 93-95
47 Ibid p 99-100
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Conclusions

Figure 12: Gandharan Assault on Mara with Greek Figures.
Edited.

Figure 11: Lahore Gandhara Mara's Army with Herculean
Symbolism

shared.48 The similarities between Nio and specific outlined members of
the earliest Mara’s army at Sanchi outlined herein include the Om mouth
positing, the symbolic presence of the channavira chain, the body positioning
of the army group that seemingly corresponds with their mouth position, the
individual body positioning and mudras of the two standout figures and the
overall stylistic congruity of monstrous human figures. These complement
Grunwedel’s findings regarding the relief of Lahore. Given that the vajrapani
does seem to split into two types of figures that I have roughly categorized
here as narrative and dhvarapala, there seems to be enough evidence to suggest
further investigation of a connection or possible derivation of the dhvarapala
vajrapani from Mara’s army.

Much is left to be explained about what may be one of the most culturally
syncretic figures in Mahayana Buddhism, seeming to adopt by its far
eastern manifestation rounded facial and body characteristics of Chinese
art, exaggerated musculature of Indo-Greek Herakles, ornamentation of
Persian arts, the Hindu vajra and protective role symbolism This research
reveals a few possible connections for further study. With regards to the
role of the vajrapani in defining religious and ruler relationships, I attempted
to demonstrate a preliminary connection due to the adaptation to royal
aesthetics and to draw attention to the vajrapani similarity with a previous
dhvarapala king, the Bharhut yavana. Secondly, by identifying the channavira
that is found in many examples of the vajrapani, showing how the symbolism
remains relevant to the different manifestations of dhvarapala vajrapani
including Nio and suggesting that even where the chain is absent, the
abnormal musculature might indicate an intentional physical integration of
the channavira, given the absence of the odd abnormal musculature when the
channavira again becomes present. Lastly, the channavira, in conjunction with
the well-known ‘Om’ mouth positioning of the Agyo and Ungyo, the mudra
and arm positioning, and the relative body positioning of the Mara’s Army
in their earliest known depiction in Sanchi Stupa I. The next step is to seek
substantiation of the connection to Mara’s army through Buddhist literature,
to search for the transmission of connection between Kshatriya and Brahmin
through recorded ritual and the morphing of the weapon that defines their
relationship. Finally, to search for the connection that led to the convergence
of the monstrous and the king. One last consideration that ties our latter two
topics of inquiry herein together is that, if the connection of the vajrapani and,
thus Nio, with Mara is established, the aforementioned fertiity symbolism of
the channavira might then be analyzed in terms of Mara’s connection with the
Greek god Eros. Perhaps the unusual, channavira-shaped musculature of the
Nio is a last trace of the ancient, deified embodiment of love, Eros, through
it’s association with the demonic temptations of Buddha’s main opposition,
Mara, ultimately embodied through the evolution of an iconic martial king.

48 Fraser, Sarah E. “Borobudur. Stupa, second terrace, scenes from the life of Buddha: Temptation of
Mara. Java, Indonesia, ca. 775-850 CE”. Hindu and Buddhist S.E. Asia. http://buddhist-art.arthis
tory.northwestern.edu/arthistory_240/F1040/F-1040-080.JPEG
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Yōkai as the Edge of The World*
Kōda Retsu 甲田烈

1. Introduction
Today in Japan, people show great interest in yōkai, and this interest seems
it will not be lost any time soon. In the past, a ‘Yōkai Boom’ centered around
Mizuki Shigeru’s original work “GeGeGe no Kitarō”, had spread throughout
Japan, and in 2013, after the RPG “Yōkai Watch” was launched by Level-5
Inc., and its anime series for television was broadcasted the next year, the
topic achieved tremendous popularity. In addition, kaidan (yōkai stories)
which were transmitted orally until now suddenly became accessible on the
internet and caused the creation of unique tales of their own. In this way,
by continuing to encounter yōkai in some form or another, certain fixed
images are formed in our minds today. In most cases, these images are of
grotesque ‘things’ with a specific appearance like an ‘umbrella-shaped
ghost’ (kasa-obake), a ‘painted wall’ (nuri-kabe), or a ‘haunting cat’ (Jibanyan).
However, these popular images of yōkai are hindrances when engaging in
academic research on the subject. Compared with the popular level yōkai,
researchers’ definitions of yōkai are not uniform. For example, author and
researcher Kyōgoku says “Handling yōkai academically is expected to be
quite a difficult work.”1 and indicates “I cannot see any meaning in trying so
hard to unify different opinions.”2 Furthermore, Tanaka, in his research on
*

"This article is based on a study first reported in the International Inoue Enryo Research, 4 (2016):
156-173 ISSN 2187-7459". GPJ is thankful to the author and the journal for their kind permission
for this publication. The article is translated by: Melis Akbaş, Ebubekir Arslan, Fatma Sena Azi
zoğlu, Zeliha Çağlayan, Nurkay Erbay, Berfu Gülay, Gülşah İnan, Öykü Kaplan, Büşra Kuplay,
İrem Gül Özdel.
1 Kyogoku Natsuhiko, Yōkai no Ri - Yōkai no Ori (Yōkai’s logic - Yōkai’s cage). Kadokawa Shoten,
2007, p. 24.
2 Ibid., p. 20.
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Izumi Kyōka’s works, which he conducted from the perspective of Classical
Japanese Literature, questions the suitability of the very concept of yōkai.3 We
cannot deny the fact that defining yōkai is crucial for determining the extent
of academic research. However, it is not something which we can easily reach
an agreement on. Even a meta-level definition that attempts to combine basic
aspects of various fields easily becomes blurry itself.
What I have mentioned above about the specific forms of ‘yōkai’ is merely a
part of this issue. Can we not say that the lack of a common definition of ‘yōkai’,
as opposed to the popular usage, might be pointing to a tendency for scholars
to evade such usage? For example, if the meaning of ‘yōkai’ for ancient Japan
differs from the present-day, then defining an area of study with that name
and discussing related subjects with it might as well be problematic. By the
same token, we cannot discuss ‘Tsuka no Meidō’ and ‘Kuchisake-onna’4 within
the same category, simply because, while Kuchisake onna is a particular figure,
Meidō refers to a certain happening. Also, it is an ongoing debate if the yōkai
is a cultural creation or a phenomenon that exists in the real world. People
who believe that yōkai are real insist that their personal experiences are attaru
koto,5 meaning real occurrences, and tend to blame modern science to be too
narrow-minded, whereas people who do not believe in yōkai try to interpret
these occurrences as psychopathological or cultural phenomena.
Likewise, the condition of modern yōkai research is concerned with the
meaning contained in the word itself, and the problematic debate around
the phases of reality and unreality. Hence, the lack of methodological
arrangements to resolve or tone down the clash of beliefs based on such
differences in phasing, must all be considered as factors creating the present
condition of the field. That’s why the issue is philosophical in essence. In the
preface of his book Lectures on Yōkai Studies, Inoue Enryō gives the definition
of the field as “the field which examines the essence of yōkai and explains the
phenomenon” (16:20), identifies three areas of study, physical, psychological,
3
4
5

See Tanaka Takako, Kyōka to Kai’i (Flowers reflected on a mirror and the mysterious), Heibonsha,
2006, pp. 27-33.
Tsuka no Meidō塚の「鳴動」: High pitched sound that is believed to come from burial mounds
during earthquakes. Kuchisake-onna 口裂け女 : A yokai resembling a woman with a mutilated face.
Here, “attaru koto” means the reality as conceived by the carriers-of-cultural-memory (storytel
lers). See: Matsutani Miyoko. Gendai Minwakō: Kappa, Tengu, Kamikakushi [1] (Thoughts on contem
porary folk stories): Kappa, Tengu, Spirited away). Chikuma Shobo, 2003. (Introduction)
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and rational yōkai (16: 22-24), and discusses them in detail. However, it is
hard to say that Enryō’s research program was inherited by the later scholars.
In his book Discourse on Yōkai, published in 1956, Kunio Yanagita had used
the phrase “…(t)he origin of our initial steps in yōkai studies,”6 referring to
Enryō; however, he also advocated the theory of yōkai as fallen gods,7 giving
kappa as an example. Hereafter, philosophical studies have become almost
extinct and yōkai has become an issue of cultural phenomena.8 As already
mentioned, Enryō’s yōkai studies were not inherited and examined any
further. Following Enryō’s death, yōkai studies have been passed on to the
scope of folklore studies.
On the other hand, as will be discussed below, despite the current condition
of yōkai studies, in recent years a number of scholars led by young folklorists
show a new tendency to re-examine the notion of yōkai in line with changing
world views. This paper aims to pave the way for a meta theory in yōkai research
by shedding light on these studies of yōkai done by present folklorists and
examining Enryō’s yōkai concept critically on the basis of the Mutual Inclusion
theory. In this attempt, we will not investigate the concept of yōkai with respect
to the humanities, natural sciences or social sciences, but focus on the meaning
of the very concept in an ontological sense. This study will hopefully show that
yōkai can be defined as ‘experiences on the edge of the world’ as a working
concept. Similarly, this work should be considered as an attempt to open a new
path for philosophical research on yōkai, rather than a specific and concrete
study in humanities, natural sciences or social sciences.

Komatsu gives a broad definition9 for yōkai in his discussion titled “What
are monsters and yōkai?” within The Great Encyclopedia of Monsters and

Yōkai as follows: “(yōkai) are phenomena or beings which are referred with
adjectives like strange, mysterious, weird, uncanny, causing anxiety.” For
him, “such occurrences or phenomena become yōkai only if they are thought
to result from some sort of supernatural intervention”.10 Yōkai are divided
into 3 categories:11 1) yōkai as incidents (phenomena), 2) yōkai as beings, 3)
yōkai with shapes. For instance, a mysterious phenomenon such as azuki
bean washing in the middle of the night is called ‘azukitogi’ or ‘azukiarai’.
However, it doesn’t necessarily mean a mysterious being is the cause of that
phenomenon. First, there is ‘the sound of azuki beans being washed’, but
as soon as the phenomenon is given a name, it appears as a yōkai in the 2nd
category. Furthermore, if it is attributed to a shape or displayed in drawing,
it then becomes a yōkai in the 3rd category.
Leaving the issue of yōkai’s existence/non-existence aside and defining it
as ‘supernatural’ is highly regarded as a novel approach to Yanagida Ikō’s
yōkai studies.12 On the other hand, Hirota opposed this view by stating
“This type of yōkai conceptualization seems to be an ontological framework
where all things are presupposed to fall into one of two categories (natural
and supernatural).”13 and lines up with the carriers of cultural memory
who do not question the existence of yōkai. He continues, “If we accept that
the division of natural and supernatural changes depending on the sociocultural context”, then “we cannot assume supernaturalness as a self-evident
premise when we study the yōkai”.14 Nevertheless, with this stance, he was
advocating a methodological agnosticism in which researchers should not
question the existence of yōkai. In other words, the underlying assumption is
that yōkai researchers would think “yōkai do not exist”. Such a presumption
inevitably limits research activity to mere empirical confirmation, hence,
the impossibility of empirical research on the ‘supernatural’ such as gods,
buddhas or yōkai, will obstruct further study on these topics. That’s why, the

Yanagita Kunio. Yōkai Dangi (Discourse on Yōkai). 1956. (Yanagita Kunio Zenshū (Complete
Works), Vol. 6, 1989), p. 93.
7 Ibid, p. 93-94.
8 See Komatsu Kazuhiko. Yōkaigaku Shinkō: Yōkai kara mita Nihonjin no kokoro (New Thoughts on
Yōkai Studies: Japanese heart seen via the Yōkai). Shogakukan, 2015, p. 12.
9 Komatsu Kazuhiko, “Kai-i - Yōkai to ha nani ka” (What is the mysterious: Yōkai?). In Komatsu
Kazuhiko (ed.), Nihon Kai-i Yōkai Daijiten (Comprehensive Dictonary of Japanese Mysteries and
Yōkai). Tokyodo, 2013, p. 5.

10 Ibid.
11 Ibid, pp. 5-9.
12 See Kagawa Masanobu. “Yōkai Shisōshi” (History of thought of Yōkai). In Kazuhiko Komatsu
(ed.), Yōkaigaku no Kiban Chishiki (Basic Knowledge of Yōkai Studies). Kadokawa Gakugei Pub
lishing, 2011), p. 50.
13 Hirota Ryuhei. “Yōka no Hitotsu Dehanai Fukusū no Sonzairon” (Yōkai’s not single but plural
ontology), Gendai Minyōgaku Kenkyū (Contemporary Folklore Studies), No. 6 (2014), p. 115.
14 Ibid, p. 117.
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scholarly stance towards yōkai has become that neither existence nor nonexistence can be proven academically. Yet, this approach is incompatible with
the ontology of cultural memory carriers. As opposed to the yōkai research
done so far, Hirota’s point is appreciated because it introduces a philosophical
perspective to the concept. On the other hand, although he labels his approach
as “ontological relativism”,15 and he questions the incompatibility of the
ontologies of scholars and carriers of cultural memory, it seems he does not
realize he in fact is questioning his own ontological framework. Similarly,
even if this sort of relativism is questioning the ontological assumptions of
conventional studies, it may as have drifted itself into the pit of ‘anythingpossible’ relativism. There is no single correct ontological standpoint. The
issue is not the relativity of ontology concerning ‘yōkai’, but constructing a
metatheory of the ‘yōkai’ which obstruct the logic of relativism, by utilizing
several ontologies simultaneously. When we think this way, Inoue Enryō’s
‘yōkai studies’ provide us with hints to do that.

3. Ontology of the Lectures on Yōkai Studies
3-1. The Perspectivism of Enryō’s Philosophy

What is the contribution of Enryō’s philosophy to the modern yōkai research?
In order to explain this, let us first give a simple overview of the basic stance of
Enryō’s philosophy at the time of Lectures on Mystery Studies, and then examine
the ontology of the Lectures in that context. In fact, the characteristics of Enryō’s
philosophy as perspectivism, has already been pointed out.16 However, let us
first look at the first edition of Tetsugaku Issekiwa (A Night’s Talk on Philosophy)
which dates back to 1887. In said book, which is comprised of dialogues, regarding
the controversy between his disciples Maruyamako’s monist spiritualism and
Ryōmizuko’s mind-body dualism17 professor Enryō comments as follows:
15 Ibid, p. 125.
16 See Kobayashi Tadahide. “Inoue Enryō no Tetsugaku” (Philosophy of Inoue Enryō). In Takagi
Hiroo (ed.), Inoue Enryō no Shisō to Kōdō (Thoughts and actions of Inoue Enryō). Toyo University,
1987, p. 34.
17 For such an interpretation, see Ogura Akihiro, “Tetsugaku Issekiwa” dai 1 hen ni Mirareru Inoue
Enryō no Chūdō Tetsugaku (Inoue Enryō’s Middle Way Philosophy seen in ‘A Night’s Talk on Philo
sophy’ Part 1), Kwansei Gakuin Daigaku Tōzai Gakujutsu Kenkyūsho Kiyō, No. 42 (2009), pp. 70-74.
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If you look at the mind from the matter, you will know that the
mind is not in the matter. If you look at the matter from the mind,
you will know that the matter is not in the mind. Including the
birth of distinction between self and the “other”, there exists no
distinction whatsoever from the beginning. If you discuss the matter
extensively, it becomes mind. If you discuss the mind extensively,
it becomes matter. If you discuss the mind and matter extensively
together, distinction disappears. When you discuss indistinction
extensively, it becomes distinction again. If you regard distinction
as indistinction, and indistinction as distinction then the two
become one and distinction (between them) ceases to exist. (On the
other hand) even if distinction is extinct, it still is extant, and (yet)
though distinction is extant it still is extinct. This is the mystery of
philosophy (1: 43-44).
This seems to be an elaboration of his phrase “reason contains and resides
in the mind-and- matter; and the mind-and-matter possess the reason. The
two are neither different nor separable from each other, but even if they are
inseparable, it does not mean that there is no difference.” (1:35) Here he states
that the two phases differ. Firstly, the ontological standpoints of ‘matter’ and
‘mind’ are correlated in terms of point of view. If you look at the ‘mind’ from
the ‘matter’, ‘mind’ does not look like ‘matter’. This is because, when we
discuss ‘matter’ extensively, ‘matter’ becomes something that is devised by
‘the mind’. Consequently, it is equivalent to the fact that when we look at the
‘matter’ from the ‘mind’, the ‘matter’ does not look like the ‘mind’. Hence, the
theoretical foundation of correlated perspectives evolves into the form of ‘The
Theory of Distinction and Indistinction’. Let’s separate ‘matter’ from ‘mind’.
When we do this, ‘matter’ and ‘mind’ seem like two distinct ontological
categories in the sense that they are separable. However, the fact that they
are ‘separated’ is perceived mutually by the matter and the mind, while the
fact that we know that they are separable shows that these two concepts are,
in fact, united without distinction. Enryō speaks to this situation by saying
“Distinction is superficial (front), and indistinction is profound (back)”(1:45).
That in fact is the ‘logos’.
This type of ‘matter’, ‘mind’ and ‘logos’ perspective structure and its
theoretical foundation is mentioned in his Teksugaku Yōryō (Essentials of
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Philosophy) published in 1888. In the same book, it is argued that “Generally
speaking, the development of human logical thinking begins with the
dualism of mind and matter. Then, via materialism and spiritualism it finally
reaches dualism once again.”(1:153) He then comes to the conclusion that
“Mind exists but matter does not, or matter exists but mind does not, or
neither mind nor matter exist, or mind and matter both exist, or a unity of
non-matter and non-mind outside the mind-matter exists, or such unity does
not exist… These are all parts of the same dualist theory.” (1:214) Enryō first
relativizes the world image based on the ontological categories of ‘matter’
and ‘mind’ by changing it into ‘viewpoint’. He then establishes the viewpoint
of ‘matter’ and ‘mind’ as the basis on which the relativity claim is established,
and at the same time he relativizes it further by using ‘body’ and ‘logos
which are different than the previous two concepts. The difference between
“Teksugaku Yōryō” (Essentials of Philosophy”) and Tetsugaku Issekiwa (A Night’s
Talk on Philosophy) is that in the former, the search for ontological categories
is expressed in a process of “successive logic” (1:212). With each category of
‘matter’, ‘mind’ and ‘logos’, such a high-depth philosophical standpoint can
be said to have a meta quality. This is because it provides insight into the
inevitability of each philosophical standpoint being held, and at the same
time it bases its reasoning in the realm of perception.

discussion. Enryō starts with the origin of religious studies, elaborating on
the essence of religion which might seem irrelevant to yōkai at first glance.
He asserts that there are two different attitudes regarding the interpretation
of popular religions: “emotional” and “mystical” (18:20). An emotional
interpretation would aim to “merely appeal to one’s own emotions and make
sure one believes in oneself without being misguided” (18:20), preaching that
one should not doubt what they see or feel. A mystical interpretation, on the
other hand, would argue that the essence of religion pertains to “rationality
of irrationality” (18:23) and the untellable mysteries constitute the very core
of it. However, for Enryō, it is impossible to claim that, between these two,
“one is biased towards emotions, the other is partial to the mystery and
between them there lies a middle ground” (18:23). After all, if one considers
only what one perceives by emotions to be the absolute truth, it would be
no different than reading a scripture and interpreting every word literally.
Yet, languages and words merely help us express our infinite ideas by finite
means, and hence, are rather limited. Therefore, Enryō criticizes looking at
words and arriving at the conclusion that they reflect the truth as it is. He
asserts that doing so would be just as foolish as looking at a cup of water
and promptly deciding that seawater should be the same (18:24-25). As for
mystical interpretations, we see that they attempt to cast aside all human
intellect, not realizing that even such “denial of intellect” is a function of
thinking (18:27). Thus, Enryō rejects the one-sidedness of both emotional and
mystical interpretations. However, he does not support skepticism either, for
it favours the power of doubt and disregards the fact that doubt functions
thanks to the existence of logic in the first place (18:28).
In that case, what does Enryō himself think about religion? Before anything,
it for him is “based on three major functions of the human mind: knowledge,
emotions and will”. (18:29) These mental functions are “although finite from
outside, they have infinite properties inside” (18:29). As I have stated above,
emotional understanding of religion tends to accept whatever is perceived
from one’s senses as absolute. We can say that this attitude is superficial all
the way from the start. While others believe that mystic understanding can
only be possible in relation with inner aspects (of religion). Therefore, Enryō
develops his theory on the essence of religion, as follows:

3-2. The ontology of ‘Front’ and ‘Back’ in Lectures on Yōkai Studies

By the way, the definition of ‘yōkai’ in the Lectures on Yōkai Studies as “what
is both mysterious and extraordinary”, and that “(d)ue to its abnormality
and metamorphic nature, the logic behind cannot be conceived…” is not
inconsistent with the concept of yōkai defined, for instance, by Komatsu. The
point that “its logic cannot be conceived” maybe questioned though. Here,
we witness Enryō’s perspectivism once again. His consideration of ghosts
(yūrei) is thought to be the best example of his standpoint since Enryō
personally regards ghosts as “the greatest among the popular yōkai, the chiefs
of monsters indeed” (18:13). Below, his stance will be examined in depth.
When the concept of Yōkai Studies is defined as “opening the gate between
life and death and illuminating the path to afterlife” (16:23), ghosts, who are
connected to the other world, are inevitably established as central to the
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In short, religion may deal with the infinite, or be built on the
incomprehensible, as long as its phenomena take place in the limited
realm of matter-and-mind, it awaits to be explained with physical
and psychological terms. Even if its essence belongs to “rationality
of irrationality” sphere, we must still try to give a meaning to it at
wherever it intersects our boundless imagination. What I want to
say is that just like attempting to explain the inexplicable space, we
must make the inexplicable, explicable. Thus, the main objective of
Yōkai Studies is to try to prove that in addition to physical entities,
there exists a body of absolute incomprehensible entities. That’s
what I mean by writing “getting rid of fake mysteries will open the
way for the truly mysterious” in this preface. (18:33)
It should not be difficult to understand that here, “the absolute infinity
and the incomprehensible” refer to inner, while “within the limited realm
of matter and mind” to outer qualities. Enryō made it clear that while both
emotional and mystic understandings of religion are valid, the former is
limited by the outer world, and latter by the inner world. He proposes that
only by combining these two, it is possible to achieve “getting rid of fake
mysteries will open the way for the truly mysterious”. “Fake mysteries” refer
to psychological and physical yōkai phenomena which belong to the outside,
then the inside is the “truly mysterious”. Hence, Enryō’s ‘logic’ puts forth
the limited nature of having a specific viewpoint, as well as the ontological
thinking which helps locate the limits of its validity.
Then how can we explain a concept like ‘ghosts’ using this perspective?
Enryō begins approaching this problem by questioning the birth and death
of the soul. Those who believe that soul ceases to exist with the death of body
argue that there is no such thing as ghosts and they are not inclined to ask how
the soul functions while it is alive. On the other hand, those who advocate
their existence tend to generalize the few ghost incidents to the whole. (18:34)
Enryō suggests a differentiation between “apparent and obscure”. (18:35) It
is like moving your hand. When you raise your arm, the force that activates
it is not born out of nowhere, and it does not disappear when you stop it.
The force dormant in your arm manifests itself once you start moving it and
becomes obscure when you halt your action. Enryō likens this to a seed. If
you put it in your desk drawer, it is unlikely that it will grow; but if you bury
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it in soil, it probably will sprout. Thinking that ‘soul’ is similar, Enryō states:
However, if `self`, or the so-called “soul”, is nothing but the innate
physical force or the peculiar power within; then the other world
must be nothing but the world of this power. For this reason, we
must understand that there are outer and inner, two sides to the
matter. If we look from the outside, a blind world of forms takes
shape, while in the inner side a lively spiritual world opens where the
exterior and the interior intermingles. This spiritual world is called
“the otherworld”. That is the realm of the inconceivable. However,
if a person opens a part of the inconceivable world within his/her
body, then, a way to communicate with the otherworld appears. This
cannot be otherwise, it is nothing else but my spirit. (18: 150-151)
It is clear that this is the development of his ontological interpretations
for ‘front’ and ‘back’ in his Essentials of Philosophy (Part 2), and that it is an
extension of his discussion on the essence of religion. Enryō thinks that
‘matter’ as ‘front’ is blind, while a “peculiar power” is contained within the
‘back’. The expansion from the mysterious world of the ‘back’ to the ‘front’
is done in a way that involves the ‘front’, because there is always a ‘back’ in
the ‘front’, and ‘the true mysteries’ lie at the back of ‘fake mysteries’. This is
the structure for ‘front” and ‘back’. By putting the religious view of the soul
at the center of his discussion as “the main fort of the yōkai” (18:13), he was
in fact following up his early philosophical program in the Lectures on Yōkai
Studies.

4. From Mutual Inclusion Theory to Yōkai Studies
4-1. Mutual Inclusion Theory and Problems of ‘Others’ in The New Philosophy

As mentioned above, Yōkai Lectures had altered Enryō’s philosophy in practical
terms. Then how about in his later years? In order to find out this, we need
to take a brief look at the latest philosophical work, The New Philosophy and
recently reprinted lecture Shinriteki Yōkai (Psychological Yōkai)18 which was
18 Sato Atsushi, “Inoue Enryō no Chōsen Junkō ni kansuru Shiryō – Shokuminchi Chōsen hakkō no
Kiji wo Chūshin ni” (Documents related to Inoue Enryō’s conference tour in Korea: Focusing on
articles published by colonial Korea). Inoue Enryō Center Nenpo, No. 23 (2014), pp. 165-168.
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written in 1918 during his lecture tour in Korea, and Shinkai (True Mysteries)
(20: 347-509) written in 1919, which includes his further views on the topics
he had discussed previously. The content of the ‘Mutual Inclusion Theory’ is
diverse. His discussions on various subjects like the place of Hanshu Zanmai
(Pratyutpanna Samādhi Sūtra) in Mahayana Buddhism, or his confrontation
with Nicholas Cusanus (1401-1464) draw frequent attention,19 but here, we
are more concerned with the evolution of the worldview of ‘front’ and ‘back’
as described in the Yōkai Lectures. Hence, the idea of the Mutual Inclusion
Theory is explained as follows:

and others. From an outsider’s perspective, one’s pupils would look like a
pair of dots. They are a part of the ‘matter’ called the body, located in the
two pits on the face. However, from one’s own perspective, this small pupil
immediately opens to a field of vision that includes the whole world, which
in turn includes the outsiders.
Enryō’s philosophy, right from the time of the Dialogues, was offering this
sort of perspectivism, and sharply anticipating the presence of the outsider.
This is because the difference between perspectives becomes apparent only
with the presence of an outsider. This fundamental, endogenous relationship
between the self and the other can well be regarded as the hidden basis of
Enryō’s philosophy in his later years.
Incidentally, The New Philosophy investigates the themes of “gathering all
the results that can be observed from all directions” and uncovering the “truth
of the universe” (1:286). Enryō first divides the direction of observation into
“front view” and “back view”, then divides “front view” into “outer view”
and “inner view”, and then continues by dividing “outer view” into “vertical
view” and “horizontal view”. (1:284) This ‘front view’ can be considered
as the world of phenomenon in which ‘matter’ and ‘mind’ are correlated.
The realm of matter can be seen from two aspects: its history of formation
(vertical=time) and its structure of reality (horizontal=space).
First of all, the “outer view” as the “front view” can be seen along the
time axis (vertical), but here, our subject is “cyclical world” theory. (1: 297)
Evolutionists tend to talk solely about the evolution of the universe and
life; but they avoid thinking how it is going to end. However, this is a onesided approach. If the universe has evolved from a nebula, then there must
have been yet another nebula before, and obviously there should be other
nebulas from then on as well. The process of nebula evolving from nebula
and returning to nebula repeats itself endlessly. If the immortality of matter
and continuity of energy are accepted as a valid rule, we may conclude
that this world has no end or beginning. Enryō states this with the words
“cyclical eternity and infinity”. (1: 313) In other words, the universe does not
go through this process only for once but repeats its movement from nebula
to nebula. The same holds true for life within the universe.
Then, what happens when we look along the spatial axis (horizontal
view)? In space, there can be no power without matter. If we cannot talk

In other words, when viewed from the outside, the world of mind
seems to emerge from the world of matter and when viewed from
the inside the world of matter seems to emerge from the world of
mind. Anyone can easily understand that the world of mind resides
in the world of matter, but when studied deeper, it can be seen that
the world of matter resides in the world of mind. For example, our
eyes are located between heaven and earth\ but heaven and earth
is present within us, too. In other words, the eye exists between
the heavens and the earth, just as the heaven and the earth exist in
the eye, and the world of mind exists in the world of matter as the
world of matter exists in the world of mind; we call this mutually
inclusive relationship. This theory gained a so-called central status
by integrating ancient lines of thought such as dualism, binary
existence, interactionism or parallelism. (1: 342-343)
When looking at ‘mind’ from the realm of ‘matter’, ‘mind’ seems to be within
‘matter’, and when looking at ‘matter’ from the realm of ‘mind’, ‘matter’
seems to be within ‘mind’. Enryō interprets this as the relationship between
the outer and the inner worlds. Figuratively speaking, this is equivalent to
the mutually inclusive relationship between macro and micro, in which the
eye, like a speck of dust in the universe, simultaneously reflects the universe
in itself. It should be noted that here, although it was not brought to the
foreground at the time, Enryō had suggested a relationship between the self
19 See Kawanami Akira, “Inoue Enryō ni okeru Shūkyō Tetsugaku Taikei no Taisei: Sōganron to sono
seiritsu no haikei” (The greatness of Inoue Enryō’s system for Philosophy of Religion: The Theory
of “Mutual Inclusion” and the background of its establishment). Inoue Enryō Center Nenpo, No. 1
(1992), pp. 45-50.
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about power where there is no matter, the relationship between the two
must be “inclusive”. (1: 332) The smallest building block of the matter is the
element. If the element has a form, then there must be other, still smaller
building blocks that construct it, meaning this search leads to infinity. On
the other hand, if we assume that the element has no form, then we end up
with an awkward situation where “thing is born out of nothing”; Enryō says
that if we are to unravel this aporia, we must treat the element through its
“with form, without form, and mutually inclusive aspects” (1: 317). Now that
“without form” here means “power”, matter and power have to be mutually
inclusive. Likewise, if we assume ether has power, then matter and power
have to be mutually inclusive. Therefore, we can state that “(w)hen viewed
vertically, the universe is cyclical eternity; and when viewed horizontally,
it is infinity”. (1:322) Furthermore, as we discussed above, via inner view
matter is contained in the mind. In the ‘outer’ or ‘front’, matter and power,
while in the ‘inner’, matter and mind are mutually inclusive. However, we
must know that Enryō’s theory of mutual inclusiveness does not end here.
When the view of the ‘front’ from the ‘back’ is concerned, a spectacle happens
as follows:

space turns into naught. Yet, neither time nor space exists. Still, since this
universe (= world of phenomena) is a relative realm, it necessitates the form
of time – space. Looking through various such forms, he states “Everything
manifests itself.” Thus, he adds, “The universe is but a great magic lantern.”
There are two points that deserve attention here.
Firstly, the viewpoint from the ‘back’ may not be called a ‘view’ point, since
it rather depends on deepened firsthand knowledge, and it can be considered
as different from the ‘inner view’. Moreover, firsthand understanding of this
‘back’ is explained as “This is it. This is it. Detached, you reach the othershore (Nirvana) and unite with the absolute.” (1:385) As described, it is an
unhuman breakthrough in the depths of self. In other words, the mutual
internal relationship between ‘self’ and ‘other’ emerges from this inhuman
stance.
We must also pay attention to the fact that the ontology of ‘front’ and
‘back’, which was developed in the Essentials of Philosophy (Part 2) and
further investigated in the Lectures on Yōkai Studies, was elaborated in The
New Philosophy under the light of the concept “Mutual Inclusion”. In this
respect, the mutually inclusive character of ‘horizontal’ and ‘vertical’ views
under the ‘front view’, is folded into the ‘inner view’, and that too, is folded
into the “singular naught” within the ‘back view’. Hence, we end up with a
manifestation of a three-dimensional structure formed by worlds folded on
each other.
Enryō’s perspectivism on this issue does not reject any philosophical point
of view. On the contrary, he incorporates them as essential perspectives for
interpreting the world and materializes his own earlier conceptualization.
Well in that case, how does Enryō’s ‘mutual inclusiveness’ argument of his
later years, relate to yōkai studies?

As I mentioned before, if we remove the forms of both time and space
from the main body of the universe, then the body merely returns to
a “singular naught”. Within this naught, there lies the logos of the
infinite mutual inclusiveness. In order to unravel this (mystery),
one has to refer to the forms of time and space. The universe is but a
great magic lantern. (1: 395-396)
Also, in the case of the ‘inner view’, he explains: “Infinite light must be shrunk
into a single lightning…. It has to be known that a single molecule/a single
element is stored within the womb of the universe, while at the same time,
the universe-world is contained deep within the purse of a single molecule/a
single element. This is mutual inclusiveness.” (1: 355-356) This is because
‘mind’ has the ability to grasp time-space in an instant. There, of course, the
whole domain of the history of matter functions as its basis. In other words,
within that instant, breathes the colossal universe. But even so, this again
is nothing but a conception with the premise of time and space. When the
viewpoint shifts from exterior (front) to interior (back), the form of time134

4-2. “Psycho-galvanism” and “Badger”

As it is mentioned before, “Psychological Yōkai” is the title of lectures Enryō
gave in his last year during his tour in Korea. In those lectures, he dealt with
three specific cases: ① Someone died at an inn in Mishima, on the way to Ise
Grand Shrine, but suddenly appeared in his house in Kazusa, his hometown,
saying “I’m back now.” ② A man left Kochi city as he was appointed to
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a far county office and moved there with his wife and child. On his fourth
birthday, at 12 o’clock, the man heard his child saying, “My grandpa died.”
Chatting with his friends in laughter, the man ignored his child’s words. Not
surprisingly, that same night, a distant relative came to visit him and told the
man that his father had died at 12 o’clock that day. ③ After crossing from
Niigata to Sado (island), a man was walking over the mountains on the way
back to his home in Aikawa. Then he saw a badger beating on its belly in front
of a roadside shrine and threw a stone at it in mischief. When he arrived at his
house, he saw that a man that looked just like himself was having dinner with
his wife. Then the ‘thing’ turning towards him said it came take its revenge
and disappeared.20
What all these cases have in common is that the yōkai phenomena take place
beyond the common sense of space and time. However, Enryō in his Lectures
on Yōkai Studies, interprets these using psychology. In case ②, comparing to
the “telegraph messages” in the material world, he sees a “psycho-galvanism”
in the spiritual world. For him, “those who are related by blood are more
suitable to feel this psycho-galvanism”, and “the 4-year-old boy was able
to feel what had happened because he was in a state of pure calm (kyoshinheiki: a condition where no insecurities or dissatisfactions exist)”.21 In case
③, when he threw the stone, the man had the feeling “knowing deep in his
heart that his act was indeed fearful”, and “the feeling of fear was kept in his
subconscious and transmitted to his family members as ‘psycho-galvanism’,
causing illusion”22 is Enryō’s interpretation. The way of interpreting cases
like ② does not change only by using the term “electricity of mind” (20:500)
for “true mysteries”.
It should be noted that Enryō ‘s interpretation of ‘yōkai’ does not differ
from the standards of the philosophical theory summarized in Lectures on
Yōkai Studies. For example, the cases of “psycho-galvanism” or “badger” do
not differ from the explanations of “possession by a fox spirit” with “the state
of unconscious notions” (17:441). However, according to the standard of The
New Philosophy, if you repeat the explanation of ‘mutual inclusiveness’ of
‘front’ and ‘back’, then it should be possible to arrive at a solution as follows.

Indeed, when we think from the perspective of the ‘other’, any response
that discriminates between space and time seems to be a mystery. This is
because, in such a case, individual human existence within time and space
is the underlying assumption. However, if we change our perspective to
the ‘inner view’, we can see that time-space is folded into an instant. In this
case, distance becomes irrelevant, because everything will exist within a brief
moment. Then, the four years’ old child must have responded at this ‘inner
view’ level. It can also be considered that the ‘inner view’ yields unconscious
notions. Furthermore, when seen from the ‘back’, the time-space present
in the ‘front view’ is convoluted into a single point in which the ‘psychogalvanic response’ and the ‘badger’ coexist. Suzuki has already focused
on the affinity between Bergson and Enryō Inoue, pointing out that both
base their research on spiritual ontology.23 However, one wonders: is it not
evident in we discussed so far, by stating that Enryō’s spiritualism is biased
solely towards the ‘mind’? Unhuman ontology which relativizes spiritualism
as a standpoint is the foundation of Enryō’s philosophy. From this point of
view, time-space does not only extend but also convolutes. At first glance,
the ‘yōkai’ phenomena manifest themselves in an ordinary world, therefore
a careful interpretation of this convolution from various perspectives is the
way leading to “True Mysteries”, which in turn would help make it possible
to clarify various cases regarding the “psychological ‘yōkai’. However, Enryō
did not adopt “psychological yōkai” or “true mysteries” in the standard logic
of The New Philosophy. Consequently, can we not say that Enryō could not
update the tools necessary for unraveling a rich variety of examples because
he had stopped his early philosophical approach to the yōkai studies?
However, criticizing Enryō for this would be like asking for the impossible.
The New Philosophy is merely philosophical reasoning therefore, it is fair to
admit that we should not try to bind it with yōkai studies. On the other hand,
as I have already mentioned, Enryō had envisioned the Lectures on Yōkai
Studies with philosophical methodology on its core. That’s why we cannot
really locate yōkai studies within Enryō’s domain of thought. It is also true that
any attempt to do an internal criticism of philosophical texts is reading and

20 See Sato Atsushi, 2014.
21 Ibid, pp. 166-167.
22 Ibid, 168.

23 See Suzuki Yukari. Henri Bergson to Inoue Enryō: Shinreishugi wo Megutte (Henri Bergson and
Inoue Enryō: On Spiritualism). Inoue Enryō Center Nenpo, No. 19 (2010), pp. 57-80.
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understanding the philosopher’s latent potential. In that sense, Enryō’s yōkai
philosophy in his later years can as well be considered as posing questions
and offering possibilities for further logical thinking.

align with idea that accepts the yōkai phenomenon as the ‘edge’ of a world
woven out of that viewpoint.
On the other hand, that does not invalidate Enryō’s efforts to create
methodological pluralism. When we look at the current fragmentation and
the conflict of beliefs occurring in the research on ‘yōkai’ in humanities, as well
as social and natural sciences, and the widespread interest shown towards
the yōkai as a popular and spiritual phenomenon; there is no way to deny his
contributions. It is important to realize that each perspective regarding yōkai
is equally effective as a viewpoint with limits, and that it is not possible to
explain everything from one specific viewpoint alone. Our attempt is to build
a metatheory that utilizes all.
Here, taking over the concept of Enryō, we will redefine the concept
of ‘yōkai’. Yōkai is the edge of the world. In this context, ‘edge’ means the
threshold of the world-conception possessed by the carriers-of-culturalmemory and scholars alike. In other words, ‘yōkai’ is any ‘thing’ (mono) or
phenomenon (koto) which constantly threatens the world-conception of both
sides. It is a phenomenon that awaits explanation by the correlated practices
of a wide range of research activities and ideas built on a philosophical basis.
If we continue to inquire up to this point, the inquiry will be reversed. Yōkai
always invites us to depart from our academic and intellectual realms with
specified purposes and continues its mysterious charm. Perhaps it is us
humans who are being investigated by the yōkai.

Conclusion: Towards a Metatheory for Yōkai Studies
The purpose of this paper was to attempt to understand Inoue Enryō’s
conceptualization of yōkai studies based on his philosophical activities, by
re-questioning the concept of ‘yōkai’ in modern folklore and investigating
its limits and potentials, especially from the perspective of Mutual Inclusion
Theory” which is a part of his philosophical position in his final years.
The study of ‘yōkai’ in modern folkloric studies which tends to explain the
existence of ‘yōkai’ by a subtle ontological assumption of non-existence, has
become inconsistent with the ontological theories of the carriers-of-culturalmemory. Therefore, the ontological premise of the concept of ‘yōkai’ must
be re-questioned. However, this attempt must not end up with a relativism
which is a result of ‘everything is possible’ cognition. It must reconcile various
ontological viewpoints; but to do that, a pluralist methodological approach
which can make them consistent at a meta level is necessary. In doing that,
Enryō’s conceptualization in his yōkai studies, of perspectivism in the
correlated structure of ‘matter’, ‘mind’, and ‘logos’, as well as his philosophy
of ‘mutual inclusiveness’ of ‘front’ and ‘back’, an idea he worked on in his
later years, are all very promising.
We can anticipate that the yōkai studies will, without holding any bias
towards a specific perspective concerning ‘yōkai’, and by making use of the
world view of carriers-of-cultural-memory, eventually reach a metatheory of
‘yōkai’ research. As already pointed out by Enryō, the ontology of the carriersof-cultural-memory is hampered by ‘fake mysteries’ and it is biased towards
a single side of the issue, either ‘mind’ or ‘matter’. Likewise, scholars are not
exempt from this kind of bad habit, too. For example, as Enryō points out, a
skeptic approach directed towards spiritual beings monopolizes authority
by using ‘skepticism’, though it is nothing more than a one-sided perspective
for understanding the world. However, Enryō had also not completed such
an ontological reasoning. He had not positioned himself with a viewpoint
like convolution of mutually inclusive time-space or matter-mind, nor did he
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Appendix
All citations from Inoue Enryō-senshū (Selected works of Inoue Enryō), 25
vols. (Toyo University, 1987-2004) in this paper are given as follows: The
number on the left in parentheses indicates the number of the volume, while
the number on the right indicates the page numbers. For example, (17: 125)
shows Inoue Enryō-shū, Vol. 17, p. 125.
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Selçuk Esenbel
Sinan Levent, Japon Turancılığı (Japanese Turanism).
Istanbul: Tarih Vakfi Yurt Yayinlari, 2016. 200 pp. Paperback.
ISBN: 9789753333368
Sinan Levent’s book on Japanese Turanism was published in Turkish from
Tarih Vakfi (History Foundation) Yurt Yayinlari in 2016. Based upon his Ph.D.
in the Asia-Pacific Studies Institute of Waseda University, the work is part of
new research on the interesting topic of Japanese Turanism that was a lessknown aspect of pre-war Japan’s Pan-Asianist intellectual and ideological
currents that dominated Japanese thought during the 1930s and 40s. As the
author states in the English abstract of the book, Turanism, a political and
intellectual movement that originated in Hungary and influenced the art of
nationalist Turkish intellectual thought during the early twentieth century,
argued that the Ural-Altaic language speakers covering central Eurasia
including Finns, Hungarians, Estonians, Central Asian Turkic peoples,
Mongols, Koreans, Manchus, and the Japanese shared common racial and
cultural origins. Typical of the grand theories of global and transnational
ethno-racial imaginary claims such as Germanism, or, Pan-Slavism, Turan
ism in Hungary represented the Hungarian search for common links through
language and common cultural roots for alternative global alliances against
the current Slavic (i.e. Russian) domination. In Turkey, Turanism was inter
preted more in the line of Pan-Turkism with less emphasis on the multinational range of the Hungarian vision. However, as Levent’s work shows
the links between Russia Muslim Turkic intellectuals and the newly founded
Republic of Turkey also fertilized the ground for the emergence of Turanism
in Turkey during the same era.
The book is based upon Japanese archival materials of the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs (Gaimusho), pre-war newspapers such as Asahi and Yomiuri
and most significantly the personal papers and archival material of Imaoka
Juichiro (1888-1973) a contractual researcher of the Ministry. Imaoka, though
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not a regular diplomat, appears to have played a leading role in advocating
Turanism as a geo-political romantic vision for the destiny of the Japanese
empire in North Asia and Central Eurasia against Russia and China as well
as Britain and France. A German language specialist, Imaoka became a
Hungarian expert during his sojourn in Hungary together with the Hungarian
Turanist Barathosi Balogh (1888-1973) who had visited Japan three times in
1905, 1914, 1921. Imaoka had served as his guide and interpreter and the two
formed a life-long relationship of cooperation for the cause of incorporating
the Japanese public into the Turan cause. The third individual in the Japanese
Turanist movement was Alimcan Tagan (1892-1973), a Bashkirt from the
Volga region in Russia, who came to Japan together with Abdulhay Kurbanali
(Kurbangaliev) after the 1917 Bolshevik Revolution. As the author notes, three
personalities from different countries converged along the common cause of
Turanism in Japan. This was a transnational team envisioning themselves
in a transnational movement. The book narrates their close relations with
Japanese radical nationalists and Pan-Asianists such as the Kokuryukai (The
Black Dragons) and the Genyosha (The Black Ocean Society). The civilian
and military authorities of the 1920s, though not extremely interested in
the Turanist agenda, still allowed the three activists to establish the first
Tsuran minzoku Domei in Tokyo. At the outset of the 1930s the second Turanic
association Nippon Tsuran Kyokai was established in Tokyo, but this time
under the Pan-Asianist foreign policy and internationalism that surfaced
with Japan’s search for an alternative global order in Asia under Japanese
leadership after Japan’s relations with the West radically worsened as a result
of the 1931 Manchurian Invasion.
The book provides a substantial introduction that describes the Imaoka
Jutaro collection, the primary original sources of the study, and introduces the
major personalities of Japanese Turanism as well as the Turan or Ural-Altaic
Peoples Map that was prepared in 1933 by Kitagawa Shikazo, the theoretician
of the Tunguzid theory, arguing for the common roots of Tunguz language
speakers including Manchus, Koreans, and the Japanese. We understand that
Kitagawa’s Tunguzid theory now frames the Japanese approach to Turanism.
Section one discusses the brief history of the idea of Turan, originally from
medieval Persian literature referring to the nomad peoples of Central Asia,
and the modern history of Turanism as a transnational cultural-linguistic-

racial imaginary in Hungary and the Pan-Turkist version in the Turkish
world. The author briefly discusses also the work of Shiratori Kurakichi,
the famous founder of Toyo-shi, or Oriental History in the Department of
History in Tokyo Imperial University during the early twentieth century and
his Turan oriented historical thesis. Shiratori was the first Japanese historian
paying attention to the history of the North Asian nomad peoples such as the
Mongols and the Turks arguing that the Japanese had ancient roots in that
world rather than the Chinese of East Asia. In this respect Shiratori could be
considered as the pioneer of Mongolian and Turkic studies in the Japanese
academy.
The Second Section discusses the impact of the 1917 Bolshevik Revolution
in Japan and its influence over Japanese Turanism that takes on a distinct
anti-Bolshevik turn. The section discusses the Japanese empire’s arduous
entry into the civil war that ensued in Russia after the Revolution as part of
the Allied intervention of Britain, the United States, and France on the side of
the White forces against the Communists. Sinan Levent posits the Japanese
Siberian Intervention that led to Japan’s occupation of the Amur Region
east of Lake Baikal between 1918-1922 to be the longest among the other
powers as an outcome of the Japanese Imperial Army and young diplomats
of the Gaimusho’s strong advocacy of Japan’s need to advance its hegemony
on the Asian mainland as connected to the birth of Japanese Turanism, or
rather an opportunity for Imaoka and the small group of actors to establish
their presence in Japan. The arrival of Kurbanali and Alimcan Tagan, the
establishment of the Tatar refugee community in Japanese occupied territories
of China as well as in the home islands (a history that is commonly narrated
as part of Japan’s Islam Policy or Kaikyo Seisaku strategy), is argued to have
Turanist coloring as well.
Section Three narrates the history of Japanese Turanism between 19051931 through the articles and activities primarily of Imaoka, Barathosi, and
Tagan the connection to Dai Ajia Kyokai (Greater Asia Association), the
journal Daido and the founding of the second Japanese Turan Society, Nihon
Tsuran Kyotkai, in 1932.
Section Four exposes the incorporation of Turanism into the ideology of
Pan Asianism-Greater Asianist ideology as the author prefers to use the term
during the 1930s. The discussion of the so-called Tunguzid theory of Kitagawa
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Shikazo, the writer of the famous Turan Map mentioned above, argued the
Ural-Altay language speakers of North Asia shared common historic origins.
The study reveals General Hayashi Senjuro, who was a major military figure
of the Pan-Asianist era and the head of the Dai Nippon Kaikyo Kyokai (Greater
Japan Islamic League) founded in 1938, also became the head of the new Japan
Turan Society as well even though the Turan ideal did not incorporate religion
specifically. For this reviewer, this fact reveals the political ideological frame
of the Japanese Pan-Asianist perspective dominant among the civilian and
military authorities to be typical of twentieth century ideological discourse
that manipulates religious identity, linguistic theory, culture, and racial-ethic
identity into geo-political packages that serve world power strategy.
The last Section Five of the book discusses the links between Muharrem
Feyzi Togay, a Turkish national of Crimean origins, who was a journalist
specializing in reporting on the international situation in the Far East for
the major newspaper Cumhuriyet (Republic), that was known to reflect the
government’s views in many matters. Based on Japanese diplomatic telegrams
from the Embassy in Turkey to Tokyo, the author shows the close relations
between the military attache Kanda Masatane, in the Ankara embassy and
Togay, who appears to have written his articles in the paper, using detailed
information that was provided from the embassy. Togay generally expressed
a pro-Japanese line in discussing the problems between Japan and China.
While this section is limited in the case of Togay’s relations with the Japanese
Embassy, Office of Strategic Services’1 reports have provided lengthy
information on Japanese Asianist support of the Turanist movement in
Turkey. The role of Kanda in this affair is also worth noting for he is thought
to have been instrumental in recruiting Abdurresid Ibrahim for the cause of
Japan’s Islam Policy that had surfaced, at the time, as a new Asianist gaze
toward the Muslims of Asia and the world. The book’s episode suggests the
topic deserves future investigation. The section ends with a brief discussion
of Japan’s failed policy in 1933 to instate the exiled Ottoman Prince Abdul
Kerim Efendi on the throne of East Turkestan as another puppet regime
favorable to Japan, just like the former last emperor of the Qing dynasty Pu
Yi, who was instated as the Emperor of Manchukuo, the puppet regime of

Japan that was established in 1932, one year prior.
The book concludes with the interpretation that the Japanese Turanist
movement became part of the larger Pan-Asianist currents in Japan, but did
not take root, due to incompatibility with the Greater Asianist perspective
that placed importance on forming alliances in China and South East Asia,
which were irrelevant to the Turanist geo-cultural vision in Central Eurasia
Ural-Altay peoples. Levent concludes that Japanese Turanism remained a
‘minority ideology’.
The book stands out as an original work on an interesting topic that
enlarges our understanding of pre-war Japan’s Asianist intellectual discourse
and activism, and invites further research of Japan’s activities in Central
Eurasia and Turkey. The work is also an excellent example of this reviewer’s
methodological argument that shifting the geo-linguistic frame of Japan’s
modern history globalizes the existing historiographic understanding of
Modern Japan ‘s history. The author has already published articles in English
and a Japanese publication on Japan’s Eurasian policies on the topic, but
the Turkish version appears to be a more substantially detailed account of
the original study. The Imaoka articles and materials stand out in the work.
The books strength relies on the sections about Turanism, Imaoka’s articles,
and the Dai Ajia Shugi journals. The section on Muharrem Feyzi Togay is
interesting as an episode.
However, the final section on the exiled Ottoman Prince Abdul Kerim
Efendi’s Japan affair appears to be too short and its connections to Japanese
Turanism somehow not convincing. After all, the whole Ottoman Prince
project was argued for the Japanese claim to be the ‘savior’ of Muslims,
though the Turanist geo-political agenda might have been in the mind of the
plotters. At any rate, we still do not have sufficient information about this
enigmatic affair that ended in a tragedy of the Prince’s demise in New York
after a few years. For this reviewer, however, the study did explain finally
why reports on the Abdul Kerim Affair or other episodes related to the Tatar
Turkic community in the Gaimusho archives were frequently written by
Imaoka. In addition to primary sources such as the Gaimusho documents or
Imaoka papers, the author has made use of the available Japanese secondary
sources such as that of Inaba Sachiko and Hama Yukiko on the topic. A minor
criticism would be that the author would have benefited from the significant

1

The American intelligence agency that was founded during the Second World War.
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studies in English of James William Morley on the Siberian expedition titled
The Japanese Trust into Siberia, 1918, published in 1957, and Stephan Tanaka,
Japan’s Orient: Rendering Pasts into History, 1995 on Shiratori Kurakichi’s
views. There are a few technical matters – that we as Japan specialists face
always: Ichiro Honno should be called Ichiro Motono. But these are minor
matters. In sum, the book on Japanese Turanism is a significant work that can
be recommended for those who are interested in Japan’s Pan-Asianism and
connections to Central Eurasian geography. The book brought back personal
memories of living in Japan during the early 1960s when sometimes elderly
Japanese gentlemen would exclaim that we are brothers from the same origins
when they discovered that this reviewer was Turkish and not American
(back then all foreigners were by default thought to be Americans). Their
exclamation was always a surprise for someone who came from Istanbul and
could not figure out just how we were related to the Japanese so far away.
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Hook, Glenn D. and Gavan McCormack. Japan’s Contested Constitution.
London: Routledge, 2001. 212 pp. Hardcover.
ISBN: 9780415240994
Glenn D. Hook and Gavan McCormack’s book, Japan’s Contested Constitution
extensively analyzes the Japanese Constitution and the legislations of the
government between 1947 and 2000. It is a reaction to the January 2000
Constitutional Research Councils, set up by Japan’s national bicameral
legislature known as the Diet, to consider, debate and recommend a possible
amendment to the constitution. Since constitutions reflect the times of their
conception, a potential amendment would mean re-shaping and re-adjusting
Japan’s identity and political nature. What the book aims to prove is that
a gap exists between the constitution and actual practice. It is divided into
four essential parts; the first three cover three key points, each of which is a
particular subject featured in the Japanese constitution: symbolic emperor,
popular sovereignty, state pacifism and national security. The fourth and last
part list the four amendment proposals by four different groups.
What makes the Japanese constitution unique is the outlawing of war
itself as well as banning the maintenance of forces. Its pacifist, or as the
book calls it, antimilitarist tone largely comes from its Article 9 that disables
the use of military forces for solving disputes and prevents any act of war
mongering. Thus, instead of an establishment of a self-sufficient and fully
sovereign military system, Japan’s security relies partly on the United States
(US) forces. Despite a few relaxations, Japan’s defense continues to remain,
until today, dependent on exterior military help.
The subject of the first part is the symbolic emperor system. During the
American occupation, the Allied Staff favored the continuation of basic
institutions, such as the office of the Emperor in Japan, in contrast to their
demand of total disintegration in Germany. Hook and McCormack label it
as “continuity rather than rupture”. The Supreme Commander of the Allied
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Powers (SCAP) believed that the belligerency and militarism in Japan was
caused by the previous constitution, the Meiji Constitution of 1889, which
was claimed to have had flaws that needed certain modifications and
removals. The reforms also included the extraction of religious holiness
from the Emperor. However, instead of a complete removal of imperial rank,
the occupying body partly allowed the Emperor’s powers to facilitate the
implementation of the upcoming rigid changes. In conclusion, the American
administration made several alterations to the existing system instead of
completely removing it. In order to affect a smooth revision, the Emperor
was tasked to order the change. Thus, his rank and authority were used by
the SCAP to prevent a public revolt.
The book remains skeptical towards the legislative practices after the
promulgation of the 1947 constitution. The main argument of the book is
that the Japanese government has strayed away from its principles, including
their treatment of the status of the Emperor. Hence the book is titled as Japan’s
Contested Constitution. The book explains that from 1947 onward, several
attempts had been made by the Japanese politicians to bring back the old
values based on traditions and modify the current ones. For instance, the
symbolic function of the Emperor was reinforced, his cultural and religious
role grew stronger and his influence on social life was reconsolidated over
several years. Several actions of the Japanese government had also aimed
to put the Emperor at the center of politics again. For example, in 1947, the
Imperial Household Law was passed. This law freed the Emperor from the
burden of taxation. It also gave him the right to vote and immunity from
provisions of civil and criminal law. As imperial succession was only given
to the male heirs, this was a direct contrast to the Article 24 of the Japanese
Constitution, which states the essential equality of the sexes. Another accurate
example is Daijosai (religious ritual) in 1989 on which the government spent
20 million dollars using public funds for the ritual. Critical thinkers such as
Hook and McCormack interpret it as a breach of Article 20, which states that
the Japanese government cannot intervene in religious matters. Indeed, they
argue that the symbolic Emperor gained so many privileges and so much
respect that he became a genshu (sovereign in traditional sense), but they also
point out that in spite of the recent increase of the Emperor’s influence on
traditional matters, the idea of making him the head of state lacks public

backing. Additionally, the book states that during the funeral of Hirohito in
1989, there was no noticeable public mourning and Japanese life continued as
usual. This proved that it could be very difficult to put the Emperor back into
the center of the political structure.
The subject of the second part is the question of popular sovereignty. The
1947 constitution gave sovereignty and basic human rights to the citizens as
well as removing the priorities of the elites that were close to the Emperor
before the occupation. The Diet became the highest and only organ which
could pass and create laws. However, the book claims that, the traditions and
norms of the past Meiji Constitution later came to the surface again. Unlike
the American values of freedom and equality, Japanese traditions valued
loyalty and basic duties of the citizens. In pre-war Japan, traditions favoring
imperial rule coupled with a huge bureaucratic force to obey the Emperor’s
orders. Hook and McCormack argue that the inheritance of the past values
as well as the LDP (Liberal Democratic Party) dominance from 1955 to 1993
gave little space for public unions and separation of powers to develop. These
values were partially adopted. The authors argue that the roots of the LDP
and its bureaucratic structure were ingrained so strongly in the political
system that the influence of the public became lesser than that intended by the
Americans. The ruling elite consisted of the strongly regulated police force
and the bureaucrats. Then came the imperial institutions and the politicians.
Big businesses had as much influence as the politicians, while public opinion
was positioned at the end (bureaucrats 37%, politicians 22%, business 15%
and, public opinion 7%).
Hook and McCormack also point out discrimination as a major problem.
During the preparation of the 1947 draft, the clause of all people (issai no
shizenjin) was changed to “all Japanese citizens” (subete no kokumin). The book
gives the opinions of lead constitutional scholars and historians who have
analyzed this issue before, such as Koseki Shoichi and John Dower, who
argued that this rendition led to a weakening of non-discrimination within
the social system as non-Japanese citizens were left out of bounds. According
to Koseki, this affected the Korean residents the most since they had been
subjected to discrimination in employment.
The book treats the issue of Okinawa in a separate manner due to the
differing perception between central government and the local authority of
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Okinawa prefecture towards the constitutional amendment. During WW2,
Okinawa suffered intense battles between US and Japanese soldiers. For
this reason, it is noted that the respect of the Okinawan people for the 1947
Japanese Constitution and their commitment to Article 9 is much stronger
than any other prefecture in Japan.
Hook and McCormack point at the Okinawan problem by giving the
example of a situation that happened in late 1990s. The 1998 Okinawan
land incident proved that the will of the foreign government was more
important than the will of the local residents. In order to construct a
helicopter base, the national government ignored the property rights of
the local Okinawan landlords with special legislations passed in 1997 and
1999. Central government authority put pressure on the governor, and as
a result the governor had to step down from his refusal of the construction
of a US helicopter base. But this meant that the Article 95 of the constitution
was neglected. This article was a law applicable to a particular region, and
it could only be passed with the consent of a majority of voters of the local
public entity concerned. What the writers wanted to highlight was that the
decentralization concept and the rights of property that were provided by the
1947 Constitution thus could not make the intended progress due to financial
issues. Local communities were still connected to the central government in
terms of finances and the current system benefits greatly to the central side.
The subject of the third part is Japanese national security. The authors
claim that the gap between practice and reality has become much wider due
to various constitutional interpretations. For years, the Japanese approach
to national security remained unchanged despite several modifications.
Japanese Defense Agency did nothing other than initiating the increase of
defense expenses. The umbrella of the US already gave enough safety for the
Japanese land, as its nuclear defense was forged with the cooperation of the
1951 US-Japan Security Treaty.
The book explains that although Japan had sufficiently adapted to the
bipolar international system of Cold War period, the end of the Cold War
pushed Japan into a new dimension, which promoted the necessity of
composing new approaches for its political structure. Public opinion cherished
the retainment of Article 9, together with accepting the constitutionality of
the SDF (Self-Defense Forces). For those who sought concessions thought

adaptations to the new international order was the most significant factor
among several which proved that change was necessary.
Even though Article 9 of the Japanese constitution prevented Japan from
using the SDF for overseas deployment, Japan could revoke this by using
the Article 51 of the UN (United Nations) charter of 1945, which mentions
sovereign powers’ right of collective self-defense, and could deploy the SDF
after the end of the Gulf War in April 1991. However, its role was limited to
logistical support rather than combat.
The book comments that despite the fact that Japan cannot easily change
the Article 9 and its self-defense rights, it can still try to gain advantages and
benefits from the SDF such as sending them on peace keeping missions under
the umbrella of the UN. The Peace Keeping Operations law that was passed in
1992, gave Japan the possibility of sending its SDF force abroad. This force’s
mission is to provide basic needs and assist countries in conflict. Japan sent
SDF forces to countries like Mozambique, Golan Heights and Rwanda.
As the Cold War ended, the question arose regarding what would be the
new foreign strategy outlook of Japan. The constitution being unamended for
a long time together with the changing conditions in the global order have
hastened the debates regarding constitutional amendment.
The book gives the example of the neonationalist groups whose main
agenda is to make Japan a ‘normal’ state again by establishing full sovereignty
and autonomy. Since Article 9 blocks Japan from forming an army, the
conservatives want to revise Article 9 and remove the constraints that are
imposed by this article. Furthermore, according to pro-revisionists, the
Security Treaty with America ties Japan to America greatly, thus it needs to
be abolished or revised. They believe that if Japan revises Article 9, this will
empower the country’s autonomy and independence.
However, the idea of a constitutional revision is not necessarily a
conservative one only. The leftist bloc also has intentions to revise the
constitution and to resolve the contemporary problems, not through altering
the existing articles in a reverse fashion, but to reinforce and clarify it further
by supplementary legislation.
The subject of the last part of the book is the analysis of the four proposals
for the amendment of the Japanese constitution. The book is especially
helpful in the sense that it provides a copy of all these proposals, so that the
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reader can examine them. The authors point out that two of the four are prorevisionist and the other two favor supplementary laws.
The first one is the Yomiuri proposal published by the Yomiuri newspaper.
As one of the highest circulating newspapers in the world, Yomiuri’s view is
pro-revisionist. For many years, it has played a big part on the pro-revision
campaign and has been playing a central role on revision debates. In their
1994 proposal, they envisioned Japan as a great international player which
regained full sovereignty, and in the meantime retained the principles of
popular sovereignty and human rights. Hook and McCormack identify the
Yomiuri proposal as realistic, defense-oriented and barely pacifistic.
The second proposal is by the Sekai journal, which addressed the same
problem mentioned by the Yomiuri newspaper. Published by Iwanami
Publishing Company as a monthly journal, Sekai’s view can be described
as pro-pacifist. According to Hook and McCormack, Sekai’s proposal can
be defined as idealistic, having utopian tendencies, uncritical of the socialist
bloc, as well as having several setbacks in answering the question of Japan’s
Cold War Defense and how to deal with the constitution in the new era.
The third proposal is the Asahi proposal, which, like the Yomiuri, is a
newspaper group that has large amounts of readers in Japan. Like Sekai, its
plan was to supplement the constitution’s vague points and address Japan’s
new duty as an international peacekeeper. Asahi proposal shares similarities
with the Yomiuri one regarding the international role of Japan and is also
similar to the Sekai Proposal.
The last proposal was drafted by the former secretary general of the LDP
Ichiro Ozawa, who played a central role in interest politics. He addressed
several theoretical and ideological topics. Hook and McCormack describe
him as different and rare, based on his coherent and future-oriented style.
According to Ozawa, only focusing on economic development made Japan
an unnatural state, blocking its path to a greater responsibility and influence
as well as from achieving full sovereignty.
What is evident in these four proposals is the aim to readjust Japan and the
constitution into the circumstances of the new millennium. As the status quo
that has been in effect for five decades became outdated, these media groups
and think tanks tried to solve this problem either through supplementary
legislation or by a complete overhaul of the constitution. Although they had

differing views, the issues and values that they were discussing were the
same: internationalism, pacifism, idealism, democracy and openness. Two
of them favored a ‘normal’ Japan which becomes a great power, and the
other two envisioned Japan to become a ‘civilian’ power. The difference is
how they portray their national identity. The book reminds the reader that
this distinction had been discussed way earlier in the Meiji period. In fact,
compared to the authoritarian, statist model, there had also been a democratic,
people centered vision that was planned and expressed in the 1880s, before
the promulgation of the Meiji constitution. In the 1920s, it resurfaced with
prominent supporters such as Ishibashi Tanzan and Ozaki Yukio. They failed,
but their ideas became reality 20 years later. The book states that this is the
impasse that had been going on for years in Japan, and asks if Japan should
adopt a more realistic approach or stick to the constitution?
Hook and McCormack also state the problems of these four proposals.
The revisionists aim to change Article 9 to make the SDF legitimate implies
that it is currently illegitimate. Then, they ask what the specific difference
between a force with aggressive potential and a defensive one is. As for the
Asahi and Sekai proposals, they in fact tend to revise the current conditions
through new interpretations just like the revisionists did for fifty years.
Leaving the popular sovereignty parts of the constitution might be less
radical, however, exchanging SDF with a Territorial Guard would require a
lot of interpretations and adjustments to the current practice.
Hook and McCormack also believe that the problem is political and not
constitutional. They say that even if the constitution were to be changed,
there would be no guarantee that the politicians would strictly adhere to it
and give the present gap between reality and practice as a perfect support
for their argument. The book states that although the principles of the
constitution were weakened, it still harbors its force in Japanese politics.
What is important for the writers is the question of what the Japanese citizens
say about the revision, since they think that it is up to the Japanese people to
decide whether they should revise or reinterpret their constitution.
Overall, the book gives a perfect overview of the Japanese constitution, its
origins and the recent political developments throughout the years. It is very
informative in the sense that it accurately sheds light on many contemporary
issues and is a useful tool to understand the Japanese political system.
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